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La thèse porte sur l'utilisation du GPS en mode cin6matique pour un système automatique 
d'accostage des navires, ce qui demande de mesurer de façon précise l'allure du navire au cours 
de I'approche d'un quai. L'accostage d'un gros navire est la manoeuvre la plus délicate qu'un 

capitaine ait à f&. Le système permettrait de faciliter i'approche finale du quai et ainsi éviter 

des accidents pouvant être désastreux pour I'enviromement. 

La résolution rapide et fiable des ambigui'tés de phase GPS fournit la précision ultime pour le 
positionnement et la détennînation de l'attitude, Des algotithmes ont été d6veIoppés pour un 

système basé sur le GPS, qui utilise en synergie toutes les observations GPS et Ies 
caractéristiques de i'accostage des navires. De plus. i'analyse de simulations a permis de 
déterminer la meilleure configuration d'antennes GPS pour la détermination de l'attitude en 
vue de l'accostage. La qualit6 des solutions de navigation a été évaluée sur le terrain et à bord 
d'un navire. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Some of the symbols which are used only inside a section are not listeci hem. 

1. State of shïp to be measured 

distance nom the position on the stem to the berth (m); 
distance from the position on the bow to the berth (m); 
roll ratc, the angular velocity of the ship about x-axis (radis); 
pitch rate, the angular velocity of the ship about y-axis (radls); 
tum rate or yaw rate, the angular velocity of the ship about taxis  (radls); 
fosward (longitudinal component of) velocity of ship (mls); 

laterai velocity of ship (mis); 
velocity of ship in up direction (mls); 
position of ship in northerly component (m); 
position of ship in easterly component (m); 
position of ship in height component (m); 
roli of ship (rad); 
pitch of ship (rad); and 
heading of ship (rad). 

2. GPS positioning, velocity, attitude and angdar velocity determination 

GPS positioning 

single difference operator; 
double difference operator; 
light velocity in vacuum (mls); 
Doppler irequency (mis); 
bias of the ionosphenc delay (m); 
bias of the tropospheric delay (m); 

errors caused by the multipath (m); 
bias of the satellite clock (s); 
bias of the receiver clock (s); 
L1 f~equency (Hz); 

L2 fiequency (Hi); 

(integer) phase ambiguiîy; 
pseudorange (code) measurement (m); 



pseudorange observation on L1 (m); 
pseudorange observation on L2 (m); 
narrow-Iane code observation (m); 
measurement noise and unmodeled emors (m); 
carrkr wavelength (m); 
carrier phase measurement (m); 
phase observation on Ll (m); 
phase observation on LZ (m); 
ionospheric fkee combination of phase observation (m); 
wide-lane phase observation (m); 

temporal variation of the bias of the ionospheric delay (mis); 
temporal variation of the bias of the tropospheric delay (mk); 
temporal variation of emrs caused by the multipath (mis); 
drift of the sateIlite clock; 
drift of the receiver clock; 
temporal difference of phase measurements divided by the sampling interval (m/s); 
measurement noise and unmodeled errors (m/s); 
theoretical distance between satellite and receiver (m); 
theoretical radial velocity between satellite and receiver (m/s); 

Earth's rotation rate (radis); 

Attitude and angular velocity detemination 

M F  relative clock errors of î-th baseline (s); 

W: single difference GPS phase ambiguity for the j-th satellite and the i-th baseline; 

AV,' single difference residuals for the j-th satellite and the i-th baseline (m); 

A@: single difference phase observation for thej-th sateIlite and the i-th baseline (m); 
precision of measurements or observations; 

6 baseline vector (3 x 1) in the body-fixed frame (i = 1, .... m); 

B matrix (3 x m) comprised of the baseiine vectors; 
ëi satellite-receiver unit vector (3 x 1) in the local level frame (j=1, ..., n); 
E;' skew symmetric matrix (3 x 3) associaîed to the unit vectors of the j-th satellite in 

the vehide's body-fixed fiame; 

I identity matrix (3 x 3); 

Ro initial vaIues for the attitude matrix R; 



corrective te- for the initial attitude angles; 
transfomiaton matrix (3 x 3) h m  the local level frame to the vehicle's body-fixed 
fiame; 
skew symmetrïc rnatrix associated with a (3 x 1) vector BR; and 
vector of smdî angle rotations (&), 68, Sv) about ail 3-axis of the vehicle's body 
fiame, 

3. Mathematicai mode1 of ship's dynamics 

moment of inertia around z-axis (kg rn2); 
added te- of moment of inertïa (kg m2); 
mass of ship (kg); 
added mass of ship (x-axis) @g); 
added mass of ship (y-axïs) (kg); 

hydrodynamic moment around the z-axis acting on the hull (N m); 
moment around the z-axis caused by mdder (N m); 

moment around the z-axis caused by the use of thruster (N m); 
moment around the z-axis caused by wind (N m); 
Nrn rate or yaw rate. the angular velocity of the ship about z-axis (rack); 
observation. yaw rate by GPS (radls); 
observation, yaw rate by rate gyro (radls); 
state variable, the time derivative of yaw rate, r (radfs2); 
noise of the latitude of position by GPS (m); 
noise of the longitude of position by GPS (m); 
noise of the heading measurement by gyrocompass (rad); 
noise of heading measurement by GPS (rad); 
noise of yaw rate measurement by GPS (rad/@; 
noise of yaw rate meamernent by rate gyro (radls); 
noise of the northerly component of ship's velocity by GPS (mls); 
noise of the easterly component of ship's velacity by GPS (mls); 
noise of longitudinal component of speed given by speed log (mls); 
noise of fateral component of speed given by speed log (mls); 
time constant of fmt order lag for propeiler (s); 
tirne constant of fmt order lag for rudder (s); 
thnist of bow thruster (N); 
thrust of stem thruster (N); 



forward flongitudinal component of) velocity of ship (mls); 

velocity of current in northerly component (mls); 

observation, the longitudinal component of speed given by speed log (mls); 

forward component of relative wind velocity (m/s); 
state variable, the time derivative of forward speed, u (mls2); 

state variable, the time denvative of forward speed of cumnt, U, (mls2); 
laterai velocity of ship (mls); 

velocity of cumnt in easterly component (mls); 
observation, the lateral component of speed given by speed log (m/s); 

state variable, the time derivative of laterai speed, v (m/s2); 
state variable, the time derivative of laterai speed of cumnt, v, (m/s2); 
t w k  velocity of ship, V = Jm (mls); 

velocity of cumnt (ds); 
latitude of ship's position (m); 
observation, the latitude of position by GPS (m); 
state variable, the time derivative of position, x (mls); 

observation, the northerly component of ship's velocity by GPS (mls); 
hydrodynamic force on the hull (x-axis) (N); 
rudder force (x-axis) (N); 

propeller force (x-axis) (N); 
wind force (x-axis) (N); 

longitude of ship's position (m); 
observation, the longitude of position by GPS (m); 
state variable, the time derivative of position, y (mis); 
observation, the easterly component of ship's velocity by GPS (mls); 
hydrodynamic force on the huli ( jwcis)  0; 
rudder force Cy-axis) (N); 
ihnister force (y-axis) (N); 
wind force (y-axis) (N); 
heading of ship (rad); 
observation, heading by gyrocompas (rad); 

observation, heading by GPS (rad); 
state variable, the time derivative of yaw (~(radls); 

(actud) rudder angle (rad); 
ordered rudder angle (rad); 
(actual) blade angle of controllable pitch propeller (rad): and 



@' ordered blade angle of controliable pitch piopeilet (rad). 

4. Principal matrices used in least-squares adjnstwnt and KPlmnn Blter 

Least-squares adjustntent 
A design ma& of partial derivatives evaiuated using x0 ; 
N normal ma&; 
1 vector of observations; 

fi*) vector of known functions mapping X to I; 

w misclosure vector, l -  f (x") ; 
X vector of unknown parameters; 
2 vector of corrections to x0 ; 
xt approximate coordinates at epoch k; 

X: approximate velocity at epoch k 
Px(k- 1) a prion weight matrix at epoch k; 

PN (L-11 a pn'ori weight matrix at epoch R; 

Q inverse of nonnai matrix N; 
f vector of residuals; and 
U vector, the product of design matrix and misclosure vector. 

Kalman filter of continuous time 

F(t> system maaix which describes the system dynamics; 

Gd0 input matrix; 
Gz(0 matrix which describes the influence of the disturbance on the system; 

output matrk; 

~ ( t )  state vector; 

i(0 input vector; 

w(t) system noise; 

Y 0) system output; and 
~ ( 4  measurement noise. 

Kalman filter of discrete tirne 

k-1, k time indices (k= O, 1, Z...); 
Q(k, k-1) state transition matrix (n x n); 
&(k, kl) control input matrix (n xp); 
r2(k, k-1) system noise input matrix (n x s); 



design mairix (m x n); 
p-dimensional vector of deterministic input; 
Kalman gain at time k 
covariance matrix which contains the statistical properties of the state vector X(.) ; 

covariance mat& which contains the statistical properties of modd uncertainties; 
covariance matru which contains the statistical properties of the measurernents; 
m-dimensional vector of measurement noise; 
s-dimensional vector of system noise; 
n-dimensional vector of state variables; 
estimated state at time k, which inciudes the measurernents untii time k; 
predicted state vector at time k with the measurements until time k-1; 
m-dimensional vector of observations at time k; and 
predicted output at time k with systern model. 



INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Nature of the problem 

The berthing maneuver is the most delicate and dificult but important phase in ship's 
navigation. It requires many skilled crews, but still depends on the eyes and sensing of a 
human as it did before. A safe and diable berthing to the wharf plays a key role to the 

completion of the mission of sea transportation. nie advent of huge vessels and the change to 

smaller crews on board have made it more difficult and more complicated than ever. The most 

diEcult aspect of the berthhg maneuver Ïs the manipulation of various actuaton, i-e., nidder, 
propeller, engines. side thmstea. and utilization of tug boats, shifting the magnitude of input 

and operation. The techniques of this maneuvering are normally acquired by years of 
experïences. However, it is estimated that up to 80% of maritime accidents are attributed to 
human errors (Maritime Security Bureau 1995). If an operator could carry out the berthing 

maneuver without any complicated operation, human errors such as erroa of meastuement. 
judgrnent, communication, operation, blunder, etc., can be elimuiated and then safer 
navigation could eventuaüy be achieved 

The crew number on ocean-going ships is gradually k i n g  nduced to a minimum for keeping 

operations. No aight watches in the engine room during an ocean voyage has ban  introduced 
a long tirne ago. Navigation and engim watches in such cases, are c h d  out by a dud officer 



trained for this purpose. Deck and engine crews who used to be large, have been cut to only 
several dual purpose crews. The number varies for different types of ships and countrïes, and 
the education systems are different accordingly (Yamazaki 1997; Maritime Security 
Bureau 1995). Table 1.1.1 summarizes the number of crews in different countrîes. The 
abbreviations are Capt for Captain, U O  for Chief Mate. 2/0  for Second Mate, 3/0 for Third 
Mate, Bos'n for boatswain, C/E for Chief Engineer, 1IE for Fit Engineer, 2/E for Second 
Engineer, 3E for Third Engineer, respectively. Japan-A represents a typical Japanese ship and 
Japan-B is an experimental ship called a pioncer ship. 

Table 1.1.1- Ccew number pcr s hip in diffkrent counmts 

In a man-machine system, such as a ship, a human operator plays an important role for 
carrying out missions and increasing total system performance. However, the human's 
performance varies with physicai and mental conditions. An operator's workload, biorhythm 
and autonomie nervous activity are in close dation to his ship maneuvering ability 
(Murayama er al. 1995; Kato et al. 1996). Figure 1.1.1 shows the roles of crews in a man- 
machine system "ship". Abnomal life houa and style due to watch shift and limited onboard 
neighbors are sources of stress, fatigue and psychological strain which lower the physiological 
and psychological hinctions of the huma. body. The time dominates the biorhythm of crews 
and statistically, accidents are more iikely to occur fkom rnidnight to early moming, in 

particular in congesteci ana and narrow channels. As berthing operation imposes a large 
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workload to mw, the emrs are more ükely to occur due to the psychological strain under 
such conditions- Safe navigation will be achieved by lowering the workload of operators with 
aid of a guidance system and automation. 

- Oder - Task 
- Equipment 
- Environment 

Other Shi-ps 
Tratfic 
Route 
Weather 
Watch houm 

private ~ifa - Opinions 

-- - - - - - - - - -  

Figure 1.1.1- Man-machine system "ship" and roll of crcws 

In fact, automatic systems are actually increasing in importance in many fields, but automation 
of ship's navigation is fa behind state-of-the-art technology, compareci to applications for 
aircraft and land vehicles. The reason lies in the fact that the detection of position and motion 
is affected by a surrounding environment which changes every moment. Detection of slower 
movement is more difficult and the disturbances acting on the ship more largely influence the 

maneuvers at lower speed. Another m o n  is that ships' crew used to be large, hence low 

pressure for automation. However, an autopilot systern which ailows automatic steering 
appeared a long time ago. It now equips most ships and is useful for ocean and costal 
navigation (Lirn & Fonythe 1983; Amerongen & Nauta Lemke 1986). 

A guidance system that would allow anyone to bring a ship into berth is a first step to establish 

a reliable automated benhing system. In the berthhg aiding system, an onboard monitor would 
show the necessary operations (control) and the operator could watch the monitor and follow 
the indications on it until the end of berthkg. The feahues of the berthing guidance system 
would be as follows: 1) planning and optimization of a path to the berth; 2) measurement of 
the position, velocity, attitude (roll, pitch, yaw/heading) end angular velocity (or attitude rate) 
of the ship in real time; 3) estimation and pndiction of the attitude and position in na1 time, 



with efficient computation software; 4) precîse mathematical mode1 which represents ship's 

maneuverability (size, inertia, etc); 5) reai-time detennination of correction (control); and 
6) graphical display of the correction to k made (control commands). Figure 1.1.2 shows an 

exarnple of display in such systems. CPP in Figure 1.1.2 is the abbreviation for controiiable 
pitch propeller. 

Stem thruster CPP Bow thruster 

Figure 1.1.2. Display of ship's status on a monitor 

Establishing this berthing guidance system r e q d  the integration of knowledge of specialists 
from a variety of fields, that include navigation. engineering, electronics. mathematics, ship's 

dynamics, etc. Thus, no single person would be able to resolve ali the potential pcoblems 
associated with the development of the system. The overall problem is divided into three major 
components, Le., path planning, sensor (navigation solution) and path tracking or controlling 
the ship. Each of these must be resolved clearly and completely, so as to obtain integrity. 

The problem of path planning is to find an optimal and flexible trajectory to ensure a typical 
ship maneuver in confined water, under the conditions when a ship, a description of its 
environment, the differential equations that describe its dynamics, constraint of the steering 
system on the ship position, velocity, and acceleration were given. As an example, ship 



berthing with saving the-fixe1 objective, is 
considered (Ohtsu & Shouji 1994). 

Figure 1.1.3 shows the optimal route planning 
for a ship. The problern of path tracking is to 
design a feedback controuer which tracks the 
path within a given accuracy under the 

conditions where a reference trajectory and a 

description of a ship as a non-linear dynamic 
system were given. The problern is very 

compiicated by the nature of the system to be 

controlled (Amerongen & Nauta Lemke 1986; 

Djouani & Hamam 1995). 
-- - 

Figure 1-1 3- Optimal route planning 

Controlling a ship at the berthing stage requires precise estimation and prediction of the ship's 
path. The estimates of state vectors are f d  into the controller. A simple diagram of the 

berthing guidance system is shown in Figure 1.1.4. 
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Figure 1.1.4. Diagram of automatic berthing system 

Controller 
- 

However, few systems that could provide necessary information for ship berthing presently 
exist on board ships. The possibility of precise real-the positioning lies in the utilization of 
the kinematic technique ushg the carrier phase of GPS (Global Positioning System), which is 
widely used in the field of surveying. The carrier phase measurement is ambiguous with the 

number of the cycle integers because GPS nctivers cm measun only the fhctional part of the 
initial phase. Rapid and reliable resolution of phase ambiguities provides an ultimate accuracy 
for positioning and attitude detemination using GPS. Attitude angles (roll. pitch and yaw) and 

Cornrnands - - I) Actuators 



attitude rate are obtained fmm the multiple antcnnas on board a ship. The detemination of the 

ambiguity parameters whiIe a remote receiver is moving is caiied "on-the-fly" ambiguity 
resolutioo. Recent advances in the technique of phase arnbiguity resolution have Ied to various 
GPS applications. However, as GPS is not a perfect system in all circumstances, a single 
system deficiency m a .  require integration with other systems on board the ship. When the 
overall system becornes cornplex, the possibiiity of a failure increases. If the system becorne 
unable to produce the requind estimate, the operator must immediately be informed. 

1.2 Definition of states to be measured 

The axes fixed in the ship fonn a right-hand orthogonal system. The origin, O is at the center 

of gravity of the ship for al1 time, r Figure 1.2.1 shows the coordinate system of a ship. The 
x-axis is dong the center plane of the ship, coincident with the longitudinal axis of inertia and 

its positive direction is forward. The z-axis is also in the center plane of the ship, but normal to 

the x and is positive downward. The y-axis is normal to x and z and is positive to starboard. 
The ship dynamic model is assumed to describe a ship as a rigid body with six degrees of 

freedom. Roll (4, pitch (8) and yaw (y) are the rotary ship motions about x-, y- and z-axes, 
respectively. Surge, sway and heave are the translatory ship motions dong the same axes 

(Mandel 1967). 

Precise detection of position and motion of a ship is the key issue to successful berthing. In 

order to control the ship, a mathematical model of the ship, which represents her behavior, is 
required. The model varies depending on the types of ship, the use of the model, and the 

assumptions being made. There exist seved  models regardeci as standard, but the achial 

model still depends on the user. Mathematical models comrnonly used include the motion of 
surge. sway and yaw. Kobayashi (1993) mentions that the necessary information on ship's 
motion for berthing maneuver includes the yawheading angle, yaw rate, position (relative 
position to the berth), forward and lateral speeds. Burns (1995) has used a mathematical model 
in which the motion of roll, pitch. and heave are taken into account. The assumption that there 
is no roll, pitch or heave would not be adequate. for example, for berthing in an open port 

under rough weather. 

As the GPS can produce a 3-dimensional navigation solution, and as to produce an optimal 
estimate of the state above and also to be more flexible with different types of ship's models 
used. the measurement will be made for the 12 vanables. i .r ,  position of the ship's antenna 

(x, y, z)? velocity (u, v, w), roll (9). pitch (8). yawheading (H, roll rate @), pitch rate (q) and 



yaw rate (r). Controhg the movement relative to the z-axis is Iùnited for a surface ship. Thus, 
the final output of the integraîed system for a berthhg guidance system will be set to the 

6 variables (x, y, u, v, r) and dismace to the berth (D: distance-off). The distances of the fore 
and of the af t  are denoted DM and D,. respectively. These DM and D, am calculated once the 

position and heading of the ship with adequate information of the quay, shape and size of the 
ship arc: available. The definition of the states to be measured is shown in Figure 12.1. 

pitc1 l 
pitch rate q 

Figure 12- 1. Defmition of statcs to be measured 

1.3 Sensor requirements 

The requirements for navigation systems in general concem the following points: capability 
(accuracy), availabiiity, continuity, reliability and integrity (Vieweg 1993). Different types of 
system parameters are described and used in the Federai Radionavigation Plan (FRP 1997). 
When the navigation solution is discussed, the main concems are its accuracy and reliability. 

Position: Any captain knows the approximate position and speed of the ship without the help 
of a positionhg system in a berthhg operation. The Ievel of 2D-positioning accuracy that the 
captain has is comparable to that of landing aircraft, i.a, t0.6 m (vertical, 2a) and the 
detectable spetd at the fmai berthing stages is as low as 5 c d s  (Ueno & Hayashi 1992; 
Ueno 1992). Results fiom the autolanding aircraft tests by twa groups, Le., Stanford University 
and Ohio University, show that code measurements of M j P S  are not dependable to use as 



positioning system for autolanding, cornparhg to the successful autolandings with carrier 
phase measiuements (Cohen et al. 1995; Graas et al- 1995): This fact supports the idea of 
using kinematic GPS with carrier phase measurements for a berthing system, because it is 
considered that accuracy of code DGPS wiU not be sufncient. 

Velocity: Controiling a ship in the berthing operation must be done using the velocity over the 

ground, such as determineci by a GPS-based system. At the final stage of berthing procedures, 

before touching the quay, the maximum speed of approach to the berth is Lynited by the 

attitude of the ship, characteristics of fenden, etc. The speed of approach depends on the size 

of the ship. In general, such speed must be Iess than 10 cmls, for large ships, whose size is 
over 5 000 t in tonnage or over 100 m in Iength (Imam et al. 1993). In fact, the speed must be 
2-Scds, and excessive speed may cause damage to the huii and quay structures 

manaka et al- 1972). The minimum perfomance required for the velocity is that the speed o f  

the final approach, i.a, 2 cmls, is detectable. The level of detectable velocity and accuracy to 

be sought will be those of a Doppler sonar log, Le., d . 5  cmls (la) (Appleyard et al. 1990: 

pp .MO-Z49). 

Attitude and anguiar velocity: A longer ship requires higher accuracy on heading 

information. The level of accuracy which can be used to calculate the D,. and D, with 
precision of d . 3  m (lu), will require at Ieast t0.05" for a ship of 300 m. Takai and Ohtsu 

(1990) mention that automatic berthing requires very accurate information on yaw rate. and 

they used a rate integrating gyro for measurement and as backup of gyrocompass in their 
berthing expriment. Thus, one requires, for the tum rate (yaw rate), a resolution of tO.OlOfs 
and accuracy of dI.OS0/s (la), i.e., as accurate as a rate integrating gyro or equivalent. 

1.3.2 Reliability 

"Reliability" is the probability of performing a specified function without failure under given 
conditions for a specified period of time (FRP 1997). Reliability of ambiguity resolution and 

cycle slip detection is included when carrier phase measurements are used. 

Position: Reliable carrier phase arnbiguity resolution is the key to precise GPS positioning and 
probably for pnvention of damage to the ship and quay structures. In the case of a landing 
aircraft, the hightst standard of performance rnust meet a vertical position accuracy 
requirement of M.3 m (la) with extremely demanding integrity. For each approach, the 

probability of missed detection of failure cannot exceed 5x109 (Cohen et al. 1995). The same 



can be said of the berthing operation. To obtain the same level of horizontal accuracy as for a 
landing airctaft, cycle integer ambiguities must be resolved with reliability close to 100%. If a 

reiiable solution is not available, the operator should be idonneci (integrity). 

Velocity: Velocity detemination is an important aspect in navigation and it assists the process 
of GPS phase ambiguity resolution. Erroneous velocity determination would lead to wrong 
position calculation as well as incomct determination of control input. Velocity determination 
shouid be reliable with the same confidence level as positioning. 

Attitude and angulsr velocity: The accuracy of Dm and D, is a hinction of the acniracy of 

the ship's heading and position and the position of the wharf. Reliable resolution of 
ambiguities c m  provide precise attitude infornation. The results of anplar velocity is used in 

the attitude determination and erroneous angular vehcity yields wrong attitude results. The 
level of reliability on attitude and angular velocity could be the same as that of position. 

The necessary information on ship's motion for berthing maneuver includes 2-dimensional 
position and velocity, yaw/heading angle and yaw rate. Sensor requirements at 6846 probability 
(1 c) in the beahing operation are summarized in Table 1.3.1. 

TabIe 1.3.1, Sensor requirements for the berthing of  a 300-rn ship 

1.4 Objectives of the research 

Accuracy (lm) 

Reliability 

1.4.1 Goal 

The general goal of the subject is to develop a fully automatic, computer-controlled berihing 
systern for application to large. ocean-going ships. The overall problem of an automatic 
berthing systern is divided into ihm major components, i.e., path planning, sensor (navigation 
solution) and path tracking as discussed in Section 1.1. Building up an automatic berthing 
system is a multi-faceted problem and various aspects, e.g., sensor integration, systern 
integrity, real-time operation. control theory, have to be catefiilly investigated and resolved. 
The main objectives of the research are to provide necessary information used in the berthing 
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guidance system, by means of a GPS-based system, consisting of multiple antennas on board 
and a reference station on shore, and to ver* the perfomance of the GPS-based sensor. 

1.4.2 Objectives 

The objectives of the research are to investigate various aspects required for a GPS-based 

system providing position, velocity. attitude, attitude rate of a ship, to be used in a berihuig 

guidance system. The investigations are ma& taking into account the chamcteristics of ship's 
berthing. Differences between aircra€t landing and sbip berthing are surnmarized in 
Table 1.4.1. Large airpIanes flying under hstniment Fiight Rules (ER) and major airports 

which these large planes are landing on and taking off, are concerned here. Smailer aircraft 
flying under Visuai Fiight Rules (VFR) are not included in this comparison. 

Table 1.4-1- Differences beniveen auCraft landing and ship berthing 

' 
Navigation Dimension ( 3D 

Path planning I Not rcquired 
Approach lines avaiIable 

Control plane at final 
approach I Vertical plane 1D 

(Horizontal control guidance 
available) 

Availability of precise 1 ILS. MLS. etc at major airports 
instruments 

Dependence on instruments Htovy dcpndcnîc I 
Specification of 
instruments I Very Ught 

Pcecision of instruments CM me+t rrqukmcnu 
(for landing or berthing) 1 
Magnitude of disturbance cxcced the velocity of 
fiom air or watcr 
(wind, current, etc) 

Max. angle of attitude 1 variable 

Other aides 1 Autonomow 

1 Sbip Berthing 

I ' 
Varies fiom harbor to harbor fiom 
berth to berth 

Horizontal plane 2D 
ID if ship is parallel to berth 

- - - - - -- -- 

Microwave Doppler systern but 
only at a few berths 

Depends on experience of Captain 

No specifications set 

Inadquate with standard 
equipment onboard 

Ohen exceed very much the 
velocity of ship 
vYina >> varp 

Fixed 
- - - -- 

Roll c 1 O, Pitch < 1" in hatbor 

In order to realize precise and reliable performance of a navigation sensor using kinematic 
GPS, the following points are investigated: 



reliabie and instantaneous ambiguity resoiution on-the-fly. which would permit mal- 
time positioning using GPS phase measurements (cycle slip detection), because fast 

and precise resolution of the phase ambiguities are the key to high-accuracy kinematic 
GPS positioning; 

real-time relative positioning and velocity determination, by designing or identifying 
the requirements of a radio link (the latency) with a telemetry unit; 

reliable singleepoch ambiguity resolution on-the-fly for attitude determination. using 
characteristics of ship's betthiag or information from other sensors; 

optimal confiiguration of antennas for attitude determination in view of ship's berthing; 

attitude rate determination, which is another possibility using GPS, because a berthing 
guidance system requires precise estimates of attitude rates (rate of change of the state); 

algorithms for integrity monitoring of the GPS-based system, which would detect a 
wrong integer resolution or system failure, e-g., signal ioss; and 

real-time GPS-based system, which would produce necessary information for ship's 

berthing, Le., an integration of GPS data processing algorithms (positioning, velocity, 
attitude and angular velocity). 

1.5 Methodology and scope of the investigation 

As mentioned above, automatically controlling a ship in a berthing operation is a multi-faceted 
problem and requires specialists of different fields. There exist different approaches for 
controlling a ship by employing different types of control theory. However, the present study is 
focused on the sensor problerns and the use of GPS-based solution for feeding a controuer 
which determines the optimal control input for the actuaton. Therefore, the discussion of 

control theory is beyond the scope of this research. 

The research is designeci to resolve the sensor problems to collect necessary information used 
in the berthing guidance system, and to provide the infonnation by wans  of a GPS-based 
integrated system. In order to resolve this problem, an integrated mal-time GPS system 

providing position, velocity, attitude, attitude rate of a ship to be used in a berthing guidance 



system is investigated. Potentid of the use of GPS as a positioning and attitude sensor for a 

berthing guidance system is studied and the quality of the nayigation solution is venfied on the 

field tests. The above defined objectives are investigated using the following methodology. 

At first, in order to study and investigate fast and reliable ambiguity resolution, two existing 

methods are implemented separately in the computer programs using the existing 
documentation. Different data are processed and the advantages and disadvantages of the 

methods are compareci. Algorithms of a combined method which ailows fast and reliable 

arnbiguity resolution for single fiaquency receivers are to be developed. Data of different types 

of receivers and basefine l e m s  are proeessed and compared Mathexnatical correlation of 
double difietence phase observations is invcstigated since one of the ambiguity resolution 

methods works in double difference mode. 

Since undetected cycle slips cause errors in estimation of position, velocity, attitude and 
angular velocity. a method of detection using Doppler measurernent for single frequency 

receivers is adopted and modified in double difference mode. 

Velocity can be instantaneously detetmined using Doppler measurement. Algorithms of 

velocity calculation are adopted from the documentation. The estimate of the velocity is used 
to provide an initial position and velocity in the least-squares adjustments. The velocity 

information c m  be used for the calculation of approximate heading angles in attitude 
determination under certain conditions. Doppler and phase measurements are physically 

correlated to each other. Cornparison of the velocity detetmination using both Doppler and 

temporal difference of phase measurements is investigated. Different types of receivers, 

baseline lengths, mode (static or kinematic) are c o m p d  Mathematical comlation in double 

difference observations is also investigated. 

Precision of the attitude angles is a function of the baseline length but highly depends on the 

antenna configuration. A ship has a particular shape. Le.. long in the x-axis and short in the 

y-axis and antennas could k placed on the two of her masts. Ships' berthing has particular 
features, i.e.. very s m d  roll and pitch, l a s  than 1' in port. Simulations are made to provide 
optimal antenna configurations for ship's berthing using different antenna configurations of 

different number of antennas (3-5 antemas). Field tests are conducted with one of the optimal 

configurations of 4 antennas. 



Instantaneous ambiguity resolution is the key to precise attitude detennination. As mentioned 
above, ship's berthing has special characteristics and this can be us& as a constraint for 

ambiguity resolution. 

The anguiar velocity (attitude rate) determination using instantaneous Doppler and temporal 
phase difference is also investigated. The angular velocity is used to provide initiai attitude 

angles as the same role as velocity in positioning. Algorithms which provide direct calculation 
of angular velocity are developed. Results fiom Doppler and temporal phase difference 

measurements are compared 

The research is al1 made by simulating a real-time condition. i-e.. computation time must be 
within a sarnpling interval. A reai-time relative GPS positioning requires a radio link to 

transfer the data fiom the reference station. The performance of the real-time GPS highly 
depends on the performance of the telemehy units. The design of the telemetry units which 
assures a real-time operation is investigated from the literature. Time latency is a source of 

error in real-time positioning. When the time-matching method is used, the position solution 
would be delayed. However, for calculation of the control input, the dday of navigation 

solution does not pose a major problem in an extended Kalman filtering because it is based on 
the prediction. 

ln the area of aircr* navigation, a fdure is defîned to exist when the navigation error is 
greater than the specified alarm limit for the phase of flight in progress. The alarm should be 

raised either when integrity monitoring equipment indicates that a navigation solution is 
outside the specification dam limit or that there exists an absence of a positive integrity check 

of the navigation solution for any reason. Integrity of a GPS-based positioning and attitude 
sensor can be monitored using the flags of arnbiguity resolution and the resuits of least-squares 
adjustmen ts. 

The algorithms for positioning and velocity detennination and for attitude and angular velocity 

determination are integrated into a sequence of algoriihms in order to provide necessary 
navigation information for ship's berthing. 

The ambiguity resolution and the quality of a GPS-based navigation sensor is tested on land 

simulating the slow movement of a ship in berthing operation. The advantage of the tests on 
land is their repeatability. The main purpose of the tests on land is to assess the repeatable 

accuracy of a GPS-based system and to obtain preliminary results for a test on board a ship. 



The tests for positioning, velocity, attitude and attitude rate determination is done at the sarne 
time by approaching very slowly to an object using a cart. The test is camied out on the campus 
of Université Laval, and the trajectory of the cart is also tracked using a total station. Two 
reference stations and one mobiie station with 4 antennas on board are use& The first station is 
located very close to the mobile station, c a  100 rn and the second station is M e r  away, ca. 
1 km. Data is processed using the software developed in this research. 

In order to verify the performance of algorïthms and the qudity of navigation solution, a test 

on board a hydrographie sounding ship is carried out. The test on board a sounding ship is 
considered to be under the conditions closer to the real environment encountered in the 
beahing of a large merchant ship. Reference stations for GPS and total station are established 
in port before conducting the test. An optimal configuration of 4 antennas is mounted on the 

ship. The GPS attitude detemination is compared to the output of extemal sensors on board 

the ship. The GPS position at the time of approach to the pier is also compared to that of a 
total station with automatic tracking function. 

1.6 Contributions of the research 

The contributions of this research can be summarïzed as follows: 

to develop fast algorithms of GPS phase ambiguity resolution for single frequency 
receivers which would allow one to determine the position of the ship in real time; 

to demonstrate the importance of cycle slip detection and the eficiency of the use of 
the detection method in double difference mode; 

to demonstrate the importance of taking into account the mathematical comlation in 
double difference GPS observations; 

to evaluate the accuracy of GPS positioning while moving on land and at sea. 
comparing the positioning nsults with an automatic-tracking total station. of which the 

precision is CU. 5 mm under the conditions where transversal velocity (velocity 
component perpendicular to the Iine of sight) of a moving target is srnaII; 

to compare the use of temporal phase difference and Doppler measurement for velocity 
determination; 



to compgn the e f f i  of the use of diffemnt types of receiven and observation mode on 
veIocity detemination and to anaiyze the physicai comlation between the Doppler and 
phase measwements and consideration of the mathematical comlation in double 
difference observations; 

to develop algorithms of diable singIezpoch attitude determination using other state 
estimates and constraints on roll and pitch, which simulate that the information nom 
other sensors is available; 

to evaiuate the repeatable accuracy of GPS attitude determination while moving on 
land and compare the GPS attitude results to the extemal sensors on board a ship; 

to provide optimal antenna configurations for GPS attitude determination for ship's 
berthing; 

to compare the different configurations of antennas and provide the determinant factors 
of the precision of attitude; 

to develop the equations for anp la r  velocity detemination (attitude rate); 

to demonstrate the feasibility of angular velocity determination using Doppler 
measurements and temporal difference of GPS phase measurements; 

to develop a sequence of algorithms for a GPS-based system which provides necessary 
navigation information required in a krthing system; and 

to provide the view of navigation system with an integrated GPS-based system. 
assessrnent of achievable results, prospects and Limitations of a GPS-based system and 
a berthing system. 

1.7 Outline of the dissertation 

The dissertaîion consists of nine chapters and four appendices. The contents of these chapters 
and appendices are outlined in the following. 



Chapter 2 d e s a i k s  the previous snidies related to this research, Le., kinematic GPS 
positioning and arnbiguity resolution techniques, attitude determination. Some of the existing 
ambiguity resolution techniques, precise applications of GPS-based positioning and attitude 

systems, field test methodology and mula were reviewed. 

Chapter 3 gives an o v e ~ e w  of the Global Positionhg System and its error sources in 

comection with d - t h e  relative positioning, velocity, attitude and angular velocity 

determination. 

Chapter 4 presents positioning with GPS, i.c. mathematical model of GPS positioning, the 
new combined methodology of GPS carrier phase ambiguity resolution and data processing 
resuits on different baselines. Discussions include comparison of the two methods which were 

used to build a new algorithm in this research, results of field tests on land and at sea to verify 
the quality of GPS positioning, comparing wih an automatic tracking total station. 

Chapter 5 describes velocity determination. The mathematical model of the velocity 
determination. comparison of the result between temporal phase difference and instantaneous 
Doppler measurement are presented. Discussions are on comparison of the different types of 

receivers, mode (static or kinematic), consideration of mathematical correlation in GPS double 

difference observations- 

Chapter 6 discusses attitude detemination, Le., the mathematical model of the attitude 
determination, simulations on the attitude determination with various antenna configurations 
(3 to 5 antennas) under different conditions. Discussion includes the determinant factors of 
precision of attitude, the method of ambiguity resolution making use of characteristics of ship's 
berthing, and the results of the field tests. Optimal antenna configurations for ship's berthing 

are presented. 

Chapter 7 describes angular velocity (attitude rate) determination. The mathematical model of 
the angular velocity determination and some results of data processing are presented. In the 

same manner as velocity determination, physical comlation of Doppler and phase velocity 
(temporal difference of phase wasurements) is discussed- 

Chapter 8 provides a general concept of an automatic berthing system. The links between the 

navigation solutions obtained fiorn a real-tirne GPS-based system and the prediction of ship's 



state vector for contmlling her are provided. The need of a IuiL and integrïty of system 
are also discussed. 

Chapter 9 sumarizes flndings, makes conclusions and recommends topics for future 

investigations. 

Appendix A presents the details of field tests conducteci in ihis cesearch. The description 
includes test sites, distribution of satefites, antenna configurations, instruments used. 

Appendix B describes the method and result of assesment of an automated total station 
(positioning results), which is used for the cornparison with GPS positioning in this research. 

Appendix C contains the antenna configurations used in simulations for attitude determination. 

34 different configurations with different number of antemas (3-5 antennas) are presented. 

Appendix D describes the cornplement of the matrix operation used in the attitude 
determination, and mathematical prwf and explmations for the pncision of attitude 
determination in relation to the badine matrïx. 



Different studies have ken reported related to this research. This chapter describes the 

previous studies for realizing automation of ship's berthing. As descnbed in the previous 

chapter, ship's state vector must be precisely estimated in real time. The estimation of the state 

vector woutd be realized by a GPS-based system mainly using carrier phase measurements. 

The studies of related fields are grouped and described in individual sections, Le., GPS 
positioning and GPS attitude determination. Section 2.1 contains the studies related to 
ambiguity resolution techniques for GPS positioning and testing the kinematic positioning in 

real time. Section 2.2 describes the studies for attitude determination. Finally, Section 2.3 

summarizes the current status of the studies related to the realization of an automatic berthing 

system and provides the motivation for this research arnong the problems for ship's berthing. 

2.1 GPS positioning 

There have been numerous studies performed in the area of ambiguity resolution of GPS 
carrier phase observations. The potential use of kinematic GPS for centimeter navigation is 

envisaged in many areas where high accuracy positioning in real-time is required. However, 

very fast and "precise" detemination of phase ambiguities on-the-fly is the key to the success 

of accurate rd-time positioning. There are many researchers working on this subject. The 



determination of ambiguities without static initiakation was first proposed by Remondi. The 
mathematical formulation of the technique and nsults are in Remondi (199 1). 

The ambiguity fiinction method which was actually the very fmt on-the-fly ambiguity 
resolution method developed, was first described by Counselman and Gourevitch (1 98 1) for 

static positioning. Since then, the technique was used for different applications. The problem 
of on-the-fly ambiguity resolution using the ambiguity mapping function was described in 

Mader (1990), especially with respect to some of its computational aspects and the effect of 
ionospheric refhction on the ambiguity resolution process. Hatch and Euler (1994) described 
the disadvantages of this method: it made no use of the signiricant information content which 
is available from the code measurement Another disadvantage of the method is no use of the 

information available fiom the measurement of the continuous cycles of carrier phase. 
Remondi (1991) has also proposed another approach for on-the-fly ambiguity resolution 
technique, which is called the kinematic GPS without static initialization technique. ui 
principle, this technique is similar to the ambiguity mapping function technique. Han and 

Rizos (1996) described the improvement of the ambiguity hinction method using 

dual-frequency observations. They proved the equivalence of the arnbiguity function method 

and the Least-Squares Arnbiguity searching method and described a strategy for kinematic 
positioning based on a combination of the ambiguity hinction method and a Kaiman filter. 

Hatch (1989; 1990) has proposed another on-the-fly ambiguity resolution search technique 
called the Least-Squares Ambiguity search technique. The geomeuical interpretation of the 

technique is described in Hatch (1989) and its mathematical formulations are given in Hatch 
(1990). Some experimental results of on-the-fly ambiguity resolution related to the 
single-frequency observations for aircraft positioning are in Hatch (1991) and those related to 
the dual-frequency static data are given in Hatch et al. (1992). 

Abidin (1993) investigated the concept, methodology and formulation of the integrated 
on-the-fly ambiguity resolution technique. He proposed an integrated strategy for on-the-fly 

ambiguity resolution introducing the secondary reference station. The test results with multi- 
monitor stations are in Abidin et al. (1991). Kowever, he introduced many statistical tests for 
testing and rejecting the wrong arnbiguity sets and some of the criteria used are not efficient. 
Santerre et al. (1994a) developed a pst-processing software "POSICIEL whose algorithm 
was inspired by Hatch (1990) and Abidin (1993). This approach works well for dual-frequency 
receivers, however for single-ftequency receivers, the number of ambiguities to be tested 

posed problems for real-tirne applications with this approach. The algonthms developed in this 



research (Chapter 4) are inspireci by the method of Hatch (1990). The main disadvantage of 
this method is that the number of ambiguity sets to k t e s t e  is larger for single-fkequency 
receivers. Employment of pseudo-observuion (Meusberg 1986a; Webster 1993) made the 
search space srnalier. Demeci description of the methods is given in Chapter 4. 

Smdies of on-the-fIy ambiguity resolution are also carried out by a group of researchea in 
Germany. They employ an optimized Cholesky decomposition algorithm. This method 

includes the ambiguities in the solution of state vector. The Cholesky decomposition 
transforrns the original ambiguities to the different ones which reduce the size of search 
windows. Applyhg Choleslq decomposition provides significant improvement in the 
computationai speed but not the perfixxnance. Euler and Landau (1992) described the 

mathematical formulation of theû on-the-fly ambiguity resolution technique. 

Frei and Beutler (1989) proposed a sophisticated search methd called the fast ambiguity 
resolution approach (FARA). They use the variance-covariance information to compute the 

standard deviation of the coordinates and arnbiguities like the method by Hatch (1990) and 

Euler and Landau (1992). Euler et al. (1990) presented a very efficient and rapid search 
technique, based as for FARA on a posterion variance (resulting from the sum of the squared 
residual enors). The FARA was among the first of the arnbiguity-covariance methods which 
incorporate all of the available information into a solution process, either a Kalman filter or a 

weighted least-squares implementation. 

Chen (1993) proposed the concept of "Fast Arnbiguity Search Filter", based on a Kalman filter 
technique and a speciai ambipity search process at every epoch. In the filter, the ambiguity 

parameters are included in the state vector as unknown real values if they cannot be fixed. The 
ambiguities are relateci to each other and regarded as a series. Search ranges are determined 
recursively. This method is usehil for either single or dual-frequency receiven (Chen Br 

Lachapelle 1994). 

Loornis (1989) used the redundant satellite information in the state vector and employed a 

bank of Kalman fdters, each comsponding to a set of potential ambiguities. The number of 
states varies from 8 to 12, which comsponds to the number of satellites in view. Three states 
account for the position, one for clock, and the remaining one for the integer ambiguities. 
Macabiau and Benhallam (1996) proposed the Maximum A Posteriori Ambiguity Search 
method. The principle of the method was inspirai from the rnethod by Brown and Hwang 



(1984) and Loomis (1989), where the ambiguities are estirnated as unknown parameters of an 
observation model usïng a Kalman filter. 

Teunissen et al. (1994; 1995) developed an efficient ambiguity search algorithrn, called 
hast-squares Ambiguity Decorrelation Adjustment (LAMBDA) method. Teunissen (1993) 
first applied LDL~ decomposition where the idea is s i d a r  to the method using Cholesky 
decomposition. They applied a laaice iransformation (Dieter 1975) on the integer ambiguity 

parametea. This application is called 2-transformation by the authors. The transformation is 
advantageous when dual-fiequency observations are used without explicitly forming widelane 
observations. By applying the integer tramforniaton on the ambiguity parameters, the 

correlation between ambiguity parameters is greatly reduced when strong correlation exists 
between estimated ambiguity parameten. Although, the technique will decrease the 

cornputational effort in some cases, it has no impact on the observation period to resolve the 
ambiguities nor on the reliability of the solution. Computational aspect of their method and 
down scaling the volume of the ambiguity search space are described in Jonge et al. (1996) 
and Teunissen et al. (1996). The different adjusmient model with or without satellite geometry 
is discussed in Teunissen (1997). 

Hatch and Euler (1994) analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of several different 
techniques which have been developed over the last several yean for ambiguity resolution on- 
the-fly. They described that the ambiguity-covariance method appeared to be the best 
ambiguity resolution method for short distance applications. They proposed a new method, the 

modified Cholesky search method with RMS ratio test. Han and Rizos (1997) also anaiyzed 
advantages and disadvantages of ambiguity resolution. They described that transformation of 
arnbiguity (Cholesky or LDL~ decomposition search procedure) yields smaller search windows 
which would be suitable for real-time applications. 

The interest in high-precision navigation with GPS has been growhg over the past few years, 
and real-time kinematic (RTK) surveying has become recognized as a major advance in the 

science of GPS positionhg. The kinematic models using measurements of GPS were 
developed and the technique was tested with early GPS receivers by Kleusberg (1986a; 1986b) 
and Kleusberg et aL (1986). Many kinematic positionhg tests were perfonned on land, at sea, 
and in the air (Frei et al. 1993; Lachapelie et al. 1994; Cohen et al. 1995). 

Frodge et al. (1 993; 1995) demonstrated reai-time on-the-fly ambiguity resolution using a 

dredge ship. They used full-wavelength duai-fkequency receivers for the tests on baselines up 



to 40 km. The epoch for resolving ambiguïties was set to 30 seconds. The accuracy of this 

dual-frequency system is about 5 cm. This is the first real-time on-the-fly kinematic system 
developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Remondi typically used the same 
kinematic GPS algorithms as in the post processing. 

Marceau et al (1996) reported application of rd-time bernatic GPS for the Canadian Coast 
Guard's bathymetric surveys. The tests had been conducted in view of exploring the potentid 
use of the real-time on-the-fly GPS technique to eliminate the tide staffs used during the 
conventional bathymetnc surveys. They used dual-fkquency receivers. The raw data at 
reference station is ai l  transmitied using RTCM SC-104 protocol (message types 3, 18 and 19). 

The resuits showed that the difference of the positioning solutions corn two reference stations 
(5 km and 75 km) was &-6 cm (RMS, la) with the L3 linear combination (without 
ionospheric effect). 

2.2 GPS attitude determination 

The first theoreticai study on attitude detexmination by satellite positioning system was 

conducted using TRANSïï satellites by Albertine (1974). Brown et al. (1982) proposed that 
carrier phase be applied to the determination of attitude angles. Roth and Singh (1986) 
proposed a method to determine a ship's attitude and heading with GPS. They used a four GPS 
antenna array, configured to a 3-dimension, which is established parallel to the ship's reference 
frame. The reference antenna was placed at the origin of the three axes and the remaining 
elements dong the axes at equal distance from the origin. Using this configuration. they 
evaluated the performance potential of GPS attitude determination. Krunczynski et al. (1989) 

performed the fust three-axis real-time test of heading and attitude sensing in an expriment 
on the U.S.S. Yorktown and they evaluated the raw data acquisition of GPS-based equipment 
and orientation algorithm. 

Graas and Braasch (1991) fiom Ohio University perfomed the f i t  the-axis, real-time Bight 
test on a DC-3. The receiver was a 24-channel, double-frequency unit with a 1-Hz output rate 
built by Ashtech (Fergusonetal. 1991). Graas and Braasch used phase double difference 
observations in order to eliminate the unknown clock offset. They described that the triple 

difference can eliminate the unknown integer ambiguity and is useful for static positioning, but 
provides only the rate of change of the double dinecence observations for dynamic 
applications, thus it does not provide an accurate instantaneous solution for the baseline vector 
or attitude. 



Cohen and Parkinson (1991) h m  Stdord University described that attitude detennination is 
another application of GPS to aviation. Not o d y  does it offer an efficient and cost effective 

real-time heading and attitude reference for the pilot, but it also has the potential for providing 

high quality dynamic response data to fccd into the design of an autopilot system. Cohen 

(1992) developed a prototype attitude sensor whose antennas were connected to the same 
receiver. He also developed a method of GPS signal processing. ambiguity resolution, and 
mathematical formulae of attitude detennination. Cohen used the attitude system to estimate 

the aircraft wing flexure and provided new insight into aircraft dynamics as measured through 
GPS. He proposed a self-survey of the GPS antenna position, statically observing the carrier 

phase for a long pria typically ovemight. 

Severd commercial systems are already available on market, such as Ashtech 
(Ferguson et al. 1991). Adroit S ystem (Jurgens & Rodgers 199 1) and Trimble (Trimble 1994). 
Canadia. Marconi Company developed an attitude sensor using low cost GPS receivers 

(Dumaine 1996). However. importance o f  antenna configurations are not always considered 

with these commercial senson. Comp (1993) investigated the optimal antenna configuration 
for GPS-based attitude detennination. He showed that the determination of attitude angles is 
largely influenced by the geometry of the antenna configuration. 

An important aspect of precise attitude determination with GPS is ambiguity resolution. Hatch 

(1990) discussed the problem of efficiently searching the entire ambiguity space for solutions 
with acceptable antenna separation and measurement residual errors. Brown (1992) details the 

procedures of indexing through allowable ranges for the various arnbiguities for the various 

GPS satellites, as well as how to incorporate additional measurements in a test to reject false 
solutions. 

Knight (1994) proposed a new method of ambiguity resolution to be used in attitude 

determination systems. The attitude determination problem is fonnulated as a maximum- 
likelihood optimization. In his method, vehicle attitude and the carrier cycle integen are 

regarded as parameters to be adjusted to maxirnize the probability of interferometric 

measurements obtained by a GPS receiver. A Kalman filter which operates with a decision tree 
for the integers is introduced to minirnize computation time. 

El-Mowafy and Schwarz (1994) used the method of conducting a search among candidate 

ambiguity sets as proposed by Hatch (1990) but in double Merence mode. The search range 

by their method was typically I4 cycles for 4 primary satellites. Their method was epoch by 



epoch ambiguity resolution in order to ellminate the circumstances that the incorrectly fixed 
arnbiguity at one epoch were camed through the nst of the trajectory. They computed a 
moving average of phase ambiguities and check the consistency of the ambiguities. They also 
conducted tests and compareci the resuits with a strapdown inertial sensor. The RMS values 
are about 0.05" in static mode and O.1° in kinematic mode for baseline lengths ca. 3 m. 

Favorable aspects of the GPS-based attitude system compared to gyroscopes have been 

reported and demonstrated. The most disadvantageous aspects of a gyrocompass is the drift 
over time, so that calibration is required fkom time to tirne. Mercer et al. (1992) described the 

needs for ships to undergo tests which ensure that the sensors and equipment are properly 
aligned and calibrateci, The heading and position tests using a GPS attitude system were 
carried out on board a Navy ship, with experienced personnel operating theodolites. 
Theodolites were located on shore and on the stem of the test ship. In order to calculate and 
track the ship's heading, the position by a triangulation fkom 3 shore stations and a deck transit 
were used. They compared the conventional method of heading determination for the tests, Le., 

optical fix using theodoiites, and demonstrated the smng potentiai of GPS equipment to 
replace the present method. 

Kawahara and Meakin (1996) from the Esquimalt Defence Research Detachment, also 

conducted sea trials using the TANS vector attitude system (2-m baseline arrays) installed on a 

mast of the ship. They cornpared the heading with the ship's gyrocompass (Sperry MK 29), and 
the roll and pitch angles with a gyro-stabilized accelerometer package. The GPS-based attitude 
and gyro data agreed with the difference of about 1' at a sampling rate of 1 second. 

Babineau and Santem (1997) studied attitude determination using GPS. They conducted an 
experiment of attitude determination in both static and kinematic mode using an optimal 
configuration of antennas and andyzed the precision of attitude angles. The cornparison of the 
results with the conventional method was made in statîc mode. Repeatability test was made in 
kinematic mode. The accuracy obtained was 0.2-0.7° for a tetrahedron configuration of 1.4-m 

long baselines. They made simulation analysis on the precision of GPS attitude determination 
with different mask angles, receiver eypes, and 4 dinerent configurations of 4 antennas. 

2.3 Summary and motivation 

Consûucting an automatic krthing system is a multi-disciplinary reseafch, where specialists 

of different fields are required. Different studies have been reported related to this subject As 



desaibed in the previous chapter, ship's state vector must be precisely estimated in mal time. 
The previous studies dso showed the importance of a precise sensor on board the ship. 

However, the standard sensors on board a ship would not satisfy the precision required for an 
automatic berthing system. The estimation of the state vector would be realized by a 
GPS-based system mainiy using carrier phase measurements. 

Prediction of ship's motion after the input of orders must be made precisely. Precise ship's 

mode1 and estimates of her state vector, Le., position, velocity, attitude and attitude rate are 
necessary for the prediction. Severai tests have been conducted using duai-fiequency GPS 
receivers in real-the and demonstrated the potentiai use of GPS. However, the cost of 

dual-fiequency receivers is relatively higher than single-frequency receivers at present. If the 

ambiguity resolution for single-frequency receivers is as easy as that for duai-frequency 
counterparts and the solution is diable, it would be more interesting for the shipping 

industries to be operational. Many tests were conducted for testing on-the-fly algorithms. 
However, the qualit. of a navigation solution in a moving environment was not aiways 

assessed using the output of other sensors for cornparison. 

In this research, the on-the-fly ambiguity resolution technique for positioning with 
single-frequency receivers and the positioning accuracy with those receiven were investigated. 
The results of GPS position were cornparrd to those of a total station which has an automatic 

tracking function. The results of GPS attitude determination was compared to the output of 
sensors on board a hydrographie sounding ship. Velocity, attitude and attitude rate are also 

important. Not many studies on GPS velocity and attitude rate determination have ken  
conducted compared to the ambiguity resolution for positioning and attitude determination. 

Velocity and attitude rate (angular velocity) detemination by Doppler and temporal difference 

of phase measurements were compared. Theoretical use of GPS-derived information for 
controlling a ship in berthing operation was also studied in this present research. 



GPS AND ITS ERROR SOURCES 

This Chapter 3 presents a gened description of the Global Positioning System (GPS) and its 
error sources. Correct resolution of GPS phase ambiguities provides the ultimate accuracy of 

positioning and attitude determination. Various erron are present and the errors affect the 

accuracy of navigation solution. The errots can also affect the efficiency of arnbiguity 
resolution. 

Section 3.1 gives an introduction to GPS followed by the description of GPS observables in 
Section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes the erroc sources and the methods of handling of these errors 
for precise determination of position, velocity, attitude and anguIar velocity. 

3.1 Global Positioning System (GPS) 

The Navstar GPS is a passive, ail-weather space-based radionavigation system which is 
designed to provide three-dimensional position and velocity as well as time information on 
continuous basis worldwide. The system development began in 1973 by the U. S. Air Force 
(Easton 1980; Parkinson et al. 1995). The GPS achieved a Full Operational Capability when 

the U.S. Air Force Space Command fomially declared the GPS satellite constellation as having 
met the requirement for Full Operational Capability FOC) as of 27 April 1995. The 
requirements include 24 operational satellites (Block LUILA) functioning in their assigned 



orbits and successful testing completed for operationai military functionality. Prior to FOC, an 
Initial Operational Capability (IOC) was deçland on 8 December 1993 when 24 GPS satellites 

(Block 1 and Block IVIIA) were operating in their assigned orbits. available for navigation use 
and providing the accuracy of plantlecl service for civilian users. The GPS provides hvo types 

of services, Le., b i s e  Positionhg Service (PPS) and Standard Positioning Service (SPS). 

The PPS provides fidl system accuracy to primarily the U.S. and allied military users. The SPS 

is designed to provide sufficient positioning capability for civil users throughout the world. 
The GPS comprises ihne major segments: space, control and user. 

The GPS space segment is composed of 24 operational sateilites in six orbital planes, denoted 
as A, B, C, D, E and F planes. The satellites operate in circula- orbits of approximately 

20 200 km (10 900 nm) in aItÏtude at an orbital inclination angle of about 55" and with the 

orbital period of I l  hours and 58 minutes. The spacing of the satellites in orbit is arranged so 

that a minimum of 5 satellites are in view to users worldwide, with a Position Dilution of 
Precision (PDOP) of six or less. 

The GPS control segment has five monitor stations and five ground antennas with up link 

capabilities. The monitor stations use a GPS receiver to passively track al1 satellites in view 
and accumulate ranging data from the satellite signals. The information from the monitor 

stations is processed at the Master Control Station (MCS) to determine satellite clock and orbit 

States and to update the navigation message of each satellite. This updated information is 

transmitted to the satellites via the ground antennas, which are also used for transmitting and 

receiving health and control information. The MCS is located at Schriever Air Force Base, 
Colorado Springs. The ground antennas are located at Ascension Island in the South Atlantic 

Ocean, Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean, Kwajalein in the North Pacific Ocean, Cape 
Canaveral and Schnever Air Force Base, Colorado Springs, The five monitor stations are 

located at Ascension Island, Diego Garcia, Kwajalein, Colorado Springs and Hawaii 
(Hofrnrnan-Wellenhof et al. 1994: p.22; Langley 1997: p.58). 

The GPS user segment consists of a variety of coni5gurations and integration architectures that 

include an antenna and receiver-processor to receive and compute navigation solutions to 

provide positioning, velocity and precise timing to the user. 

Each GPS satellite transmits three separate spectnirns on two Gband fkquencies, L1 and L2. 

L1 is centered on 1575.42Mfiz and L2 is centered on 1227.60 MHz. The comsponding 

wavelengths of these L1 and U signals are about 19 cm and 24 cm, respectively. These signais 



are biphase modulateci by one or two Pseudo-Random Noise (PRN) codes. L1 carries a 

Precise-code (P-code or Y-code) and a Coarse/Acquisition-code (UA-code). L2 carries only a 
Precise-code. Both carriers carry the sateilîte navigation message at a 50 bps (bits per second) 
rate, which is designecl to infonn the user about the position (orbit parameters), clock 
parameters and hedth of the satellite- 

GPS has primarily been a military navigation system and the U.S. Department of Defense has 

been responsible to meet the national security interest of the U.S. Accordingly, access to the 
total system accuracy by the national and intemational civil cornrnunity has been limited. The 
service available to the civil users (SPS) and is operating with the two methods for denying the 

fi111 use of the GPS system. The fmt method of the denid of accuracy and access is Selective 
Availability (SA) and the second is Anti-Spoofing (A-S). 

UA-code measurements provide the navigation accuracy about 15-40 m (20) without SA. The 
goal of SA is to degrade this navigation accuracy by dithering the satellite clock (&type SA) 

and manipulating the ephemerides (&-type SA). The SA has oniy been implemented in Block II 
satellites and has been in force since 25 March 1990. The level of accuracy available to SPS is 
100 m ( 2 ~ )  horizontally, 156 m (2cr) vertically. and time transfer accuracy to UTC within 
340 ns (20) according to the 1996 Federal Radionavigation Plan (FRP 1997). In March 1996. 
The Presidential Policy Directive stated that U.S. government intended to discontinue the use 

of GPS SA by the year of 2006. The Department of Defense starts assessments of continued 
use of SA in the year 2000. Based on the assessments, the U.S. President will then make an 
annual determination if and/or when SA should be turned off (CGSIC 1996). 

The design of GPS includes the ability to essentially tum-off P-code or to invoke an encrypted 
code as a means of denying access to the P-code to al1 but authorized users. As Anti-Spoofing 
(A-S) has been activated since 31 Jmuary 1994, the Pcode of GPS on the L1 and L2 is 
replaced by an encrypted code, the Y-code. Under the A S ,  the Y-code pseudoranges cannot be 
used for measurements by civil users except with pmise "semi-codeless" geodetic receivers. 
Using such receivers, the pseudorange measurements will be slightly degraded but the same 
number of observables can be used as it was before without A-S. 

3.2 GPS observables 

Three types of infornation are on the signal from a GPS satellite, namely, pseudorange, carrier 
phase and Doppler ftequency. GPS observables are in concept, ranges which are deduced from 



measured time or phase differences based on a cornparison between received signals and 
receiver generated signals. 

Two types of receivers are used in this research, single and dual frequency receiven. The 
observables are L1 carrier phase, UA-code, Dl Doppler for single frequency receivers and L1 
and L 2  carrier phase, Y1 and Y2 pseudoranges, and Dl and D2 Doppler measunmenu for 

dual frequency receivers. 

A pseudorange observation is the time difference between the transmission (in satellite time 
scde) and the arrivai (in receiver time scaie) of a signal from a satellite. This time difference is 
determined by comparing a receiver-replicated code with the code received from a particular 
satellite and a pseudorange is the measurement of the time shift required to align the two 
codes. If the receiver clock is fully synchronized with the GPS time, then the tirne deIay 
between the transmission and the reception is exactly the travel time of the signal. This delay 
c m  be converted into the travel distance between the satellite and receiver's antenna. However, 
since satellite and receiver clocks are not synchronized, the range determined in this procedure 
contains dock errors. The range is referred to as the pseudorange. Two types of code are 
available for GPS signals: P(Y)-code and UA-code. The precision of a pseudorange derived 
from code measurements has k e n  traditiondly about 1% of the chip length. Thus, precision of 

about d m and M.3 m is achieved with UA-code and P(Y)-code pseudoranges, respectively. 
However, recent hardware development demonstrateci that the precision of about 0.1 % of chip 

length is possible in modem GPS receivers. 

3.2.2 Carrier phase 

The carrier phase observation is the phase difference (kat phase) between the phase of the 
incoming carrier signal from the satellite and the phase of an intemal receiver-generated 
signai. M e r  removing the PRN code, ie., UA-code or P(Y)-code, from the incoming signal 
and some filtering, the unmodulated carrier wave is obtained. The techniques such as cross- 
correlation or squaring are used for the code signal removal and the resuit is the phase offset of 
the two signals. Since instantaneous fiactional b a t  phase is measured, the initial integer 
number of whole wavelength in cycles between satellite and receiver is unknown. However, 
when the tracking is continued without loss of lock, the integer number, called phase 
ambiguity, remaias the same. The phase of the carrier can be measured to better than 



0.01 cycles which comspoads to millimeter precision. If the initial ambiguity couid be 

resolved reiïably, called phase ambiguity resolution, the phase would be used as the most 

accurate distance measurement fiom a GPS satellite. The phase ambiguities are, however, 
usually resolved in single or double ciifference mode. 

3.2.3 Instantaneous Doppler frequency 

A Doppler measurement is the measurement of the instantaneous rate of the GPS carrier phase, 

i.e., the instantaneuus Doppler fiequency shift of the incoming carrier. The shifi is caused by 

relative motion between the receiver and the satellite. The major role of the Doppler 
measurement is in velocity determination and cycle slip detection. The accuracy of the Doppler 

shift is about t0.001 Hz (Hohan-Welienhof et al. 1994: p.92). 

3.3 Error Sources 

The code, phase and Doppler measuremenu are affected by both systematic errors or biases 
and random noise. When a mai-time differentid GPS is concemed. the erroa can be grouped 
into four categones. ie., errors depending on satellite, signal propagation, receiver and erron 
in communication Iink. Table 3.3.1 summarizes the types of error sources of GPS positioning, 

velocity, attitude and angular velocity determination in real time. These erron except those in 

communication link are also pnsent in the case of pst-processing. 

Table 3.3.1. Enor sources using GPS in red time 

Communication Iink The latency I 

Signal propagation 

Rtctiver 

7 
- 

ûrbital errors 

Ionospheric tefraction 

Tropospheric rehction 

Multipath 

Cycle süps and incorrect ambiguities 

Antenna phase ctnter variation 

Clock bias 

Coordinates of  base station 



Double-difference observations are ofien used for the data processing. That is, the observations 
are fmt differenced beniveen the receivers. Then, these differenced observations are further 

differenced between different satellites. The advantage of 'the double difference is that it 

greatly reduces or eiiminates the effccts of many errors discussed in this section. Single 

difference between the receivers cm also eliminate the common errors between the two sites 
but the relative receiver dock errors remain. 

3.3.1 Satellite dock emr  

The satellite dock error is the time offset of the satellite clock with respect to GPS time. For 

civiiian users, the dock bias is mostiy from the Selective Availability (SA). The effect of the 
clock bias is almost completely eliminated by the single difference observation between the 

receivers. 

3.3.2 Orbital biases 

Satellite positions are predicted from previous observations at ground control stations. 

Elimination of ephemeris errors requires a better estimation of the satellite's orbit. However, 

the prediction of satellite position suffers insufficient knowledge of the forces acting on the 
satellites due to indirect measurements or improper modeiing at the ground tracking sites. The 
broadcast ephemeris which is made by prediction is the major source of orbital errors. The 
orbit errors are generally 5-10 m but could mach 100 m (El-Rabbany 1994). The effect of orbit 
errors is greatly removed by single difference. in particular on short baselines. using the 

comrnon broadcast ephemeris for the two stations. 

The ionosphere, extending in various layers from about 50 km to more than 1ûûû km above 
the earth. releases fiee electrons since a fiaction of the gas molecules has ken  ionized by the 

ultra-violet radiation fiom the Sun. GPS signds, like any radio-electric signal propagating 

through an ionized medium are affecteci by the noniinear dispersion characteristics of this 

medium. The effect is nonnally 5-15 m in the zenith direction. the error can reach 100 m at 
sunspot maximum periods, midday, near the equator, satellite near horizon (Wells et al. 1987; 

El-Rabbany 1994). The duai-frequency correction removes most of the ionospheric effect. 

Users of single-fiequency receivers must use ionosphenc models. For short baseline 



applications (d < 10 km), however, the ionospheric effkct is considered to be canceled out by 
the differentiai observations. 

The neutral atmosphere is a nondispersive medium witù respect to radio waves up to 
frequencies 15 GHz and the propagation through there is independent of GPS carrier 
frequency. The effcct is a delay that reaches 2-25 m in the zenith direction and increases 
approximately with cosecant of the elevation angle, yielding about a 2û-28 m delay at a 
5" angle (Leick 1995: p.307). This error source is mostly canceled out on shoa baselines with 
srnaII difference in altitude. Hopfield's tropospheric model (Hofinman-Wellenhof et al. 1994: 

p. 1 10) is popular and this model is used in the software developed in this research. However, 
studies have shown that other models may be better at lower elevation angles (Mendes & 

Langley 1994; Forgues 1996). 

3.35 Cycle slips and incorrect ambiguities 

Cycle slips occur when the receiver loses phase lock on the satellite signal. Thne sources for 
cycle slips can be distinguished. Primary cause of cycle slips is obstructions of the satellite 
signal due to trees, buildings, bridges, mountains, etc. The second source of cycle slips is a low 
signal-to-noise ( S N )  ratio due to adverse ionospheric conditions, multipath, high receiver 
dynamics, or low satellite elevation angle. The third source is a failure in the receiver software 
or interface. Cycle slips could also bc caused by malfinctioning satellite oscillators, but these 
cases are rare (Hohan-WeiIenhof et& 1994: p.204). Undetected cycle slips cause the 
errors in the determination of position and attitude. When the temporal phase difference is 
used for determining the velocity and angular velocity, undetected cycle slips lead to an 
emoneous solution only for the two epochs between the occurrence of cycle slips. The method 
of cycle slip detection is discussed in Chapter 4. 

The effect of incorrect ambipity resolution directly appears in the navigation solution. The 
magnitude varies fiom c a  20 cm on L1 to many meters (a multiple of the wavelength) 
depending on the deviation of cycles fiom the correct integen. For the precise application of 
kinematic GPS, the comct resolution of the phase ambiguities is of prime importance. In 
Chapters 4 and 6, the method of ambipity resolution for positionhg and amtude 
determination is discussed. 



33.6 Antenna phase centsr variation 

The phase center of the antenna is the point to which the radio signal measurement is referred 
and generally is not identical with the geometrîc center of the antenna. The antenna center may 
be  different from the manufacturer indicated center and Vary with respect to the direction of 
incoming satellite signals. The offset depends on the elevation. the azimuth and the intensity of 
the satellite signai and is different for L1 and L2 signals. Constant offset could easily be 
determined and calibrateci. The variation is systematic and may be investigated by a senes of 
laboratory tests. It is fairiy Hicult  to mode1 the antenna phase center variation because it is 
different for each antenna and also for various types. The magnitude of phase center variation 
could reach about 1-2 cm (Hofmman-Wellenhof et al. 1994: p.123). 

Bourassa (1994) at Université Lavai carrieci out the study on the effects of the relative 
variation in phase center position. Al1 antennas used in this research were tested and it is 
considered that the effect of the relative phase center variation had little effect on the 

measurements (c 2 mm). 

3.3.7 Receiver clock bias 

The receiver clock bias is the offset of the receiver clock time with respect to GPS time. 

Although a GPS receiver estimates the clock erron from pseudorange observations at each 

epoch of observation, the synchronization is not precise enough for precise positioning. 
However, the relative receiver clock bias can be estimated at every epoch in single difference 
observations or completely be removed in double difference observations. 

3.3.8 Multipath 

Multipath is the phenomenon whereby a signal arrives at a receiver site via two or more 
different paths. The difference in path lengtbs causes the signals to interfere at the receiver. 
The received signals have relative phase offsets and the phase differencu are proportional to 
the differences of the path lengths ('ïnqilla 1986). Multipath propagation is almost inevitable 
for most GPS applications due to al1 possible refiectors, such as observation platfonns, water 
surface and buildings, 

The theoretical maximum pseudorange errocs for P-code measurement and for UA-code is 
about 15 m and 150 m, respectively, when the reflected/direct signal amplitude ratio is 1. The 



P(Y)-code errors caused by mdtipath is between 1.3 rn in a benign environment and 4-5 m in a 
highly rtflective environment and the values are 10 times Iarger for UA-code measurernents 

(Kleusberg & Teunissen 1996). The errors for the carrier phase measurement could be about 

5 cm at the maximum (Arbour 1994). 

One of the concems on the accuracy of the GPS-based integrated system for a berthing 

guidance system is multipath. The surface of water is highiy reflective. Because the ship has 

metal structures, the effect of multipath is inevitable and will be a major source of 
measurement errors. To reduce the effect of multipath. one must take minimum measures. like 
the use of choke rings. a ground plane. radio fhquency absorbing materid, etc In this 
research, the antennas used in the field tests had only ground planes. Georgiadou and 

Kleusberg (1988) proposed the modeling of the multipath effect when the relative locations to 

the reflecting objects and the reflection index are known. Axelrad et al. (1994) used S/N 
(signal-to-noise) ratio to mode1 multipath errors. Gomezetal. (1995) dso  studied the 

modeling of multipath. However, it is almost impossible for most users due to the complicated 

nature of the reflecting abjects. Specid receiver and hardware designs. cg.. MEDU, 
(NovAtel), Strobe (Trimble), are useful to mitigate this effect. 

3.3.9 Coordinates of reference station 

In relative positioning, the uncertainty of the reference coordinates with respect to the World 

Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) coordinate system will directly propagate into the estimated 

coordinates of the remote station. For the precise positioning, the reference station must be 

measured within the accuracy required for the application. For the berthing application. a GPS 
reference station is established in port and the coordinates of the reference station could be 

estimated with a few centimeters of accuracy using the existing geodetic netwock in the port. 

For the attitude determination, however. the impact of the coordinates of the primary antenna 

is small because the baseline between onboard antennas is very short (max. 300 m). The effect 
of coordinate errors in the attitude determination is negligible even if the absolute position 

obtained from pseudorange observations is used for the primary antenna, which is on the ship. 

3.3.10 T i e  latency 

h case of relative positioning in red time using GPS, one must establish a data link and the 

observation data of the reference station must be sent to the remote station, where they are 



time-matched and processeci with the iemote station data The data iinlc has some delay and it 
rnay be as much as a few seconds depending on the type of the data link. Senai communication 
may take a moment. The delay of a few seconds in communication link may harnper the 

operation. Any intermption in the data link transmission would stop remote station 
positioning. The time-matching pmess  also adds the data Link delay to the position latency. If 
the phase correction and correction rate like pseudorange correction could be used, this 
problem would be reduced. 

In the berthhg application. ail the rneasurements will be time-tagged The state vector for a 

aven time will be predicted nom the comctiy estimated state vector (position, velocity, 
attitude and angular velocity) using GPS measurements (cf. Chaptea 4, 5, 6 and 7). The 
control input is, then, calculated based on the predicted state vector using the information 
obtained from various senson in an extended Kalman fdter. Therefore, the time latency of the 

radio link causes delay of computation but there is little impact on the calculation of control 

input. 

In this research, we assume that a reference station will be established in poa and thus the 
baseline length between the reference and ship stations will be short, Le., 3 km at the 
maximum. The tropospheric delay is modeled with the modified Hopfield's mode1 
(Ho fmann-Wellenhof et al. 1994: p. 1 10). The ionospheric delay is negligible for such short 
baselines. Satellite dock errors are removed in single difference observation. Relative receiver 
clock bias and its variation are either removed in double difference (positioning and velocity 
determination) or estirnated in single difference (attitude and angular velocity determination). 
The antennas used in this research were al1 tested (Bourassa 1994) and it is considered that the 
effect of the relative phase center variation had littie effect on the measurements (< 2 mm). 
The principal error source in this research is multipath due to unavailability of choke ring 
antenna for Our tests. 

The pnmary investigation is made on the fast and reliable phase ambipity resdution and 
cycle slip repair which provides the ultimate accuracy of positioning and attitude 

determination using GPS for ship's berthing application. The use of GPS for velocity and 
angular velocity determination is also investigated. 



GPS POSrnONING 

This Chapter 4 discusses precise positioning using GPS. At least t0.3 m of positioning 
accuracy at 68% probability (la) is required for an automatic berthing system. The critenon is 
similar to the a i r d  specifcations (CAT but is Iower than nominal precision obtainable 
by kinematic on-the-fly (OTF) positioning. However, the tests of autolanding of aircraft 
showed code DGPS does not meet their requirements (Graas et al. 1995). The position at the 

time of controlling a ship is a predicted position based on the estimates obtained from the GPS 
or other sensors. The errors associateci with the pndiction would also be taken into account. 
Rapid and reliable resolution of the phase ambiguities is the key to obtaining the accuracy 
which meets the criteria for positioning sensors. 

In this research, GPS phase ambiguity resolution for single-hquency receivers was 
investigated in view of berthing of a large merchant ship. The use of cheaper single-f~quency 
receivers is more interesting to shipping industries, if the ambiguity resolution for 
single-frequency receivers is as easy as that for dual-fiequency counterparts and the solution is 
reliable. Two different algonthms of ambiguity resolution were primarily investigated and 
compared to each other. The combined algonthms which take advantage of both approaches 
were developed and validated through the field tests on land and at sea The quality of 

navigation solution was also assessed through the field tests using a total station which has an 
automatic tracking function. 



In Section 4.1, the mathematicai model of GPS observations is d e s c r i i  foliowed by the 

concept and techniques of ambiguity resoIution in Section 4.2. Two diierent methods were 
compared and used to develop an improved aigorithms of ambiguity resolution for ship's 
berthing. Section 4.3 discusses the combined approach of ambiguity resolution. Section 4.4 

describes the method of cycle slip detection which is of importance to precise positioning. 
Section 4.5 presents the results and aaaiysis of the field tests on land and at sea Finally, the 
last section, Section 4.6 summarizes the research on GPS positioning. 

4.1 Mathematid model 

The geodetic GPS receivers can measure the pseudorange UA-code andor Pm-code, carrier 
phase and Doppler fkequencies. GPS measurements can be differenced between receiven, 

between satellites, and between epochs or combhations thereof. Double difference is 
cornmonly used to eliminate the emrs associated with both satellite and receiver clocks. The 
algorithm developed in this research (84.3) works with double difference observation. 

4.1.1 Observation equations 

The observation equations for GPS pseudorange and carrier phase measurements are the 

following Wick 1995: p.256): 

For a pair of stations simultaneously observing the same satellite, the mathematical model for 

between-receiver single differenced observable is obtained as foUows: 

Between-receiver single differences remove the satellite dock erron and greatly reduce the 

effects of ermrs associated with satellites such as orbit errors and atmospheric delays for short 

baselines. 

The double difference observations are obtained by subtracting the single difference 

observation of a reference satellite frorn that of another satellite. The receiver-satellite double 



ciifferences are expresseci in the following equations and double ciifferences also remove the 

effects of errors associated with misalignment of clocks between the two receivers. 

where, 

: distance between satellite and receiver (m); 
: light velocity in vacuum (mhec); 
: pseudorange measurernent Cm); 
: carrier phase meamernent (m); 
: carrier wavelength cm); 
: integer carrier phase ambiguity; 

: bias of the ionospheric delay (m); 
: bias of the tropospheric delay (m); 
: erron caused by the multipath (m); 
: bias of the satellite clock (s); 

: bias of the receiver clock (s); and 
: measurement noise and the errors which cannot be modeled. 

A(*) and VA(*) are the single and double difference operators respectively. 

4.1.2 Least-Squares Adjustment (parametrie adjustment) 

The observation equation is wntten as: 

where, 
1 : vector of observations; 

A*) : vector of known functions mapping X to 1; 
X : vector of unknown parameters; and 
V : vector of residuals. 

The equations must be linearized with respect to the unknowns, rg., the coordinates for 
positioning or the phase ambipities if they are included, before perforrning a least-squares 

adjustment. Lhearization of Equation (4.1.7) is made by replacing the non-linear hinctions 



with their Taylor series approximations expandeci about an initiai value of the solution vector, 
x0 and taking only the nrSt order temis: 

w here, 
W : misclosure vector, I - f (x? ; 
A : design matrix of partial derivatives evaluated using x0 ; 
X : vector of corrections to x0 ; and 
V : vector of residuals. 

When the weight of measurement is not equal, the equation must be weighted with an 
observation weight matrix P. When the double difference observation is used, the 

mathematical correlation has to be taken into account, using the maVix P. The normal mairix 

N, the vector U and the least-squares solution are derived fiom the application of the least- 

squares principle (PTpv + min.) to Equation (4.1.9) as folIows: 

N = A ~ P A  (4-1.10) 

u = A ~ P W  (4.1.1 1) 

2 (4.1.12) 

The a posteriori variance factor is obtained with Equation (4.1.13) where n is the number of 

the observations and u is the number of un2aiowns. 

- 2  P p i î  a,, = 
n - u  

The estimated variancecovariance matrix, as denved fiom the law of propagation of variance- 
covariance, is calculateci using the following equation: 

with Q SN-' =(A'PA)-' . 



4.13 Linear combination of GPS observations 

Different Linear combinations of GPS obsemations can be created with duai-kquency 
observations by linearly combining the respective phase and pseudorange observations. The 
Iinear combination of GPS observations are usudy used to fafifitate phase ambiguity 

resolution. 

Camer  phase: The most important linear combinations of carrier phase observation are 
wide-lane and ionospheric (effcct) free combinations. The wavelength of wide-lane 

observation is c a  86cm and easier to resolve the arnbiguities than L1 (or L2). The 
disadvantage of wide-lane solution is the measurement noise becomes 6.4 tirnes Iarger than Ll 
measurement. The ionosphenc free combination is used to reduce the ionospheric effects, in 

particular, on long baselines. The mathematicai expression of these combinations is as follows: 

where, 

Qu : wide-lane phase observations (m); 

0 : L1 phase observations (m); 

9, : L2 phase observations (m); 
: ionosphenc effect fiee combination (L3) of phase observations (m); 

f : L1 fnquency (Eh); and 
fn : L2 fkquency (IIz). 

Pseudorange: In the same rnanner, wide-lane and ionospheric free combination for 
pseudoranges can be obtained. However, the most important linear combination for 
pseudoranges is calied narrow-lane code or narrow-code. The noise of observation is the factor 

of 0.7 relative to the P 1 (Y 1)-code observations. The narrow-code is usually used for ambiguity 
resolution together with wide-lane phase observations. Mathematical formula of narrow-code 

is as follows: 



where, 

8 : L1 pseudorange observations (m); 

8'2 : L2 pseudorange observations (m); and 

4 : narrow-code observations (m). 

4.1.4 Mathematical correlation 

There are two groups of comlations, Le., the physical and the mathematicd comlations. The 
measurernents wbich refer to the same satellite are physically comlated but the physical 

correlation is not dways taken into account (Hofmann-Weilenhof etaL 1994: p.186). 
El-Rabbany (1994) studied the modeling of the temporal physical comlation in double 

difference carrier phase observations making use of the covariance ma& of observations. The 

mathematical correlation occurs when the double difference observation is used or multiple 

baselines are used rg. attitude determination even in single difference observations. The 
weight or correlation matrix must be constructeci according to how the double difference (or 
single difference) observation is made. When the same satellite is used as the reference 

satellite for forming the double difference for single baseline observations, the weight or 
mathematicd correlation matrix P takes the following form (Hofmann-Wellenhof 

et al. 1994: p.189). 

where n, is the number of the double difference observations and 2 is the variance of 

observation in single difference. 

Table 4. 1.1 surnrnarizes the difference of coordinates between taking and not taking 
mathematical correlation into account in the position solution for some baselines. Taking into 

account the mathematical comlation provides the equivalence of the solution to the single 
ciifference observation. The wide-lane phase (LA) has larger difference than that of Ll phase 

observation. The magnitude of difference with phase observation is much smaller than code 

measurement. The deviation fiom the true coordinates is larger without consideration of 

mathematical comlation in double diffennce, in paaicular, in height component. The rnean of 

the discrepancies from the true coordinates is about 17 cm for pseudoranges, 5 mm for IA 



phase and I mm for LI phase observations. The magaitude also varies depending on the 

basehe length and type of receivers used. When the aposteriori variance factor is Iarger, the 

ciifference of position with/without consideration of mathematical correlation becomes larger. 
The definition of RMS and RSS is described in Appendix B (§B. 1). 

Table 4.1-1, Cornparison of the position withfwithout mathematical correlation 

4.2 Ambiguity resolution 

With camer phase measurements. very precise position is obtainable but in order to have 

centimeter level of precision, one typicaüy needs to resolve the arnbiguity. The carrier phase 

measurement is arnbiguous with the number of the cycle integers because GPS receivers can 
measure only the fractionai part of the initial phase. The determination of the ambiguity 

parameters while a remote receiver is moving is calIed OTF ambiguity resolution. There exist 
several methods to resolve the cycle ambiguity as discussed in Chapter 2. Thc approaches of 
the OTF ambiguity resolution for red time applications were investigated. The methodology 
developed in this research is based on the two existing method, Le., Hatch's search method 

(Hatch 1990) and pseudo-obseoration method developed by Kleusberg (1986a) and modified 
by Webster (1993). 
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4.2.1 Search method 

In the Hatch's method, one uses "pseudo single dinerences" between stations and makes tests 

on the different combinations of possible integer sets. When the number of satellites is larger 
than four, it divides the satellites into the two groups. Le.. primary and secondary satellites 

(Hatch 1990). S o m  results in the literature show thaî the smoothing of code measurements is 
very useful for resolving ambiguities (Santerre et al. 1994b). The term "smoothed" means a 

weighted mean of forward filtmng which fdtea measurements from the beginning of the file 
and of backward fdterhg which reads the data from the end of file (Gelb 1974). However, the 
application in reai time can not use the two-way smoothing of code because it is not possible 

to read the füe from the end. Thus, one must rely on the forward filtering. But the effect of 
forward filtenng appears only d e r  some epochs of measurements. This means that search is 

less successful at the beginning of the observation session and highIy depends on the quality of 

code measurements. And also, even if after the correct ambiguity set was found the relatively 
large variation of the code solution and noise might cause the failure of tests which is less 

often encountered in the smoothed pseudorange measurement 

GPS pseudorange observations are also affecteci by hardware delays in the receivers and 
satellites. These errors are canceled in double differences. but not in single difference 
observations except for satellite clock errors. However. the receiver relative dock parameter 

estimated at each epoch absorbs these erron in the process of a Ieast-squares adjustment 

(Santerre & Beutler 1993). 

The linearized equation of phase observation in single difference is simply formulated as 
follows: 

where A@' is the measured carrier phase for the i-th satellite in single difference (i = 1, ..., n), 
~ p '  is the theoreticai distance betwem satellite and receiver in single ciifference, ~ ' i s  the 

integer number of whole cycles in single difference, Ad&, is the tropospheric delay in single 
difference, Fei,-e$,-e'r] is the satellite-receiver unit vector for the i-th satellite and 

[+-,u,z&iT]Tis the correction to the estimated position of the mobile receiver and relative 

receiver clock parameter. Equation (4.2.1) corresponds to Equation (4.1.9). 



Since the dock value itseif is not of particdar interest, the receiver clock can be removed from 
the solution by forxning the double dinerence in vector W. By selecting the fmt sateliite as a 
reference and subtracting it from the others to form a ciifference- However, in double 
difference observations, the= exist mathematicai correlations and the solution becornes 

incorrect (biased) due to mathematid correlation as explained in Section 4.1.3- Hatch made a 
modification by solvhg the difference of the receiver dock and the measured phase of the 

reference satellite instead of solving for the receiver dock itseif. When the frst satellite is used 
as the reference satellite, Equation (4.2.1) takes the foIiowing form (Hatch 1990): 

The misclosure vector W, Ieft-hand side of Equation (4.2-2). is in the form of double 
differences except the fiat row and the matrïx A remains as in single difference. In this way, 

the number of arnbiguities to be resalved is reduced by one and an unbiased solution (no 

mathematical correlation) can be obtained. The selection of the reference satellite is, however, 
not necessarily the first one. The satellite of the highest elevation could be selected as a 
reference satellite independent of the order of satellites. The arnbiguity search is performed by 
varying the integer numbea in a nested loop. The method of Hatch in "pseudo single 
differences" is used for the attitude determination in Chapter 6. The algorithm of the 

combined approach for positioning discussed in Section 4.3 are based on the observation in 

double difference mode, because the pseudo-observation method, which is the other rnethod 
used for the combination works in double difference (54.2.2)- 

Hatch's search method is implemented in the fiat algorithm in "pseudo single differences" and 

later in double difference in the combined algorithm. This rnethod makes tests on various 
combinations of integer sets and fin& the most appropriate one which passes al1 the tests in 
the search loop. Table 4.2.1 summarizes the statistical tests in the search loop. Some of the 

tests are effective and others are not. In the first algorïthm, there are three tests in the search 

loop and similar tests are used in the improved algorithm (84.3.5). The fmt algorithm works 

well oniy with duai-fresuency receivers. The algorithms of the combined approach, discussed 

later in Section 4.3, are designed for single-fkquency receivers but they work with 
dual-fiequency receivers as weii. 



Table 42.1- Statisticaï tests used in the search Ioops 

1 1 1 Compatibüity test on the position from code solution 1 
Test No. 

1 2 1 Individuai miduai test 1 

- - - 

Name of the Test 

1 3 1 Contrast of the quadratic tom of the residuais 1 
The approach can resolve the ambiguities LA, L1, then L3 usiag forward fdtering of code 
measurements with dual-frequency data. M (wide-Iane) has its wavelength c a  86 cm and it is 

easier to resolve the ambiguities than Ll {or L2). However, the measurement noise on the LA 
is 6.4 times larger than LI measurement, thus the LA solution is l e s  precise than that of L1 
measurement Therefore one must resolve the ambiguity on LI carrier. Resolving the L2 
ambiguities are not of interest except to have the L3 (ionosphenc free) solution. For short 
baselines, it is considered that the ionospheric effect is canceled out by differencing between 
stations. 

In order to resolve the L1 phase ambiguity, there are 3 steps (filtered code, IA and L1 
solutions) for dual-frequency receivers. For single-frequency receivers, there are 2 steps 
(filtered code and LI solutions). For dual-frequency receivers, the search method is very 
efficient. However, it is much more difficult for single-frequency receivers using only CIA- 
code, L1 carrier (phase and Doppler), because the precision of the filtered code solution is not 
better than 1 m, thus, a large number of combinations (fi-7 cycles) must be tested as L1 has 
only 0.2 m of wavelength and the probability of finding the comct combination becomes low. 

Thus, the tests used for the search must be effective and so the criteria must be tuned up. The 
first algorithm can use narrow-code measurement (PS) to reduce the noise level with 

dual-frequency receivers. 

4.2.2 Pseudo-observation method 

Another approach investigated was fmt inaoduced using pseudorange and Doppler 
observations in triple difference mode by Kleusberg (1986a). Webster (1993) modified this 
method into the one using pseudorange and phase observations in double ciifferences. The fact 
behind the mode1 developed by Kleusberg is that kinematic positioning must estimate 3 new 
coordinates epoch by epoch dong with double diffetence phase ambiguities. A ieast-squares 

adjustment can simultaneously resolve the 3 receiver coordinates and ambipities at al1 

epochs. This solution would give position estimates for al1 epochs based on al1 available 



observations. However the computatïonal burden wouid grow rapidly with time. In order to 

avoid a computation of huge matrices. the mode1 takes the estirnates of the corrections to the 
coordinates from the previous epoch and uses them as a set of pseudo-observations. Pseudo- 
observation deais with the situation where the variable X, rg.,  position, ambiguities, are 
known at certain precision 1. The weight ma& conesponding to the pseudo-observation X 

will be defmed by Px =o,%;'. In the original method by Kleusberg (1986a). the weight is 
derived by xi1, the inverse of variance-covariance matrix of the previous epoch. The method 
by Webster (1993) does not fix the ambiguities but let. the solution float. Some changes were 

made to improve the per5onnance to the derivations in Webster (1993). The pseudo- 
observation method is expressed in the foIIowing equations: 

Matnx A is the first design matrix and contains the partial derivatives of the range double 

difference with respect to the receiver coordinates and B is the second design matrix for the 
ambiguity parameters. Values of approxjmate coordinates X: and velocity X: at epoch k are 

found by simply extrapolating the estimates of the position and velocity from the previous 
epoch. 

While position and velocity of the remote receiver will change over time. the ambiguity terms 
remain constant as long as the receiver retains lock on the signals from the satellites. The 
estimate for the ambiguities N at epoch k-1 are used as a priori information for the estimate at 
epoch k. These estimates are given with a priori weight matrices. and PNe-,,, which are 
the inverse of the aposteriori covariance matrices fiom the previous epoch. Aprion 
information conceming the uncertainty in the observations is contained in the covariance 
matrix for each type of observable. Taking into account the mathematical comlation in double 

differences, the variancecovariance matrices for code and phase measurements are formed 

using the respective a priori precision, a: 



The equations for code and phase obse~ations are combined am 
unknowns is given as foilows: 

N = A ~ P A  

U=A=PW 

;Y = N-'c/ 

In more explicit ternis, 

1 the so 

(4-2.6) 

iution for the 

The estimated variance-covariance matrix of the parameters is given by the inverse of mauix 
N. However this should be scaled by the aposten'on' unit variance factor, computed as 
follows: 

The values of 9, and IN are: 

v, = 2,-, - 2, 
.5 CL h - 
VN =Nt,, -Nr 

The degrees of fieedorn (DF) is calculated using the equation. 

(4.2- IO) 

DF=n-u+r  (4.2.13) 

where r is the number of unknown parameters with apriori knowiedge; u is the number of 
unknowns; and n is the number of obsemations in double difference mode. 
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At the fmt epoch. n = 2nk, u = q + 3  and r = O ,  thus DF = nk- 3.  For other epochs, 
r = n, + 3, and thus the degrees of needom DF = Znk (except n, 2 nk-, then r = nk-, + 3. 

DF = kik - nk-, ). n, and +-, denote the number of the double ciifference observations at the 

current epoch k and the previous epoch k-l respectively. 

4.2.3 Cornparison of the two approaches 

The above two approaches were investigated and compared each other. Data of different 
baseline length and different data rate were processed using the software of both approaches 
described above. Some results of data processing are summarized in Tables 4 2 2  and 4.2.3. 

Table 42.2, Results of data processing by the search appmach 

Reuivcr 
type 

Baseline 
length (km) 

I 

O S  

0.8 

0.8 

54.0 

.- 

Ashtech 

Ashtech 

Ashtech 

Trim bl t 

Data intervai 
(sa) 

60 

20 

1 

15 

Table 4.2.3, Results of data, 

1 Baseline 1 Data intervai Receiver 
type 

Ashtech 

Ashtech 

Ashtech 

TrïmbIe 

ocessing by the pseudo-observation approach 

For Tables 4.23 and 4.2.3, "solution" means the number of correct ambiguities when al1 the 
ambiguities are fixed and "epoch is the epoch number where ail ambiguities are fixed to 
integers. 

Number of 
ambiguities 

6 

6 

6 

4 

The results show that pseudo-observation approach is less successfiil in solving ambiguities on 
both L1 and IA. The decision on whether or not to fix the ambiguity (rounding to the closest 

integer) is not easy because the variance-covariance matru does not represent the convergence 
(precision) of float ambiguity at each epoch. 

L.4 L1 

solution 

6 

5 

5 

4 

solution 

1 

1 

1 

2 

epoch 

11 

20 

61 

2 

epoch 

20 

38 

124 

29 
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The advantages and disadvantages of these two methods are summarized in Table 4.2.4. 

Table 42-4, Cornparison of hc two approaches of ambiguity resolution 

Search Approach in (Pseudo) Single Difference 
1 

Dual fiequency: F i i g  L1 ambiguity at 3 steps 

P-code (forward filtercd), LA and LL (L3) 

Single fiequency: Fixing LI ambiguity at 2 steps 

UA-code (forward filtered) and LI 

1 Searsh Approach in (Pseudo) Single DBerence 

Disadvan tages 

Whcn many ambiguity 
combinations to bc 
testcd, computation tirne 
becornes long- 

Search at the beginning 
is las successfiil. 

Finding a correct set of 
ambiguities depends on 
the quality of the Code 
solution for LA with 
dual-frequcncy receiver 
and for L 1 with single- 
frequcncy recciver- 

Test criteria are 
ernpincal. 

- -  

Pscudo observation Approach in Double difference 
-- - 

Dual frqucncy: F i g  LL ambiguity at 1 step 

Float solution with P-code (raw) L.4 or L1 

Single fi.Cquencyr Fixing LI ambiguity at 1 step 

Fioat solution with UA-code (raw) and Ll 

Pseudo observation Approach in Double difference 

Advan tages 

Computation time at 
each epoch is constant 

Float solution is close to 
c o m t  sets, if arnbiguity 
correlation is srnail. 

Disadvan tages 

Fixing cannot be done 
before the convergence 
of ambiguity tem. 

Finding a comct set of 
ambiguities depends on 
the correlation between 
the ambiguities 

Satellite rise and set 
sometimes make double 
difference book- keeping 
dificult, 

Precision a posterio ri 
does not represent the 
m e  precision of 
measuremcnt or 
coordinate. 

Mathematical correlation 
exists- 

The disadvantageous aspect of the search approach is that a set of the phase arnbipities (wide- 

lane ambiguities for a dual-fraquency weiver) found by a search routine highly depends on 

the position estimated by the least-squares adjustment of the filtered code solution. Only if the 

combination of wide-lane integer ambiguity is correct and then the estirnate of wide-lane 

position is precise, the correct set of L1 integer ambiguities can be found. It takes some time 



for the forward hltering to provide a code solution with suffiCient precision. The time duration 
to fix an ambiguiîy varies depending on the quality of code measurement and the data rate but 
the search is useless when the pseudorange position is not precise enough. 

On the other hami, the disadvantageous aspect of the pseudo-observation method is that the 
ambiguity set found by float estimate is not reliable when the correlation between double 
difference phase ambiguities is high. Accumulation of information Ieads to increasing 
accuracy of position and arnbiguity te- with t h e  in the pseudo-observation method In 
order to decorrelate the ambiguity terms and increase accuracy of the estimates, one must 
repeat the process of pseudo-observations over epochs (not the iterative process at a single 
epoch). This process may take some time from several epochs to a hundred or more epochs 
depending on the distribution of satellites. The change of the satellite set caused by appearance 
and disappearance of satellites is an unfavorable aspect of this approach before fixing to the 

correct ambiguity set. The float solution may have different correction terms for the 

ambiguities because of the correlation between the ambiguities. Note that the filtered code 
solutions are more precise than the raw code solutions. However. for this approach, filtered 
code cannot be used unless the weight matrix (covariance matrix) takes the correlation into 
account because the code and phase measurements must be uncorrelated. 

4.3 Combined algorithms of ambiguity resolution 

The combined approach which takes advantages of both the search method and pseudo- 
observation method could improve the efficiency in the search process and time in fixing to 

the integer in the pseudo-observation. The combined approach, first forms the double 
difference and repeats the pseudo-observation process until correlation coefficient of the 

matrix Q, which is the inverse of the normal matrix N, becomes small and starts rnaking a 
search of the correct combination of ambiguities. The combined approach is designed for 

cheaper single-fiequency receivers which could be more interesting for shipping companies. 
The algorithm of the combined approach are based on the observation in double difference 
mode and designed for single-fkequency receivers but it works with dual-frequency receiven 
as well, 

43.1 Algorithm of the new eombined metbodology 

The algorithm flow of the new combined method is shown in Figure 4.3.1. nie method 
developed here is a combination and modification of the two prexedent methods (84.2.1 and 



54.2.2). The pseudo-observation method is repeated over epochs (without iterative 
calculations) until the comlation coefficients show decorreIation of the double difference 
arnbiguities- Calculation of normaI matrix N and vector U is the sarne as usuai Ieast-squares 

but it adds the part of pseudo-obsewation, that is, it uses al l  information obtained in the past. 
The routine is composed of calculation of the inverse of the ma& N, denoted as ma& Q, of 

the correlation ma&, indicators of decomIation and float solution at each epoch. As a result 
of pseudo-observation, when the double difference ambiguities are weU decorrdated, and the 

indicator reaches a certain value, normaüy 0.6, it starts the search process of relatively small 
windows, Le-, t2 or t3 cycles, with the initiai ambipities are the closest integers to the float 

solutions- 

Calculation of matrices -4 N L u (code anci phase) I 

I Calculation of matrices Q & C 
and correlation coefficients 1 

Float solution ' .  I I i  
1 . *  

* .  
m .  * .  . * *  
* .  Calculation of variance- : : 

covariance matrix ' .  ' .  m .  - 
* .  * .  = .  ' .  ' .  * .  
a .  

* .  
* .  . 
' .  
a .  :. - .  . 

Ambiguity = .  .. 
* .  a .  . ' .  
* .  . - 

Try with different 1 combination of ambipuity 

Statistical tests ç- 
I Save the potential 

ambiguities 1 

am biguities? ? 
Am biguities (Z) (y); 



Since the pseudwbservation metbod works in doubIe difference mode (§4.2.2), and to avoid 

the formation of new matrices in the computation loop, the linearized observation equation 
used in the search loop takes the following formula in double ditferences, rg., the first satellite 
is used as the reference satellite: 

When the satellites are divided into two groups as with Hatch's method (§4.2.1), the number of 

satellites to be tested in the search loop is signincantiy small and suitable for real-time 
applications. The statisticai tests are performed to validate the correct solutions and reject the 

wrong ones for each combination of ambiguities. If there is more than one combination lefi, 
the potential ambiguity sets which have passed the al1 tests are stored and the search process 
for those in the temporal memory is repeated at the next epoch. 

4.3.2 A prion variance factor 

In a sequential least-squares adjustment, measurements have to be weighted according to their 

accuracy potentiais. A proper weighting is important to achieve a comct solution of 
ambiguities. Usually, the weights for the different observation sessions cm be set to the sarne 
values for the same observables, receiver types, and for the similar environment. 

Individual pnxessing of code and carrier phase measurements gives an idea of weighting. The 
means of the a posteriori variance factor, or the mean plus the RMS value of the a posteriori 

variance factor could be taken as the apriori precision of observation. The aposteriori 

variance factor is considered as a good representation of weight of the series. However, the 

variance factors have to be set empirically before the mal tirne applications. 

As the result of post processing, the square-root of the aposteriori variance factor of raw 

UA-code measurement with single-fkequency receivers is typically ca. I0.5 m to 11.1 m. The 
square-root of the aposteràon' variance factor of L1 phase measurement in double difference 
mode is CU. I2 mm to I6 mm. A too pessimistic a prion' precision means code measurement 
relative to the phase measurement is not good. Therefore, more observations are required to fix 

the ambiguities. Too optimistic a code observation means the coordinate obtained by code 

observation is good when it is, in fact, not hue. It leads to the wrong ambiguity resolution. The 



ratio of procision (UA-code pseudorange and phase observations: cr~/v~) is normally about 

140- 150. 

In real time application, computation time at an epoch gives the constraints and limitation to 
the performance. A large number of combinations to be tested at a single epoch is the prirnary 

concem to the mal time applications. Hatch pmposed the division of the satellites into two 
groups, i-e., the primary and the secondary. The separation of the satellites gives efficiency to 

the computational aspect The solution of the primary satellites affects the identifcation 
process of the ambiguities of the secondary satellites. me criteria of division is a reasonabie 

GDOP value (Hach 1990). With a poor GDOP value, the position uncertainty surrounding any 
one specific solution is large thus it includes more than one ambiguity value for the 

measurements from the secondary group of redundant satellites. On the other band in case of 
better GDOP values, the solutions comsponding to specific ambiguity values are separated by 

greater distances and thus there are fewer solutions in any given volume of space. Tm 
optimistic a value of GDOP excludes the potentially comct ambiguity set. Different values of 
GDOP were tested in this research to provide correct ambiguity resolution. The value around 4 

is good for the correct solution of ambiguities. 

4.3.4 Indices of decorrelation 

The epoch for staaing the search process is detennined using some indices. Some attempts 
were made to determine the epoch using correlation coefficients. Comlation coefficients 

associated with ihe ambiguity tenns are calculated as follows: 

qy 
JG 

(4.3 -2) 

where q, is an element of the matrix Q, which is the inverse of the normal matrix N. 

The indices of the decorrelation are cdcuiated using the correlation coefficients. The mean of 

the correlation coefficients for the satellites is calculated in the following formula 



The index of correiation coefficients for ambiguity terms is caiculated: 

Another methoci to calculate the index of decorreation is to calculate the determinant of the 

correlation matrix, 

=A# 

det = uiï 

The determinant is easily obtained by the LU decomposition of the correlation rnatrix 

(Barnett 1990). After the decomposition, the sum of the diagonal elements of the upper 

triangular matrix is the detenninant of the correlation matrix. The matrix is decomposed to a 
lower triangular @as elements only on diagonal and below) and a upper triangular matrix 

(elements only on the diagonal and above). The lower matrix has al1 ones on the diagonal. The 
decomposition takes the followîng formula: 

The cnteria of decorrelation are Ci = 0.6, K, = 0.6 and & = 0.9 . 

4.3.5 Statistid tests 

Statistical tests play an important role to mject the wrong arnbiguities and to select the correct 

ones. Currently, four statistical tests are implemented inside the search loop as  shown in 
Table 4.3.1. The tests are on compatibility of the coordinates, the individual residuals, the 

nom of the residuals and contrast of the quaciratic fomi of residuals. The threshold values for 

the statisticai tests were empiricaiiy detennined as a result of data processing. 



Table 43-1. Statisticai tests used in the search loops 

I 3 1 Nomi of the residuais I 

1 

2 

1 4 1 Contras< of the quadratic form of the residuals 1 

- - - 

Compatibility test on the position h m  £ioat solution 

fndividual miduai test 

Compatibility test on the position from float solution nest  #l): The fint test is to reject 
ambiguity combinations which give a large deviation fkom the float solution. The difference of 

the coordinates is scded with the precision of the float and fmed phase solutions 
(Abidin 1993: p.72). 

where N , ~ , , ,  is the standard gaussian (normal) percentiles with confidence level (l-a). 

The test is made after transforming the terrestrial coordinates to the local geodetic coordinates. 
After the correlation coefficients are smaller than the predefined criteria, the deviation from 
the mie ambiguity is within about t2-3 cycles. Differemt data sets were tested (84.5) and the 

approximate values of the criteria were determined. The arnbiguity set which gives a 

discrepancy in absolute value more than 0.7 m in latitude and height, 0.5 m in longitude, will 
be rejected. 

EN > 0.7 m, EE > 0.5 m. ch > 0.7 m (4.3 -9) 

Test on the individual residuals w t  #2): Residuals are calculated inside the search loop for 
each combination of ambiguities. The criterion of the residual test is expressed by a function 
of the number of satellites as the magnitude of residuals varies according to the number of 
satellites. The criterion is relatively large but this test functions very weli. 

with k, = 0.07 -log% . 

Test on the n o m  of residuals (Test #3): Residuals which passed Test #1 and Test #2 go to the 

next test to identify the integer arnbiguity, ie., the LI-nom of the residuals. The residuals are 

assumed to be relatively small. The cnterion is in the following fonn: 



with ( I ~ . ~ I = ~ ~ v A V ! (  and k, =0.08. 
i = L  

The value of n, is the number of double diffennce observations. The IV,,[ is the Llaorm of 

the residual vector v,, C, is the constant, a fiaction of the wavelength, normaliy 0.08 as a 

result of data processing. With the previous test, after this test, a large part of the incorrect 
arnbiguity set is rejected. 

Test on the quadratic fom of the residuai vector (Test #4): The combinations which passed the 
previous tests, undergo this test The quadratic form of the residual vector can be used to 

validate or reject the intepr ambiguities because the nature of a least-squares adjustment is the 

rninimization of the sum of the quadratic form of residuals. Inside the search loop. there is no 

mathematical comlation taken into account for the efficient matrix-vector multiplication. The 
quadratic form of residuals are: 

where is the quadratic fom of the residuals and is the smallest one. There is no 
weight matnx inside the suuch loops, for computational efficiency. For the final solution, P is 
defined as in Equation (4.1.18) and variance factor is calculated as in Equation (4.1.13). 

The quadratic form of residuds are compared with the cumnt minimum value, and if the 
value is smaller than the minimum, then the present minimum is replaced to the new 

minimum. If the contrast is more than 2 (the value which is empincally detennined), then the 

value is rejected. If the contrast is srnaller than 2, the value and the combination are al1 kept in 

a temporary memory. Only when two combinations are Ieft and the smdest variance fxtor 
becomes twice as small as the other one, the combination with smallest variance factor is 
chosen to be the correct ambiguity set. If there are more than two combinations which give the 

contrast value smaller than 2, the potential combinations are kept and tested at next epoch. 

Ship's berthing is a special case, where a referenct station wili be available inside a port. Thus, 

baseline length will be short, nomaily 1 km and within 3 km. Data (data rate at 1 second) of 

different baseline length (less than 1 km) were testeci using the software with the above 

algorithm. The m l t s  are sumnarized in Table 4.3.2. Other results are also presented in 

Section 4.5. The RMS values (la) in Table 4.3.2 are calculated &er the ambiguities are fixed. 
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A+, M and Ah are wiîh respect to the hown coordinates and AX, AY and A8h are with respect 
to the I d  coordinate system. 

Table 4.3.2, ResuIts of the data proctssing on dEerent basetines with the cornbined approach 

B aseline Rx Duration (min) Distance (m) # Epochs (s) # Cycle slips RMS (la) (cm) 

A4 M Ah 

PEPS-DOME N-N 49:08 536 126 1 a . 4  îO3 a 9  

205-9600 N-N 47:02 563 85 8 H.4 5 11.6 

9600-27 A-N 7:28 113 49 3 3 dl-4 dl-6 

27-26 N-N 5:3 1 0.86 27 3 d . 6  a - 3  11-1 

# Epochs 

1 # Cycle slips 

The time to 

N- A 20:W 153-200 37 18 tO.5 di5 21.8 

N- A 2750 153-200 37 12 tO5 di5 21.8 

N-A 47:a 315-800 18 26 d l 5  d.5 21-4 

NovAtcI (single-frequcncy) 

Number of epochs to fix the ambiguities (in seconds) 

Nurnber of detccted cycle siips (tirnes) 

fix the arnbiguity varies and depends on the distribution of the satellites. 
correlation of double difference ambiguities, apriori precision of the both code and phase. 

Selection of the reference satellite also affects the time for ambiguity resolution. When the 
satellite of the highest elevation was selected as the reference satellite, the decorrelation of 
double difference ambiguitiu seems to be faster. Satellites close to the reference satellite 
would have stronger physical comlation (spatidy). The ratio is normaily about 

140-150, however it depends on the type of receiver and quality of observation. Under this 
weight, the ambipities are resolved in about 1 to 2 min. The software also detects cycle slip 
and re-estimate the ambiguities on the satellite which had the cycle slip. Details are in the 

following section. 

4.4 Detection of cycle slips 

Detection of the cycle slips is very important for precise positioning. Undetected cycle slips 
cause emrs in determination of coordinates. In case of carrier aided code fdtering, the filtering 



process must be reset when the cycle slips are found. High data rate is advantageous for 
detection of cycle slips but for the search approach which highly =lies on fdtered code 

measuremeat, restarting filtering process may cause delay of fmding the correct ambiguity set 

(Abidin 1993: p.23 1). The following methods are adopted according to the type of the receiver 
whkh is used. 

For a dual-fiequency receiver, the successive values of the ionosphenc residuals can be used as 
an indicator of cycle siips (Hofmann-Weilenhof et ai. 1994: p.207). The criterion of cycle slip 
(Ca) is set to C, = 4Au - 5 1 ~ ~  = 0.ûî6 m (the smallest value for smaller cycle slips up to 
fi cycles). The difference experienced by the L1 carrÎer and L2 carrier at epoch k (9t ) in 

meten is expressed in Equation (4.4.1) and the diHerence between the two epochs (6%~-1) is 

compared to the critenon. If the value of 6&-1 is larger than the criterion Ca, the cycle slip 

is detected. 

In order to detect a special case of combinations like 77AL1 - 60b, the following approach of 

cycle slip detection is used as  a back up for duai-frequency receivers. 

For a single-frequency receiver, cycle slips are detected using Doppler frequency (Wei 1992). 

where, 

6, : predicted phase at k; 

- : measured phase at k-1; 
Dk : measured Doppler frequency at epoch k; 

Dk-, : measured Doppler ffequency at epoch k-1; and 
A T  : interval between the epochs k and k-1. 

The predicted phase observations (6, ) are compared to the measured carrier phase. If they 

agree within a certain tolerance, it is assumed that there are no cycle slips. If the two 
observations do not agree, cycle slips are assumed. In Equation (4.4.4), K is an integer number 
and h is the wavelength. The value K is normaily 10-20 when the interval is long, e-g.. 

15 seconds, but for a short interval, i.e.. 1 second the value can be set to 0.5-1, depending on 
the quality of observation. 



When a large number of the sateiiites act affecteci by cycle slips, the ambiguity search process 
must be initialized. If the cycle slips are of a half cycle, or the increase of noise level occun in 

multiple channels at the same time, introduction of cycle slip detection method in double 

difference would be the simplest way to avoid the unnecessary re-initiaiization of ambiguity 
resolution. Equation (4.4.4) is double Werenced and the value K is usually 0.5-1.0, when data 

rate is 1 second. This double difference method is implemented in the algorithms developed in 

this research. The success rate of detection in this rnethod was about 95% for the data sets 

tested in this research. 

Figure 4.4.1 shows a cornparison of the cycle slip detection between two receiver types. The 
figure shows some examples of the cycle slip detection using the above method in Equation 
(4.4.5). The method of cycle slip detection was with Doppler measurements in double 

di fference. 

1 
(a) PRN 29 - PRN 4 (NovAtel - NovAtel) 

Tirne from the Start (8) 

(b) PRN 9 - PRN 21 (NovAtel - Ashtech) 

rime from the Start (8) 

Figure 4.4.1. Cornparison of cycle slip detection with ditfettnt types of receivers 



The y-axis of the figure is the pzedicted minus m e d  phase in double merence. Both &ta 
sets used in Figure4.4.1 have data with static and kinematic parts. The data interval was 

1 second for the two figures. Figure 4.4.la shows the epoch (around 550 seconds) when the 

cart started moving, as the absolute values of the predicted minus rneasured phase became 
Iarger in kimmaîic mode. Figure 4.4.lb clearly shows the existence of cycle slips. The 
Doppler measurement of single-fkequency receiver is noisy in a moving environment In this 

case, the criteria of cycIe slips must be wider than those with dud-hquency receivea. 
However, the noisy Doppler rneasurement caused wrong cycle slip detection or undetected 
cycle slips which resulted in wmng ambiguity tesolution and wrong velocity calculation. 

4.5 Field test results 

Different types of data have been processed using the software in which the new combined 
algorithms developed in this nsearch were implemen- In order to verify the performance 

(efficiency and rcliability) of the ambipity resoïution and the quality of positioning, the field 
tests were carried out on the campus of Universite Laval and on board a hydrographie 

sounding ship, simulating the slow movement of a large ship. Detailed description of the test 
sites are in AppendDr A. The repeatable accuracy of GPS positioning was verified. The 
obtained GPS positions have been compared with an independent system. Le., a total station 
which has a function of automatic tracking. Before conducting the field tests, the quality of 
measurements by the total station was assessed. Details of the tests for this assessrnent are in 

Appendix B. 

45.1 Football ground test 

The f int  field test with GPS was conducteci on 30 August 1996 on the football ground inside 

the athletic field. The football ground has many hes  inside the field and a cart was pushed 

dong these lines. Observations were made with an elevation mask angle of 10". More than 6 
satellites were always available during the test. The PDOP values varieci from 1.8 to 3.0 dunng 
the test. The reference station was set up on the geodetic point 7608 on the campus. The 
distance to the reference station was about 200 m. A total station was used for the cornparison 
and set on the geodetic point 9601. The prism of the total station was attached under the 

antenna of the mobile station. The detaïied description of the test site and distribution of 
satellites is in Appendur A (§Al). Two NovAtel receivers were used for the GPS reference 

station and the mobile station on the cart. 
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The ambiguities were successfully resolved 
&er about Zminutes. The magnitude of 
residuais was about 1 cm. Some epochs had 
Iarge residuds c a d  by undetected cycle slips 

due to very high noise in Doppler measurements 
with a single-fkequency receiver. Most of the 

cycle sLips were detected and removed but 
sometimes it was not successfhi with the above 
method in Equation (4.4.5) due to the large 

noise of Doppler measurements. Figure 4.5.1 

shows the trajectory of the cart in horizontal and 
section plans- The figure shows that the football 
field has the highest elevation in the center and 
the difference is about 40 cm. An automatic 
tracking total station was used during the test 
and the results were compared with those of 

GPS - Football ground 

H 
10 m 

Figure 45. 1. Trajectory of the cart with GPS 
on the football ground test 

GPS. Cornparison of the height measurement with the total station is in Appendix B. The 

difference of height b e m n  the GPS and the total station was about 2 cm. The cornparison of 
horizontal coordinates was not successfid due to mâIfunction of the total station with higher 
transversal velocity (larger change rate of horizontal angles). The cause of the errors was 

analyzed and the obtainable precision by the total station in moving environment was assessed 
using the results of the test. The detailed description of the analysis is in Appendix B. 

4.5.2 Test near PEPS 

The second field tests were conducted near PEPS (Sports Center of Université Laval) on 17 

December 1996 in order to ver@ the qualit. of positionhg and attitude determination. 
Observations were made with an elevation mask angle of 10". Seven satellites were available 
for most of the t h e  of the test. The PDOP value varied fiom 1.8 to 2.9 during the test. Two 
GPS reference stations are instalied: the Piilar 2005 and geodetic point 9600. The baseline 
lengths between reference stations and a cart are about 200 rn for station #l (9600) and 800 m 
for station #2 (2005). The baselines are denoted as BLl for the cart-station #L and BL2 for the 

cart-station #2, respec tively. 

The GPS position was compared with a total station which has a function of automatic 
tracking. This automatic tracking totai station has good precision, îe., t5 mm with srnail 



transversal velocity (c 5 c d s )  of a moving target, e.g., a ship. Transversal velocity is the 

velocity component which is perpendicular to the h e  of sight of the total station toward the 

target The precision is degradecl with distance but the tests were conducted on the very short 
baseline about 200 m. Total station was installeci on the geodetic point 8850. This point is the 

origin of the comparison of the results for both static and kinematic mode- The 4-antenna 
attitude system was installed on the cart and the prism of a total station was attacheci beneath 
one of the antemas to facilitate the comparison of the position. Detailed description of the test 

site and distribution of satellites is shown in Appendix A (5A.2). The results of attitude 
determination are presented in Chapter 6. 

The cart was pulied rnany times, between the point S and E, along the road close to the PEPS. 
The distance in between the two ends was about 46 m. The cart had a guidance so as to repeat 

the same path. The two ends had also blocks and the cart was guided to stop at the same place. 
The cart was stopped for about one and a half minute at S and pulied along the road and 

stopped at the other end E for about 1 to 2 min. and pulled again. This stop and go process was 
repeated for 6 times. Seven cornrnon go/retum data sets were available for the two baselines 
and for the total station and these are compared. 

For static positioning, the mean of the data of total station are taken as uue value of the 

position and compared with GPS results. For the kinematic positioning, the total station did 

not have the same data rate as GPS. so both results were interpolated as a function of distance 

with respect to the station 8850, where the total station was installed. 

In static mode: The test was a series of stopping and moving. The static part was taken hom 

entire calculation results and compared with the total station result. Although the cart was 

guided to stop at the same place, the position where it stopped was not exactly at the same 
place. Therefore the mean was calculated for each stop. The total station has good precision in 

position, Le.., I5 mm (Appendix B), thus the mean of total station was taken as true reference. 

Table 4.5.1 summarizes the difference of the total station and GPS results in static mode, The 
standard deviations (RMS values) are at 68% probability (le). The difference was calculated 
by subtracting the mean of the total station of each stop. Means are close to zero, thus, one can 
interpret that in a long a n ,  the total station and GPS wiil have the same mean. The variation of 

the RMS values of GPS was about 6 mm for X and Y (horizontal coordinate), therefore, this 
corresponâs to a horizontal variation about tl cm. Vertical variation of the RMS values was 

about I2 cm. The shorter baseline BL1 has larger merences. The residuals of the baseline 



BL1 show the existence of multipath. It may be the cause of a large clifference of position 
between the total station and GPS. 

Table 451- Results of the diffcrence ofposition between GPS and the total station in static mode 

In khematic mode: The next cornparison is for the moving part. The total station did not 

have the same sampling rate, so that, the mult was interpolated at the distance X of each exact 

meter, Le., 40, 41, 42, etc. Figure452 is the height result by the total station after 

interpolation. Bold lines show the means of the whole moving part. Then, the RMS (la) of 

each meter is calculated, and f d l y ,  the mean of the RMS was obtained because the RMS 
varies (large or small), depending on the place. The GPS positioning results (2 baselines) were 

treated in the same mamer. Figure 4.5.3 shows the result of GPS height determination (BL2) 
and shows similar tendency to the one of the total station. But with GPS, height variation is 

larger than for the total station. The mean of the RMS values (la) for horizontal positions was 

I0.5 cm for the total station, iû.5 cm for GPS baseline #1 @LI) and d . 6  cm for GPS 
baseline #2 (BU). The rnean of the RMS values (la) for height was M.4 cm for the total 

station, &. 1 cm for BLl and 11.2 cm for BL2. 



Tatal rtation RMS menmt0,ûW (m) 
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Figure 4 5 2  Vertical position (total station) in lanematic mode (after interpolation) 

GPS 
RMS mean= &.O12 (m) 
RMS MAX = t0.023 (m) 

Figure 4.5.3. Vertical position (GPS BL2) in kinematic mode (after interpolation) 

In order to more clasely look at the result, the value of the total station was taken as true 
reference in Figure 4.5.4. There may be an error of interpolation, but this gives the idea for the 

magnitude of ciifference of variation. The nsults of GPS (BL1) fiom which those of the total 
station are subtracted is denoted as BLl-TS and BU-TS is for the other baseline (BU) in 

Figure 4.5.4. 

The time to fu< the ambiguities was within a minute for both baseiines. The mean of horizontal 
error was less than 0.5 cm. When the number of repetitions becornes larger, the mean of both 
measurements coincides. Horizontally, the RMS value (la) was about tl cm. Verticaily, about 

I2 cm. Strangely, the shorter baseline BLl had larger errons. It is probably caused by the 

antenna height rneasurement, multipath, interpolation emrs. The reference station #2 was on a 
stable pillar of the permanent geodetic network on the campus, while the station #1 was on a 

tripod on a geodetic point. The tripod might have moved. The tendency of multipath was seen 



in the residuals for the basehe BLl and the residuals werç larger than on the other baseline 
and showed periodic variations. The residuds vary within 2cm although there were some 

undetected cycle slips due to increase of noise level at some epochs for the baseiine BL2. The 
residuds show the existence of multipath for the badine BL1. Zn the middle of the session, 

due to kquent change of satellite and to the multipath, it was not possible to fix the 
arnbiguities for several epochs. The ambiguities were comctly resolved despite multipath. 
From the results of the two baselines, the cause of muitipath (reflective materiais) was close to 

the reference station #l, at the geodetic point 9600. The multipath wu probably. attributed to 
snow on the grouci, cars in the parking Lot and metai doors of PEPS. A choke ring was not 

available for the test, 

BL1-TS 0.001 &b09 (m) 
BL2-TS 0.m t0.008 (m) 
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Figure 4.5.4a Differcnce of position in kinematic mode 
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Figurc 4.5.4b. Difftftncc of height in kincmatic mode 



45.3 Test on board Smith 

The test on board a hydmgraphic sounding ship was conducted at Trois-Rivières, on the St. 

Lawrence River, ca. 130 km upstream (southwest) of Qyebec City, on 17 November 1997. The 
sounding ship, "F.C.G. Smith, is quipped with precise sensors, i.rY TSS and gyrocompass. A 

detailed description of the sensors is found in Chapter 6 (g6.5.2). Smith with a stable 
catamaran platfonn was considered suitable for simulating the characteristics of a large ship. 

The tetrahedron structurey which is an optimal antenna configuration for attitude 
detennination, was installed on board Smith and one of the antennas was used for positioning. 

The same total station as in the PEPS test was used to compare the result of positioning. The 
pnsm of the total station was attacheci kneath one of the antennas of the tetrahedron 

configuration. Three geodetic points were set up on the wharf beforehand using the GPS and 
conventional measurements. One of the points was used as the reference station for the total 

station, and two others were used as GPS reference stations. Unfomuiately, on the day of the 

test, one of the receivers had some intermittent problems of recording and thus only one 

reference station was uscd for the data processing. Distance to the GPS reference station was 

ca. 200 m, when the ship was at the wharf. The range reached about 0.5 km during the test. 
Observation was made with an elevation mask angle of 10". Signals from the satellites were 
sometimes blocked by the ship's structure, since the tetrahedron could not ideally be installed. 
However, more than 5 satellites were always available for positioning during the test. The 

PDOP varied between 2.1 and 3.6. A more detailed description for the test site and satellite 

distribution is in Appendix A (5A.3). 

A NovAtel receiver of single-fquency was used at the GPS reference station. U A  code, Ll 

carrier phase and Doppler measurements were used for the data processing. The correct 
arnbiguities were resolved after 27 seconds and 24 cycle slips were detected and conected in 
double difference mode. The ship made tums off the quay and rehimed to the wharf. 
Figure4.5.5 shows the trajectory of Smith calculateci using the software in which the 

algorithms were implemented After the calculation, the following results were obtained. The 
mean and RMS value of square-mot of the aposteriori variance factor were 6 . 8  mm and 
t3.7 mm, respectively. Smith made fast on the wharf, having 38 cm of distance between the 

wharf and outer huil. The distance was made by the gangway ladder as seen in Figure 4.5.6. 



Egurc 455- Trajectory of Smith during the test 

Figure 45.6- Smith berthed at the wharf of Trois-Rivières 

The numbers on Figure 4.5.7a correspond to the time in seconds when the ship made tums. 
Figure 4.5.7b shows the d i n e ~ n -  of height betwcen the total station on the ground and ship's 
antenna The fmt 72 seconds of Figurc4.5.7b was whcn the ship was at the wharf befoce 
leaving and the last 267 seconds was also at wharf af t e t  rehiniing. 
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Figure 45.7a. Correspondencc of tiw h m  the s a n  to the ~ajectory of Smith 
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Figure 4.5-7b- Height determination by GPS 



The mean ciifference of height between the beginning and end of the test when the ship was at 
wharf was 4.4 cm by GPS (and 4.2 cm by the totai station). The difference was rnainly caused 
by the tide. The ciifference calcuiated by the readhg of the tide gauge (SINECO) was 3.8 cm at 
the time of the test. SINECO gauge whose precision for the measurements of water level is 
11.0 cm and maximum error is 3 cm (Canadian Hydrographie S e ~ c e  1997). was located in 
the vicinity of Smith (ca 400 m from the totai station). The range reached CU. 1 km dunng the 
test. The metences of height to the value interpdated by SINECO mcasurements were 
0.6 cm for GPS (and 0.4 cm for the total station), The difference between the SINECO and 

GPS or totai station was within the precision of both measurements. The difference between 
GPS and the total station was on& 0.2 cm. 

The height became Iower at around 954, 1738, 2386 and 3162 seconds in Figure 4-5.7b. 
Around these epochs, the ship accelerated and the maximum ground speed reached about 
4.8 mis, 3.8 mls, 4.0 mls, and 2.7 d s ,  respectively. This could be explained as the squat 
effect. A ship usudy proceeds while displacing the water and the magnitude of sinkage (squat 
effect) is proportional to the square of ship's surface velocity when she navigates the area of 
shallow water (Hashimoto & Yabuki 1988). The sinkage seen around epoch 3162 is smailer 
because the velocity is Iower. The area of St, Lawrence River, where the test was conducted is 
wide and the cumnt is usuaily not so strong. When Smith made turns, she rolled about Io by 

the TSS sensor on board Smith (Chapter 6). However, the inclination of the ship due to roll 

was so small that there was Iittle effect on the height determination. 

The position and height determination by the GPS was compared with the rcsult of the total 
station. The positioning results of the total station was assessed with the known position in the 

athletic field on the campus (Appendix B). The precision of the total station was checked over 
several tests and characteristics and e m  behavior were becoming clear. The precision of the 

total station was Ca. I5 mm, when the transversal velocity was smailer than 2 cmls. Taking 
into account the errors in the transversal and radial velocities due to the unequal sampling 
interval in totat station, the transversal velocity h a  to be as smail as 2 cmls (absolute value) to 
obtain the precision in the order of 1 cm in horizontal position with the total station in moving 

environment. 

The interval of measurement for the total station was set to 1 second, However, the number of 
recordings was not equal to the GPS data. The data rate was srnalier than that of GPS and the 
interval, in fact, which is not an equal the pend, was about 1.4 seconds. Since the total 
station did not have time stamps. synchronization to the GPS was not possible. The 



comparison was made by the spatiai interpolation of the GPS position into the position of totai 
station as GPS has more measurements than those of totai station. The interpolation was made 

in the foiiowing mannec 1) rotate the coordinates (X and Y) in UTM with an angle calculated 
from the positions of start and end points, and 2) interpolate the values of rotated Y and height 
with the value of rotated X-axis. The rotated X- and Y-axes are not the same as the X- and 
Y-axes of UTM. However. the both original and rotated coordinates carry the same properties 
in distance From the ongin. The rotated X-axis is paralle1 to the Y-axis of the local coordinate 
system in Figure A.3.1 (5A.3). The assurnption was made that the variation of rotated 
trajectory was small enough and thus seen as paralie1 lines in the small area covered by the 

ship's loop. The height determîned by the GPS was interpolateci in the same manner as position 
as above. 

When the ship tumed. the signal fiom the total station was blocked by her structure. The 
comparison was made only using the part of data available for both GPS and total station. The 
ship made turns making elongated ioops for 4 times. Table 4.5.2 surnmarizes the conditions 
during the loops. The measurements ftom the total station were not available at the third tum. 
Therefore, the results for the third tum were not listed. As Table 4.5.2 shows. the ship's 
velocity was the slowest at the first turn and the fastest at the fourth turn. 

Table 45.2- Conditions to be considered for the cornparison to the total station 

Figure 4.5.8 shows a visual display of difference of position between GPS and totai station. In 
order to see the difference between the two measurements, the figure was rotated with an angle 
of about 45" ftom the original trajectory because the ship's velocity was not so small and the 

azimuth of the wharf, CU. 49", iimited the visualization. The numkrs on Figure 4.5.8 indicate 
the time from the start in seconds and the entire loops are shown in Figure 4.5.7a. 

b o p  
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#Q 

Figure 4.5.9 shows the difference of position between the GPS and the total station and the 
transversal velocity. The difference in horizontal position between GPS and the total station is 
larger when the speed is larger, cornparhg the fmt tum and the fouith turn. The difference was 
caused mainly by the fact th& the measurement of total station is better where transversal 
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velocity is smd. There are 0 t h  factors which affect the measurement of total station and 

GPS. Simple cornparison might not be suitable due to existence of a ciifference of velocity and 

distance from the total station, and the change of satellite configuration during the test. 

Transversal velocity rrached about O 2  m/s for the f i t  lwp and 0.29 d s  for the fourth one. 
Radial velocity reached about 0.54 mis for the first tum and 2.4 mls for the fourth tum- For the 

second turn, the ciifference between GPS and the total station was 5 cm in the RMS value (La) 
when the transversal velocity was l e s  than 5 cmls. However. the difference became larger 
when the ship was as closed as 22.6 m from the total station and the maximum difference 
reached about 0.3 m. At that tirne, the transversd velocity was 1.9 mls and the radiai velocity 

was 1.7 d s .  When the transversal velocity was about 5 cds, the merence of the position 
between GPS and total station was about 2-5 cm. 

The correlation coefficients between the difference of position and transversal and radial 

velocities are summarized in Table 4.5.3. For this calculation. the assumption is made that the 

intervals of the total station measunments were equal. i.e., LA second. The third row of 

Table 4.5.3 was the correlation coefficients calculated with the measurements where the 

difference of horizontal position between the GPS and total station was over 2 cm for the 

Loop #2. The fourth row of Table 4-53 was the sarne but calculated for the difference is 
smaller than 2 cm for the Loop a. The correlation coeffcients were 0.7 to 0.94 (for the 

Loop #2, when the difference is larger than 2 cm). The difference between the GPS and total 

station was highly comlated to the ship's transversal velocity. The part of result showing smdl 
difference between the two systems is less comlated to the transversal velocity and is 

considered that tracking error of total station is random. The assessrnent of total station results 

for the tests on board Smith is in Appendix B (5B.3). 

Table 45.3, Correlation coefficients betwetn the diffettnce of position and radial and vansversai 
velocities 
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Figure 4 5 8 a  DBcrcnce of trajectory between GPS and the total station ( twp 1) 
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Figure 45.86. Dflerence of trajectory betwecn GPS and the total station (Loop 2) 
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Figure 45.8~. DHercnce oftrsljectocy betwccn GPS and the total station (Loop 4) 
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Figure 45.9 6.  Difference of position betwtcn GPS and the total station and transversal velocity of Smith (Loop 2) 
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Figure 45.9~. DiBrence of position betwcen GPS and the total station and transversal velocity of Smith (Loop 4) 



GPS height determination was also compared with the restdt of the total station. The height 

determineci by the GPS was interpolated in the s a m  mannet as position as describeci above. 
The difference of height determination between GPS and the total station is shown in 

Figure 4.5.10. There was smaiier dinerence of height determination than position (due to the 

horizontal tracking emrs in the total station), even if the condition of measurements was 
different. Variation of height was also smaller than horizontal position. A large difference 

(about 7 cm) was seen in the fourth loop. The time corresponduig to this large difference was 

around 3200 seconds. Around that epoch, cycle slips were detected and resolved. However, 
there was no change in the value of ambiguities. The noise level was increased just for several 

epochs and caused false detection of cycle slips. 

The difference of position and height between GPS and the total station is summarized in 
Table 4.5.4. For Loop #2, the mean and RMS value was cdculated for the transversal velocity 

less than 5 cm/s because the total station did not function well as explained above. 

Table 45.4. Diffcrcnce of position and height bctween GPS and the total station 

The RMS values of difference in horizontal position are larger with larger transversal velocity. 

At the fourth loop, the RMS value was 6 . 7  cm. The difference of height between GPS and 

total station was about 1 cm, even if the condition of measurements such as ship's velocity and 
measuring distance has varid Details of the comparison of height determination between the 

GPS and total station is in Appendix B. 
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Figure 43. lob. Difference of height betwctn GPS and the total station (Loop 2) 
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Figure 45-10c. Diffetcnct of height betwccn GPS and the total station ( h o p  4) 



In this research, phase ambipity resolution for single-fnquency receiven was uivestigated in 
view of berthing of a large merchant ship. The use of cheaper single-frequency receiven are 

more interesting to the shipping industries. Two different algorithms of ambiguity resolution 
were primarily investigated and compared to each other. The cornbined algorithms which take 
advantage of both approaches were developed and validateci through the field tests on land and 
at sea. The quaiïty of the navigation solution was also verified through the field tests using a 

total station which has an automatic tracking function. 

The dgorithms are effkient in resolving the ambiguities even if some obstruction of satellites 
was present. For shotter baselines (ma. 3 km), the LI phase ambiguities of single-frequency 
receivers were resolved after 1-2 min. 

The ambiguity resolution was for most of the cases reliable except fixing the ambiguities after 
the false detection of cycle slips. The method of cycle slip detection in double difference mode 
using Doppler measurements has worked well with c a  95% success rate. However, the false 

detection sometimes occuned due to the sudden increase of noise in Doppler measurements 

(only for a few epochs). 

The Doppler measurements of single-fiequency receivers used in this research were less 
precise than duai-frequency geodetic receivers of better qudity and responsible for the 

sequence frorn fdse detection of cycle slips and arnbiguity resolution to the position 
calculation. Reliability of cycle slip detection, ambiguity resolution and position would not 
easily be increased with the present status of Doppler measurement noise. Receiver hardware 
must be improved and care must be taken for the choice of receivers. However, operators must 
be informed in cases when the navigation solution becornes less reliable. 

The results showed that the GPS could satisfy the sensor requirements for shiprs berthing. The 
precision degrades in a kinernatic environment. The precision in kinematic mode is haif than 

in static mode. However, an RMS value better than +c cm, could be obtained with GPS in a 
moving environment for the distance to the reference station, ca. 1 km. The resuits also 
showed that GPS position is repeatable. The GPS with OTF approach has the potential to be 
used for a berthing system which requires a . 3  m of positioning accuracy at 68% probability 

(l@= 



Velocity determination is an important aspect in navigation. Positioning and GPS phase 

ambiguity resolution processes make use of the velocity information. Controiling a ship as the 

time of berthing is mainly done using the estimates of velocity and yaw rate. Ship's berthing 

requires an accuracy of &.O2 m/s at 68% probabüity (Io) in velocity determination. In this 

research, Doppler measurements and the temporal difference of phase measurements are used 
to determine the velocity of the ship as well as attitude rate with multiple antennas (in 

Chapter 7). In order to determine the velocity of a mobile station, one must develop the 

observation equation. In most GPS receivers, the Doppler measurements are normally 
correlated to the phase measurements. Velocity determination using Doppler measurement and 
temporal phase ciifferences between two consecutive epochs were compared. The velocity 
determination and the accuracy on slow movement such as that of ships were investigated in 

this research. 

Section 5.1 describes the mathematical mode1 of velocity determination. Section 5.2 discusses 

the comparison of velocity determination. Different observation types (Doppler vs. temporal 

phase difference). m i v e r  types and observation mode (static vs. kinematic) were compared. 
Physical correlation of Doppler and phase measurements is presented in Section 5.3. The 

correlation coefficients were statistically tested. Section 5.4 describes consideration of 



mathematical correlation in double ciifference obsemations. Finaliy, Section 5.5 suman-zes 
the research on the velocity determination. 

The observation equations of the Doppler and temporal phase difference between the epochs k 

and k- 1 are expnssed as follows meusberg 1986a; Santerre et al- 1994b): 

where i% is the temporal ciifference of phase measurement between the two consecutive 
epochs divided by the data interval AT, Le., a = rk-' . 
A Doppler measurement as expressed in Equation (5.1.1) is a measure of instantaneous 
velocity, whereas the temporal phase difference (Equation (5.1.2)) is a measure of mean 
velocity betwcen observation epochs. As a direct consequence, the right hand terms in 

Equation (5.1.2) are not time derivatives, but differences over time divided by a time interval. 

Single difference between the receiver gives: 

A D = A ~ - c - ~ - M ~ + M ~  +Md +aaD 

A&~=A~-c-&-M, + A & , + M ~ , + A ~ ,  

Double difference between satellites and receivers: 

VAD =  VA^ - vMiOn t VA&, + V& + VA& 
VAS = v ~ p - v ~ d ~ ~ ~  + V M ~  + V M ~ ~ + V A ~ ~  

where, 
P 
O 

65 
C 

di 

d~ 
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: radial velocity bctween satellite and receiver (mls); 

: measured Doppler fkquency ( d s ) ;  

: temporal phase difference between two epochs divided by the data interval (ds); 

: Iight velocity in vacuum (Ws); 

: drift of the satellite clock; 
: drift of the receiver clock; 
: variation of the bias of the ionospheric delays (mk); 
: variation of the bias of the tropospheric delays (mls); 



k m  : errors cawd  by the multipath (mls); and 
È : mwurement noise and the errors which cannot be modeled. 

A(*) and VA(*) are the single and double Merence operators respectively. 

The matrix A of partial derivatives of the equation of Doppler observation to the unknown 
parameters is similar to the one for the position determination (the fust matrix of right-hand 

side of Equation (4.2.1)). The rnisclosure vector w contains the observation equation as above 

(5.1.5 and 5.1.6). The velocity of the satellite is calculated nom the time derivatives of the 

satellite position obtained by the bmadcast ephemerides and this leads to the calculation of 
radial velocity between satellite and receiver. 

Radial velocity in the Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinate system is calculated as 

follows (Santerre et al. 1994b): 

P =  ( * - ~ r + y r @  P ( y - 2 r + y d + Y ~ +  ( f - ~ ~ - m ( ~ - j + - a ~ - x ~ ) +  P (y P - al (ts - hl 

(5.1 -7) 

where [Y. f. Y]  and [c .ys, f] are the coordinates and velocity of the satellite at the time of 

transmission, [x,,yr,t]and [ i r . j , , i r ]  are the coordinates and velocity of the receiver at the 

time of reception in the ECEF coordinate system, 6 and é are calculated as 8 = o (pl=) and 

é = o (PIC) with the rotation of the Earth a> in radians per second. 

The normal equation of least squares adjustrnent and the solution are expressed as follows: 

where P is the weight matrix. 

The lest-squares estirnate and the residuals are obtained: 



The a posteriori variance factor and the estimated variance-covariance ma& are calculated as 
follows: 

The algorithms of velocity determination using the Doppler measurernent were adopted from 

the documentation of "POSICIEL'' (Santem et al. 1994a) and coded in C language. The 

algorithms are modified into the double difference mode taking into account the mathematical 
correlation since the matrices for positioning are in double Merence. The velocity 

determination could be done separately in single dinerence. However, additional calculations 

for fonning the matrices can be avoided by taking advantage of the computation process for 
positioning. The derivation of the kinematic mode1 is in Schwarz et al. (1989). The detailed 

derivation for the matcur A and the misclosure vector w is in Santerre et al. (1994b). 

Undetected cycle slips are the principal error source for the velocity determination using 

temporal phase difference. Doppler measurements are not afEected by cycle slips. The 
algonthms eliminate the satellites affected by the cycle slips for the calculation of velocity at 

the epoch when the cycle slips occur. 

5.2 Comparison of veIoQty determination 

Doppler measurement is usuaily comlated to the phase measurernent, so that methods using 

instantaneous Doppler measurements and temporal phase differences between the two epochs 
were investigated. The precision of the velocity determination, the comparison of different 

types of receivers, modes of observation were also investigated. 

5.2.1 DBerence in obsewation type (Doppler vs. temporai phase dinerence) 

The field tests were conducted on the campus of Universite Laval and the detailed description 

of the field tests is in Appendix A (§hl and 9A.2). These tests consisted of both static and 

kinematic parts and the two parts were separated for analysis. Characteristics and 

meteorological conditions of the two tests are summarized in Tables A.1.l and A l .  1 

(Appendix A). The results of the temporal phase difference and Doppler measurements in 
static mode are in Table 5.2.1. VN, Ve and Vh represent the velocity components in the north, 



east and up directions. The syrnbols m and s are the mean and the standard deviation (RMS 
value at 68% probability). respectiveiy. The subscnpts 6<D and D are for temporal phase 
difference and instantaneous Doppler measurement 

The receivers used in the PEPS (BL1) were a NovAtel and an Ashtech, while two NovAtel 

receivers were used for the football ground test. The types of receiven are denoted as N for 
NovAtel and A for Ashtech. For data processing, oniy Dl Doppler and L1 phase 
rneasurements were used. The baseline lengths were about 0.8 km for the PEPS test and 
0.2 km for the fmtball ground test Data rate was at a second interval. 

For stationary receivers, the rnean of the velocity detemination must be zero. The mean of the 

velocity in static mode has little difference between Doppler and temporal phase difference 
measurements. The velocity detemination for the PEPS test has a little larger errors in the 
mean value than that in the football test. 

Table 5.2.1. Comparison of velocity determination in static mode 

Football (N-N) I 1 PEPS 

Doppler 1 SPhaw 1 1 0.8 km 

Footb ail 

The RMS values show that the Doppler measurements are noisier than temporal phase 

difference. The ratio of standard deviation @oppler/tempord phase difference) was about 5 

for the PEPS test, and about a factor of 12 for the test on the football ground, although the data 
rate was the same for the two baselines. The Doppler measurement is noisier than temporal 

phase difference because the Doppler is measured over a very small time interval. With the 

temporal phase difference which has longer time span than Doppler, the random noise is 

averaged and lowered. Very smooth velocity is obtained by temporal phase difference 

observation if there is no undetected cycle slips. The dinerence was mainly due to the 

difference in receiver types. Other possible Rasons are distribution of satellites, surrounding 

environment and weather. 



The effect of dinerent types of receivers on two baseliaes of 0.8 km is investigated for a 
stationacy vehicle. Characteristics and meteorological c o n ~ o n s  of the tests were summarized 

in Table A.4.1 (Appendix A). Two Ashtech nceiven were used for the baseliae 2005-EDUC, 
and two NovAtel receivers were for the baseluae 2005-9600. The algorithms of the velocity 

detennination were tested on zero-baseiine data observed with two Ashtech receivers, 
Table 5.2.2 shows velocity determination for observations in static mode- 

Table 5 - 2 2  Velocity detcnnination for observation in static mode 

The means of velociiy detennination using Doppler and temporal phase difference on these 

baselines, resulted in about 0.1 c d s .  The RMS value using the temporal phase difference was 

in the range between t0.1 cmls to I0.3 cmls. VeIocity determination using temporal phase 
difference does not have a large difference on the two baselines. The errors in velocity 
determination on zero-baselhe was smaiïer than longer baselines. The maximum error of 
velocity detennination is as small as 0.1 cmls with temporal phase difference and the RMS 
value was less than M.1 cm/s. 

The RMS values were I0.5-4 cmls with Doppler muisurements depending on the components 

of velocity estimation or the types of mivers. Doppler measwements of cheaper single- 
frequency receivers descnbed here wez less prccise than those of geodetic receivers of better 
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quality. The ratio of precisioa betwcen Doppler and temporal phase cifierence was about 3 

with two Ashtech receivers, and about 10 with two NovAtel receivers. 

Low precision of Doppler rneasurements affects the efficiency of detection of cycle slips using 

single-frequency receivers. Comparing the results of velocity determination using temporal 
phase difference with those of zembaseline, zero-baseline observations cancel out common 
errors between the two receivers. However, veiocity determination using Doppler observation 
with zero-baseline bas liale difference with the baseiine 2005-EDUC of the sarne type of 

receivers. It is considered that Doppler measutements inside a receiver are only aSected by 

noise at the time of measwement and l a s  dependent on the observation conditions, such as 
data rate, temperature, because the measurement is made over a very small time interval. 
Random errors remain on the order of 1 c d s  for velocity determination using instantaneous 
Doppler measurement on zero-baseline. 

5.2.2 Difference in observation mode (Latic vs. kinematic) 

The following cornparison is by ciifference of observation mode, Le., static or kinematic mode. 
Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.4 show the velocity determination with temporal phase difference in the 

north and up directions on the football ground test After some 500 epochs in static 
observation, the mobile station started moving on the grid of the football ground. The 

movement was about 0.4 m/s in the north-south direction, 0.6 m/s in the east-west direction. 

There are small variations of velocity in the up direction because the football ground has 
highest point in the center of the field and the surface with lawn was not smooth for the 

movement of the cart. Figures 5.2.2 and 5.2.5 show the velocity in the north and up directions 
using Doppler observations for the same test The noise level was increased and small 
variations in the up direction disappeared. Figures 5.2.3 and 5.2.6 show the difference of 

velocity deteenation between the two types of observations. Velocity detennined by the 

temporal phase difference was subtracted from the one by the instantaneous Doppler 
measurement. Figure 5.2.3 clearly shows the point when the cart staaed moving. The 

magnitude of residuals is about 10 cmls for instantaneous DoppIer and 2 c d s  for temporal 
phase ciifference. Given the same calculatcd radial velocity in the misclosure vector, the 

increase of noise level directly innuence the least-squares solutions and the residuals. 
Figures 52.1 and 5.2.2 show that velocity determined by Doppler is noisier which contributes 

to the large ciifference in kinematic mode. Figure 5.2.4 shows an example of undetected cycle 

slips which is caused by the incruise of noise level in Doppler measurement. 
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Figure 5.2.2. Velocity in the north direction determineci by Doppler on the football ground 
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Figure 5.2.3. Ditference of veIocity in the north dircction bctwccn the two types of observations 
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Figure 5.2.4, Velocity in the up direction detenriined by temporal phase dinerence on the football p u n d  
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Figure 5.25. Velocity in the up direction determineci by Doppler on the football ground 
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Figure 5.2.6- Diffkrencc of velociiy in the up diition betwten the two types of observations 



Table 5.2.3 summarizes the cornparison of difference of velocity detmnination in static and 
kinematic mode on two different baselines. Iii Table 5.2.3, &VN. eVE, and eVh show differences 
of velociey determination between the huo types of observations. i.e., Doppler and temporal 

phase difference. The value of the velocity by temporai phase difference was subtracted from 
the values by Doppler. The subscripts s and k are for the observation in static mode and in 
kinernatic mode, respectively. 

Table 5.23. Cornparisou of velocity determination in static and kinematic modes 

The means of the difference between the two types of observations were less than 1 c d s  in al1 
cases. The ratio of precision of Doppler measurement to that of temporal phase difference is 
smaller in kinematic mode for the PEPS test but there is no clear difference for the football 

ground test. The velocity is not constant so that it contains certain erron caused by the 

variation of velocity and those in determination of velocity. However, there exists a difference 

of more than 20 cmk in velocity determination between the two types of observations for the 

football ground test. The difierence was mainly due to the detennination errors using Doppler 

measurements in kinematic mode, 

As the aposteriori variance factor is considenxi as an index of precision of measurement, 

precision and noise level can be compared making use of it. Table 5.24 shows the cornparison 

of square-root of the aposteriori variance factor between Doppler and temporal phase 
difference measurements for the tests on foatball ground and near PEPS. Table 5.2.4 shows 
that the a posteriori variance factor is larger in kinematic mode for both Doppler and temporal 

phase difference. Table 5.2.5 summarizes the ratio of square-root of the a posteriori variance 
factor between different modes and measurements for the same tests. The ratio 

@oppler/temporal phase difference) of square-root of the a posteriori variance factor is about 

3-5 for 2 Ashtech receivers and 6-8 for 2 NovAtel receivers. The ratio (kinematic modektatic 
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mode) of the mean of square-mot of the aposteriori variance f ~ o r  is about 1 5  for both of the 

basehes. However, the variation of square-mot of the aposterîori variance factor is twice as 

large with 2 NovAtel receivers. 

Table 5.2.4- Cornparison of square-mot of the a poserion' variance factor betwetn Doppler and temporal phase 
differenœ 

Table 5.25. Comparison betwcen different modes and mtasurtrnents (Ratio) 
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In the same manner, square-root of the aposterion variance factors of the Doppler and 

temporal phase difference were compared for the test on board Smith. The ship is in 

movement even if she is at berth. The velocity was neither zero nor known since the reference 

such as the output of ship's speed log was not available. Therefore the comparison using the 

result of velocity determination between the two modes in static and kinematic modes was not 

easy. The comparison of precision between kinematic and semi-static modes was made using 
the aposteriori variance factor of both Doppler and temporal phase difference. Semi-static 

mode refers to the period when the ship is at berth. 
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Table 5.2.6 shows comparison of the square-root of the apostenori variance factor between 

Doppler and phase measurements. The mean of the square-root of the aposterîori variance 
factor was tl.1 cmls for Doppler and t0.3 cmls for temporal phase diffe~nce in serni-static 

mode. The RMS value of the aposteriori variance factor was 0.5 cmls for Doppler and 
0.3 c d s  for temporal phase difference in static mode. In kinematic mode, the values are 
increased in both measurements of Doppler and temporal phase difference. Table 52.7 
summarizes the result of comparison between the two modes and the two types of 
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observations. The receivers used for the cornparison were a NovAtel at GPS reference station 
and an Ashtech at the mobile station, The ratio of the mean and the RMS value for the 

difference of the modes was about 1.5 for both Domlet and temporal phase difference. The 
ratio of the Doppler to the temporal phase diffetence was about 4 for the mean and about 1.5 
for the RMS value in both static and kinematic modes. 

Table 5.2.7. Comparison betwcen differcnt modes and measurements (Ratio) 

Table 5.2.6. Comparison of square-mot of the ap0stctiot-i variance factor between Doppicr and temporai 
phase ciifference 

Figure 5.2.7 shows the velocity of Smith during the test using phase murement. The mean 

and standard deviation of the a posteriori variance factor were d . 4  cmls and t0.5 cmfs for 

velocity determination by temporal phase difference and k1.3 cmls and t0.7 c d s  by Doppler 
measurement. Doppler measurements were about 2-4 times noisier than phase measurements. 
A similar value for the ratio @oppler to temporal phase difference) was obtained from the 
results of PEPS test where the same combination of receivers were used. 
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The velocity detemiined by temporal phase difference is considered as the mean displacement 
between the two consecutive epochs. Selection of sampling rate is particularly important for 
the velocity determination using temporal phase difference. The sampling interval was 

1 second for this test. When the ship's velocity is larger like at normal navigation speed, a 
higher sampling rate would be needed. However, ship's velocity a -  the time of beahing is less 
than 0.1 m/s, and 1 second data rate would be short enough to obtain a precise estimate of 
ship's state. 
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The precision of phase measurements is degraded in a moving environment. Range error is a 
function of the noise bandwidth of carrier tracking bop and signal-to-noise ratio 

(Spilker 1978; Cohen 1992). For the same noise bandwidth, lower signal-to-noise ratio 
degrades the range determination. Attenuation of signal tbrough its propagation path and 

increase of noise due to multipath are the principal causes of lowenng signal-to-noise ratio. 
Changes in signal-to-noise catio also corne about due to antenna gain pattern variation. 
Velocity determination using temporal difference of phase measurements is also affected by 

lower signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Figure 5.2.7a Velocity of Smith in the north and east directions determined by temporal phase difference 
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Figure 5.2.X Velocity of Smith in the up direction dctetmined by temporal phase difference 

5.3 Physical correlation between Doppler and phase measurements 

This section discusses physicd correlation between the Doppler and phase meanirement and 

the movement of a vehicle. The cordation is numerically calculated and statistically tested. 



AU the outliers were removed to have the correlation coefficients which represent the 

population. 

Bivariate correlation cafficients can be t-tested using the folIowing formula (Momson 1990: 

p.103). The nuU hypothesis (H& r= O) states that there is no h e a r  dationship between the 

two variables. 

where n is the number of observations and ta is the value drawn from the t-distribution table 
for confidence level a and (n -2) degrees of frredom. When the computed statistics t is 

greater than ta, the nul1 hypothesis HO is rejected. Hence, r is statistically different from zero at 

confidence Ievel a. In other words, the two variables are linearly related. In practice, one can 
simply compm r to r,, computed as: 

When Iri > r,, the nul1 hypothesis & is rejected. When n is very large, the values of ta are 1.96 

for a = S%, and 2.58 for a = 1%- 

Figure 5.3.1 shows the result of velocity determination in north direction for a stationary 
vehicle. The x-axis is the velocity determined by Doppler and y-axis is that by temporal phase 

difference. Correlation coefficients of the velocity determination by two measurement types 
are 0.33, 0.30 and 0.30 for north, east and up direction, respectively. The number of 
observations in Figure 5.3.1 is 4000, so that r&.o~= 0.04. Thus, the correlation of velocity 
determination between the two measurements for a stationary vehicle is significant. 
Figure 5.3.2 is a scatter graph which shows the comlation of residuals between temporal 
phase difference and Doppler measurements for the same observations. 

Table 5.3.1 summarizes the comlation coefficients of residuals between the Doppler and 

temporal phase difference. The cornparison of the comlation coeffkients becomes easier with 
the same number of observations. The satellites observed through the tests were selected for 
the cornparison. Reference satellites were, SV 4 for the footbaü ground, SV 21 for PEPS and 

SV 21 for the test on board Smith, respectively. The test values of 1% confidence level raa.oi, 

are 0.043 for the test on the foo<baU ground and Smith, and 0.048 for the PEPS test 



Comlation coefficients are about 024.3. There is a tendency that lower satellites have larger 
correlation coefficients- However, there is IMe difference with satellite elevation, 

Velocity (North) - -€DUC PRN 18 - PRN 31 

4.04 -0.02 O 0.02 0.04 

Vn (Ma), Doppler 

-0.04 -0.02 O 0.02 0.04 

Residuals (ml.), Doppler 

Figure 5.3.1. Correlation of velocity in the Figure 5.3.2- Correlation of rcsiduals of 
north direction between the two types of velocity determination between the two types 
observations in static mode of observations in static mode 

Table 5.3.1. Correlation coetficients of residuals bctwcen Doppler and tempord phase difference 

Figure 5.3.3 is a scatter graph which shows the correlation of residuals between temporal 

phase difference and Doppler measurements for the test on board Smith. The magnitude of 

residuals are about 5 c d s  for Doppler and 1 cmls for the temporal phase Merence. 

Velocity determineci by both Doppler and temporal phase difference is correlated and shows 

the same tendency in the north and east directions but not in the up direction in kinematic 

mode. The correlation coefficients of velocity in the north and east directions are 0.99, while 
the coefficient was 0.38 for PEPS test. Table 5.3.2 summarizes the relationship between 

velocity in the up direction and the double difference residuals for the different tests. 
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High correlation between the velocity and residuals means that higher velocity causes larger 

residuals. The correlation coefficients vary fiom 0.15 to 0.37 using temporal phase difference 
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for the test values mentioncd above. The velocity in height component partiy absorbs the enors 
in the least-squans adjustment but unmodeleci noise is partly left as residuals. There is 
stronger comlation between the velocity in the up direction and residuals of temporal phase 
difference for these tests. The correlation betwan the satellite's eïevation and correlation 
coefficients is not easy to compare. The baseüne with two NovAtel receivers has larger 
correlation between residuals and the velocity in the up dkction using Doppler measurements. 
With these receivers, the noise was too large and some was absorbed in the least-squares 
adjustment and the other was left as residuals. 

PRNB-PRN2l PRN 23 - PRN 21 

Residurls (M), Doppler Red duals (mis) , Doppler 

Figure 5.3.3. Corrclation ofrcsiduals of velocity determination betwem the two types of observations 

Table 5.32, Corrclation coefficients betwctn velocity in the up direction and cesiduals 

1 Football (N-N) 1 PEPS (N-A) 1 Smith (N-A) 1 

5.4 Consideration of mathematical correlation 
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The previous chapter showed that consideration of mathematical correIation in double 
difference is important for GPS positioning, in particular, with pseudorange observations. 
When the temporal dinercnce of phase measurements an used for velocity determination. the 
observation equation is in fact, in triple diffe~nfe between satellites, receivers and epochs. 
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The variancecovariance matrix takcs the followùig form when the same satellite is used as the 

reference satellite (Nofmann-Wellenhof et aL 1994 p. 190): 

2 

C I -  

where o2 denotes the variance of observation in single merence. The number of rows and 
columns corresponds to the number of double difference observations, n,. The weight or 

mathematical correlation matrix P takes the fonn as foilows: 

This section deals with difference of velocity determination, with or without taking into 

account the mathematical correlation. The comparison is not easy in kinematic mode, because 
there was no tme reference available. Thus, the velocity determination for stationary vehicles 
was investigated. . 

Table5.4.1 summarizes the cornparison of velocity determination with or without 
mathematicd comlation for stationary vehicles. The symbols m and s are the mean and the 

standard deviation (RMS value at 684% probability), respectively. The baselines were the same 

as in Section 5.2-1. The velocity in the up direction is less precise and the maximum RMS 
vaiues were H.5 cm/s without consideration of mathematicd correlation. The difference 

between velocity components with/without consideration of mathematicai correlation is 
relatively small, less than 1 c d s .  The largest difference was with Doppler measurement on 

2005-9600 baseline. A large difference can be seen in the velocity in the up direction with 

Doppler. The difference varies due to the difference in the number of satellites and their 
geometry. As the noise of the measurement is larger in kinematic mode, one would have larger 
differences without mathematical correlation. 

Table 5.4.2 summarizes the difference of velocity determination with or without mathematical 

correlation on the two baselines above. The differences &VN, NE and &Vh were the resuits of 

subtraction of the velocity obtained using the phase difference from that using Doppler 



measurements. The RSS value is the deviation 
observations in static mode, 

fiom the hue value, i-e,, zero cm.s, for the 

Table 5.4-1, Cornparison of velocity determination for a stationary vehick 

I with mathematicai correlation 

1 2005-EDUC (A-A) 1 2005-96M) (N-G 
Doppler 1 SPhase 1 Doppler 1 SPhase 

Table 5.4.2. Dîff&cnce of velocity wiWwithout mathematid correlation 

BaseLine 1 ZOOSEDUC (A-A) 1 2005-960 WN) 

EVN mean -0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 

Ccmls) m (la) a. 1 4.0 Io-2 &.O 

- - . . 

Ev, , mean O. 1 0.1 0.0 0.0 

(Emls) ns (la) I0.4 f0. 1 &.7 d.2 

The RMS value of the dinerence in the up direction, is as large as & cmls using Doppler 
determination and the maximum value reached 13 cmls in that case. The difference in 

temporal phase ciifference is smallcr and does not exCCcd 2 cmls in di cases. In positionhg 
with LI phase measurement, the difference of position compared between nuits withlwithout 



mathematical correlation was in the order of 1 cm. It is considered that the difference in 
velocity determination corresponds to that of positioning, when multiplied by the sampiing 
rate, Le., 1 second. Consideration of mathematical correlation is important in velocity 
determination in particular when the instantaneous Doppler measurement is used 

Velocity detemination is an important aspect in navigation. Positionhg and GPS phase 

ambiguity resolution processes make use of the velocity information. Ship's berthing requires 

an accuracy of &.O2 mls at 68% probab'ity (la) in velocity detennination. In thÏs research, 

Doppler and temporal diKerence of phase measurements are used to determine the velocity of 

the ship. Velocity determination using Doppler measurement and temporal phase differences 
between two epochs were compared. Cornparison was ais0 made on different types of 

receivers, observation mode and consideration of mathematicd correlation, 

The precision in velocity components in static mode using Doppler measurements was about 
3 times larger than using temporal phase difference with two Ashtech receiven. and about 10 

times larger with two NovAtel receivers. The precision in velocity determination in kinematic 

mode was twice less precise than that in static mode for both Doppler and temporal phase 

difference measurement. The noise of Doppler measurrment is 3-5 times larger than phase 
measurements for two Ashtech receivers and 6-8 times larger with two NovAtel receivers both 
in static and kinematic modes. 

Physical correlation of Doppler and phase measwments was statistically tested. The velocity 

determination was correlated and significant comlations were observed in the residuals of the 

two observations. The velocity in the up direction is correlated with the residuais of velocity 

determination. Unmodeled errors are partly absorbed in the height component of velocity in 
the least-squares adjustment and random noise is paztly left as residuals. Since the movement 

in the up direction is smailer than the northerly or easterly movement, the absorbed erroa are 
more easily explained. The= was stronger comlation between the velocity in the up direction 

and residuals of temporal phase difference. 

The difference of velocity determïnation withhvithout consideration of mathematical 

correlation in double dinerence was as large as I3 cmls using Doppler measurements and the 

maximum value reached 13 cm/s in the up direction. The difference in the horizontal 

component is less signir~cant, i.c, ca 0.5 c d s .  The Merence between nsults wiWwithout 



mathematical correlation is smaller using temporal phase ciifference and does not exceed 
2 d s  in all cases. Consideration of mathematicai comlation is important in velocity 
determination, in particular, when the instantancous DoppIer measurement is used. 

The approximate position for the cumnt epoch is simply obtained by ïinearly extrapolating the 

estimates of the position and velocity at the previous epoch. When the precision of the 
approximate position is lower than the L1 wavelength, it directly affects the ambiguity search 

process and leads to the incomct ambiguity resolution. Velocity determination using 
instantaneous Doppler does not meet the sensor quiFement for ship's berthing, Le., 6 2  c d s ,  

due to large noise. The velocity using tempord phase dinerencc m e t s  the criteria stated above 
but care must be taken in the detection of cycle slips and selecting the data rate. 

For selection of the data rate, one must consider the following aspects: 1) eficiency of cycle 

slip detection, 2) computation time and aeairacy and 3) communication link for relative 

positioning and velocity determination. 

Long data intervals not only affect the cfficiency of the detection of cycle slips but also the 

accuracy of actud velocity at the point of interest. Frequent shift of actuators and the following 
caiculation requires precise and f q u e n t  veIocity determination. Higher data rate is desirable 
for cycle slip detection and, for using temporal phase difference, accurate velocity calculation. 
For the cycle slip detection, one can use a higher data rate than for the velocity computation. 
However, there is some Iimitation with the communication link used for the relative 

positioning and velocity determination. Considering the ship's velocity at the time of final 
approach to the berth, an interval of 1 second is probably small enough to carry out the 

berthing operation. 



ATTITUDE DETERMrNATTON 

Determination of the attitude (orientation) of a vehicle is another fundamentai aspect of 
guidance and control. The attitude angles, i .r ,  roll, pitch and heading (yaw), are usuaily 
calculated using data from an inertial system, gyroscopes and other electronic senson. GPS 
offers another possibility for determinhg the attitude of a vehicle. A minimum of two 

"independent", non-linear baselines with three antennas can be used to detennine the three 
attitude angles. GPS attitude senson are cornmercialIy available, but the importance of antenna 

configuration is not always considered in these systems. The advantages of a GPS attitude 
system over the conventional sensors an: a i l  navigation information of position, velocity. roll, 

pitch, heading, attitude rate and time is available from a singIe sensor; a continuous dl- 
weather worldwide service is available without drift calibration or warm up time. The 

observation is possible even near the pole. 

Berthing a 300-m ship requires an accuracy of &.OS0 at 68% probability (la) for her heading 
determination. Longer ships requk more precise heading information (the requirement for 
shorter vessels is less strict). Rapid and reliaMe resolution of phase ambiguities provides an 

ultimate accuracy for GPS attitude determination. h this research, the algorithms of an 
instantaneous, singlecpoch ambiguity resolution for attitude detemination were investigated. 

Field tests on land and at sea were conducted for testhg the pe&onnance of the algorithrns and 
the accuracy of GPS attitude detennination. 



Longer baselines between the onboard antenaas caa yield better precision for attitude 

determination. However, the installation of antenna configpration would be Iimited by the 

structurai constraints on board a ship. Ambiguity nsolution wouid not be efficient with longer 
baselines. In this research, a simulation analysis was made for detemiinhg optimal 

configurations with a smaller number ofantemas in view of ship's berthing. 

Section 6.1 descnks the mathematical model for detemination followed by the 

precision of anitude detennination in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 discusses optimal antenna 
configurations. Simulation methodology. resuits and analysis of the simulations. elimination of 

sub-optimal configurations, optimal co~guriitions with 3,4 and 5 antennas and sumary of 

simulations are presentted Section6.4 describes ambiguity resolution for attitude 
determination. The detaiis of the algorithms developed in this research are discussed. 

Section 6.5 discusses the field tests. The results and analysis of different tests are presented 
and discussed, Section 6.6 summarizes the research on the attitude detennination. 

6.1 Mathematical model 

The attitude of a ngid body platform. for instance a ship. is defined es the orientation of a body 

frarne with respect to a (lefi-hand) local level reference h e .  The attitude angles. roll (#, 
pitch (8) and yaw ( W )  are the rotary motions about the x-, y- and z-axes of the body frarne, 
respectively. The axes fixed in the ship (body frame) form a right-hand orthogonal system. The 
origin, O is at the center of gravity of the ship. The x-axis is dong the center plane of the ship, 
coincident with the longitudinal axis of inertia and its positive direction is forward. The z-axis 

Is also in the center plane of the ship, but normal to the x and is positive downward. The y-axis 

is normal to x and z and is positive to starboatd (Figure 1.2.1 in Chapter 1). The 

transformation of coordinates fiom the local level reference frame to the body frame can be 

expressed with a matrix which contains the attitude angles. The details of this transformation 

matrix are in Appendix D (§Dg 1). 

A baseline vector is expressed as follows: 



A single dinerence observation equation for GPS &tu& determination is expressed by 
Equation (6.1.3) (Cohen 1992; Babineau 1996). Whea the antemas are not connecteci to the 

same rezeiver or an extemal oscillator, one must estimate relative receiver clock parametea. 

When solving for the clock parameters is not necessary (if the antenna cable delays are 

calibrated), the tenn c m  can be omitted in such a case. 

where, 

A : single Merence phase observation for thej-th satellite and the Cth baseline; 

4 : (3x1) baseline vector in the body fraw (i = 1.2, ..., m); 

ëi : (3x1) saîeUite-nceiver unit vector in the local level reference fkame ÿ = 1,2, ..., n); 

T,R : (3x3) transformation mat* which contains attitude angles; 

c : light velocity in vacuum; 

4 : relative dock mors of the i-th baseline; 

: GPS carrier phase arnbiguity in single difference; 
Â. : carrier wavelength; and 

AV,' : residuals for thej-th satellite, the i-th baseline. 

A satellite-receiver unit vector is expressed as follows: 

From now on, it is assumed that the carrier phase ambipities are resolved (86.4). An optimal 
solution for a given set of measurements taken at an instant of the ,  for m baselines and 

n satellites, is obtained by the minimization of the following quadratic function: 

Resolving this function by least-squares is a standard practice. A linearization of the above 

function is made at an initial value for the attitude matrix R. narnely Ro, and the corrective term 

W for the initial attitude angles is calculated. If the matrix Ro is within a neighborhood of R, 

an attitude correction matrix BP is formed as follows (cf: Appendix D, gD.2): 



where I(3x3) is the identity ma& and oX is the skew symmetric ma& associated with a 
(3x1) vector 6a = [&, 80. S Y ~ ,  which is of small angle rotations about all3-axis body m e .  

The linearized quaciratic hinction of Equation (6.1.5) becomes: 

Equation (6.1.9) can be rewritten as: 

The term is also rewritten directiy in te- of the three attitude correction angles about each 
ais: 

with 

The matrix A (mn x (m+3)), which contains partial denvatives with respect to the attitude 
correction angles and clock parameter for each baseline is obtained as follows: 

- - 

c ' ~ & ~ B ~ ~  0 0 0 - = O  1 
i o i  



where mn, which sets the s k  of the maîrix, is the pmduct of the number of  baselines and 
satellites. 

An mn-dimensional misclosure vector W is obtained as follows: 

The method of Hatch in pseudo single diffennce (Chapter 4 84.2.1) is used to remove the 

equivaient ambiguities in the algorithms of ambiguity resolution developed in this research. 
The algorithms take the matrix A in single difference form and the misclosure vector W in 
double difference. The observation quation of the reference satellite is subtracted from that of 
the others. The misc losu  vector W takes the foilowing f o m  (e-g., the first satellite is the 
reference sateiiite): 

The n o d  matrix N and least-squares solution of the attitude angles is as foiiows: 



There exists mathematicai correlation in single diffêrence observation when multiple baselines 
arc used for attitude detemination. However, it is assumed tbat the observation weight matrix 
P = 1, for sirnplicity and as the fht  step of validation. The a posteriori variance factor and the 
estimated variance-covariance nratnx art calcuiated as foiIows: 

4 

Zp =&:N-' (6.1.20) 

where u is the number of parameters to be estimated (u = m+3) and is the number of single 

difference observation (w = mn). The residuds are caiculated as foilows: 

f = k - w  (6-1.21) 

The estimate of R is refined until the terms of correction angles converge to the predefined 
threshold values. 

The normal matrix N can also be written as (Comp 1993): 

r x i  N = A ~ A = - % ~ ~ '  BB E~ (6.1.22) 
j=l 

where E,X' is a (3 x 3) skew symrnetric matru associated with the unit vectors of the j-th 

satellite in the body fiame as in Equation (6.1.23), n is the number of the satellites and B is a 

(3 x m) matrix comprised of the baseline vecton as in (6.1.24). 

The elements of the ma& ~ l f  for m baselines are: 



The matrix B B ~  is used as the main indicator of geometry of antenna configuration in the 

simulations on the effect of antenna co&guration for attitude determination described in 

Section 6.3. 

6.2 Precision of attitude determination 

Brown and Evans (1990) proposed a method that quanaes the precision of their pointing 
system, using AZunuth Dilution Of Recision (AZDOP) which accounts for a degradation in 
precision of position caused by sateiiite geometry. Jiugens et al. (1991) extended the -OP 
concept to the overd accuracy of azïmuth detemhation, which is a function of the baseline 
length and phase error. Sulüvan (1995) proposed a new figure called Attitude Dilution Of 

Precision (ADOP) for both single ciifference and double difference interferometry. Cohen and 

Parkinson (1991) characterized the accuracy of GPS-based attitude determination using the 
definition of Performance Envelope, or theoretical limit of performance. The performance 

envelope is comprised of sets of curves and the resulting pointing error, a@ is given in terms of 
the relative ranging error due to multipath, or and the baseline length, L as: 

6, a, =- 
L 

(6.2.1) 

The precision of attitude angles is obtained from the inverse of normal matrix N, which is 

denoted as Q. 

The size of matrix Q vark according to the condition with or without estimation of dock 

parameters. When the dock parameters are estimated, the mat& Q is an ( m 3 )  by ( ~ 3 )  
matrix, otherwise it is 3 x 3. Matrix A without estimation of the clock parameters only contains 
the partial derivatives with respect to the attitude correction terms in Equation (6.1.13). It is, 

more precisely, the fmt three columns of matrix A in (6.1.13). 

The precision of attitude angles a, in degrees, is defined by the following equations. The 

indices for r d ,  pitch and yaw are 1,2 and 3, respectively. 



where q, : diagonal element of the maeU Q (k = 1,2,3), and 
: precision of the single Merence phase observations in meters. 

The precision of attitude angles is obviously a function of the quality of observations. The 
precision of attitude angles is also a hinction of baselines, satellite distribution and attitude 

angles in the matrix Q. The simulations discussed below, have taken a constant value for the 

precision of measurement a*@. which is quai  to mm, instead of square-root of the 

a posteriori variance factor. For real &ta processing, square-rmt of the a posteriori variance 
factor is estimated using Equation (6.1.19) and this estimated value is used instead of aAa- 

6.3 Optimal antema configurations 

Minimization of the relative ranging exror is always possible by extending the baseline length 

between onboard antennas as in Equation (6.2.1). However, due to structural constraint of the 

pladorm or to the resolution of the GPS carrier phase ambiguities, a smaller but precise 
attitude system is sometimes desired. Simulation was made on "Attitude DOP", the factor 
which directiy indicates the influence of geometry of satellites and antenna configuration on 
the precision of attitude. The variation of precision with change of heading was anaiyzed for 
each configuration under different conditions. Attitude precision is compared between the 

configurations and conditions taking into account the matrix BB= (cf: 06.1). Optimal 
configurations with 3, 4 and 5 antennas for ship's berthing are presented. A succinct 

description of the simulation is found in Ueno et al. (1997). 

6.3.1 Simulation methodology 

As in Equations (6.1.10) and (6.1.13). the attitude ma& contains initial angles of attitude. A 

large ship does not roli or pitch very much in port. Here, the initial angles of roll and pitch 
were set to 0" and only the heading angle (yaw) was changed for O", 45O, 90" and 135". 

Because of symmetry, calculations were not repeated for over 180". Al1 calculations of matrix 

Q in Equation (6.2.2). for 34 configurations, were made at 5-minute intervals for a 24-hour 
penod of a given date using the same ephemeris. An ephemeris such as Norad two-line 

elements or a receiver-downloaded almanac can be used. Simulations were done by changing 
the parameters that e t  the precision of attitude determination. These parameten are: 

satellite configuration, antenna ~ o ~ g u r a t i o n  and estimation of clock parameters. The 
observation sites were chosen: quatonai, mid-latitude and polar. These sites have 
~ i ~ c a n t l y  different satellite distributions because of the 55O GPS orbital inclination 



(Santerre 1991). The other parameters are: an elevation mask angle (IO0 and 20'1, nceiver 
types (6 and 12 charnels), withlwithout clock parameters. For a 6-channeI receiver, the 
combinati~n of six s a t e k  that yielded the best precision of total attitude -es was 
selected. To simpiiry the simulations, the hypotheses of the simulations are as follows: i) no 
satellite obstruction by the platform structure, ii) no mathematical correlation between the 

observations on each baseline, and K) equal precision in single difference observations, Le., 

e ~ e  &i mm. 

Antenna configurations tested in the simulations are described in Appendix C. The 
configurations tested are for 14 2-baseline configurations, 11 3-baseline configurations and 9 
4-baseline configurations, i.e., 34 in total. The 2-baseline configurations are isosceles triangles 
orientated differently with respect to the longitudinal axis of a vehicle. The codes of triangles 

are gîven by a combination of one or two letters of the alphabet or a digit For triangles, a 
name with a letter H means antennas are placed in horizontal plane without z-component in 
body frame (3H and EX). Triangles with P are perpendicuiarly placed dong the x-axis and 
there is no y-component (3P, AP, BP, CP and P). Triangles with K and X are obliquely placed 

with some angles relative to the longitudinal axis of a vehicle (3K, AK, BK, CK and 3X). The 

angles for K and X are 45' and 30°, respectively. The configurations OR are orthogonal 
configurations (OR1 and OR2). The 3-baseline configurations with 4 antennas, are tetrahedra 
(E, TO, TR, AV, S 1, S2 and S3) or coplanar configurations, such as a square (CA, SQ) and a 

trapezoid (M, ZP). The Cbaseline configurations with 5 antennas, are pentahedra (YH. YP, 
YY, ,'M and HP), hexahedra (RH, RL) and pentagons (EH, EP). Some of the configurations 
have a long baseline like placing antennas on the two masts of a ship (IP, M. S 1, S2, S3. HH 
and HP). The precision of the attitude angles is a function of the baseline length. The longer 
baselines give better attitude angles. The size of the configurations is scaled with the sum of 
the squared baseline component. Thus, in order to compare configurations with a different 
number of antennas, simüar baseline lengths were chosen. More precisely, the trace of the 

matrix BB' in Equation (6.1.25) was set to 6.0 m2. Each baseline length of a 4-baseline 
configuration is shortet than that of 3-baseline configurations but the trace of the matrix B B ~  is 
the same. 

6.3.2 Anaiysis of simulation results 

Calculations of precision of attitude angles were done under 24conditions for each 

configuration at 4 different headings. Table 6.3.1. shows the number of conditions. The x-axis 

of the following figues are based on these numbers. For example, number 1 corresponds to 



the condition, Le., observation at Iatitude O", with elevation mask IO0, a 12-channe1 receiver, 
without estimation of dock parameters. The number of satellites avdable for the simulation 
period is summarized in Table 6.32. The P W P  value is used in GPS positioning as an 
indicatot of precision. One shodd not rely on the PDOP values for the determination of the 

precision of attitude angles, although the attitude angles are some function of the PDOP 
values. The relationship between PDOP values and number of satelfites are in Figure 6.3.1. 

Table.6.3.1- The Number of conditions used in simulations 

Mask IO0 20" 10" 20" 10" 20" 
- 

Clock No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes 

TabIe 6.32- Number of satellites at simulation sites 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Conditions 

Mask 

Ch. 

mean 

var. 

+ No. of Sateliite 1 

Figure 6.3.1. Relationship between PMSP and the number of satellites 
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The combination of six satellites which provides the best PDOP value is different fiom one 
configuration to another, and also changes with heading angles. h the case of 6-channel 
receivers, the PDOP values are therefore, changed under each condition. in Figure 6.3.1, the 

PDOP values for &-charme1 receivers aze the means of ai l  calcuIated data from diffierent 

heading angles and different conditions. 

Variation of precision with a change of heading: The first analysis is for the variation of the 

precision (1 e: obtained from Equation (6.2.3)) with the change of heading angle. The precision 
itself will be discussed later in the following section as the mean of 4 different heading angles. 
The precision of attitude angles varies with change of heading angle. Normal matrix N is 

expressed by the sum of the baseiîne components scaled by the satellite geometry in a body 
frame as in Equation (D.3.11). The scaling factors are: e-g., ~ ( e i ) ~ ,  ~eie,!, ~e,!e{ (cf: 
Appendix D, gD.3). A change of heading angle leads to a change in the scaling factor for the 

baseline components in nomal matrix N as ki in Equation m.3.11) changes. Small variation of 

precision with a change of heading, however, does not signify that the means of the attitude 

angles are always smail. 

Roll - 
The mean precision of roll angle for the 4 heading varies less than 0.0S0, except for elongated 
configurations like IP, SI, S2, S3, HH, HP. These configurations have rnuch longer 
x-component of baseiîne compared to y-component or z-component. The magnitude of 

variation is bigger in general with estimation of clock parameters, elevation mask angles 20°, 

and latitude at 45". The RMS of roll angle varies also with change of heading, and the 
magnitude is larger under conditions such as at latitude 4S0, mask 20° and with estimation of 

dock parameters. The wont configuration is HH which gives 7.0" of variation. Large 

variations in roll are caused by a change of satellite geomeuy (scaling factor) multiplied by a 

large x-component Figure 6.3.2. shows an example of the calculation results of the variation 
of the mean roll precision with change of heading. 

Pitch - 
The mean precision of pitch angle varies less than 0.05" in al1 configurations. The variations 

are smaller witbout estimation of clock parameter. The magnitude of variation becornes larger 
in the case of mask angle 20" at any latitude in al1 configurations. The RMS of pitch angle 

varies around O.OSO, but configurations such as M, Sl, S2, S3, HH, HP, Vary with larger 

magnitude under the conditions with estimation of the clock parameter, mask 20°, at latitude 



45". Figure 6.3.3. shows an example of the calculation results of the variation of the mean 
pitch precision with change of azimuth angle. 

Yaw - 
The mean and RMS of yaw (heading) precision varies also with change of heading, except for 
the baianced tetrahedron or pentahedron (pyramid) configurations, TE, TO, 'IR, YH and W. 
The magnitude of variation of mean and RMS varies from one configuration to another. The 
magnitude of variation of the mean yaw precision is in general about O.ûSO, but configurations 
such as S2, S3, EIH have larger variations, which is of the order of 0.5". In the case of the 

perpendiculariy placed coplanar configurations (AP, BP, CP and 3P). the variation of the mean 
and RMS yaw precïsion is proportionai to the length of the horizontal component. The 
configuration with longer horizontal component vacies less than that with a shorter one. The 
variation of the yaw precision is less sensitive to the change of conditions. The variation of 

RMS is in general, of the order of 0.05'. except for the configurations S2, S3 and HH. Figure 

6.3.4. shows an exarnple of the calculation results of the variation of the mean yaw precision 
with a change of heading angle. 

Total precision of attiwe anales 

The mean and RMS of total precision of attitude angles depend on the variation of al1 
precision, roll, pitch and yaw. The mean variation of total precision is largely influenced by the 

variation of roll in the co~igurations which have been tested. The rnean precision of pitch 
angles is not much influenced by the change of heading (=O.OSO) as described above. The 
variation is larger in the unbalanced configurations such as IP, SI, S2, S3, HP and HH, which 

have an extremely large baseline cornparrd to the others. 

One can interpret that a small variation of precision is due to a small change in satellite 
geometry. At latitude 90°, the variation of precision is in general, smaller than that at other 

latitudes. This is considered to be due to the fact that the distribution of the satellites does not 
change much with a change of heading. In high-latitude regïons, the elevation of the satellites 

is always low, under 45' due to the orbital inclination. At mid-latitudes, there is no satellite 

coverage from 315' to 4S0 in azimuth. The configuration changes much at such latitudes. 
Variation is, in general, smailer without estimation of clock parameters and even with 

unbalanced configurations. The type of receiver does not cause a large difference to the 

variation. 
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figure 6.3.2- Variation of roN prrcision with change of heading (Configuraaon TO) 
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Figure 6.3.3. Variation of pitch prccision with change of heading (Configuration AV) 
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Figure 6.3.4. Variation of yaw prccision with change of heading (Configuration AK) 



Precision of attitude angies and their determinant factors: The next analysis is for the 
cornparison of the precision of attitude angles. Le-, roll, pitch and yaw, of different 

configurations. Before doing this analysis, the mean attitude precision was cdcuiated. The 
mean and RMS of precision of attitude angiu for a particuiar configuration were calculated for 
each of 24 conditions and each of 4 headuig angles (O0, 4S0, 90° and 135"). The mean and 

RMS of precision of attitude angle of 4 different orientations were taktn and considered as the 

precision and RMS of each condition. This process was repeated for al1 configurations. The 

following discussion is al1 based on the rnean precision. 

2- baseline con fiizuration 

When placing a coplanas configuration horizontally or perpendiculatly parallel to the x-mis, 

the BB= matrix has a zero in one diagonal element. By placing a perpendicular triangle with an 
angle of 4S0 dative to the longitudinal axis of a vehicle. the ma& has non-zero 

elements on the diagonai. This lads  to qual precision of roll and pitch angles. The 2-baseline 

configurations placed with an angle of 45' (3K, AK, BK, CK) relative to the longitudinal axis 

of a vehicle, have equal precision in roll and pitch angles (SD.4.2). 

The same configurations placed on the Longitudinal axis (3P, AP, BP, CP) do not have equal 
precision in roll and pitch. In this case. the precision of roll and pitch Vary according to the 

conditions of the calculation. The configurations which do not have a z-component of the 

baselines have larger values of the roli precision with estimation of the dock parameters. The 

configurations with relatively small z-components of baselines shows the same tendency. The 

orthogonal configurations (OR1, OR2) have relatively large variation with or without 
estimation of dock parameters. The configuration which shows relatively small differences in 

precision is AK. The coplanar configurations placed paraUel to one of the axes of the vehicle 
do not have one of the components of the baselines. The yaw precision is stable for al1 

configurations, including unbalanced configurations M and IP. Figure 6.3.5 shows examples 
of the cdculations. 

3-baseline confiauration 

The tetra&edron configurations have qual precision in roll and pitch. Each precision is 
different according to the configurations. Yaw precision is better than roll and pitch with TE. 
woae with 'IR. It depends on the proportion of the horizontal and vertical components of 
baselines when the cornparisons are made with configurations which have equal sizes. TR 
which has larger horizontal components does not have sensitivity to the estimation of the clock 

parameter while TE which has a smaller z-component dots. Elongated confgurations, S 1, S2 



and S3 have much worse roll precision compared to pitch or yaw precision, which is the same 

with the bbaseline configurations. In particular, these unbalanced configurations have larger 
variation of roll precision with change of conditions. such as mask angles and withlwithout 
estimation of the clock parameters. This large variation is caused by a change of scaling faftor 
withlwithout clock estimation mulriplied by a large x-component. HorizontaiIy placed 
coplanar conf~gurations, CA, SQ and ZH, have the same tendency as Zbaseline 
configurations: large variation with change of the conditions. Le., change of mask angles, 
estimation of the clock parameters. In these co~gurations, an offdagond element of the BB* 

rnatrïx plays a role for the variation. The configuraîïon AV which has smd zcomponents. is 
l e s  sensitive than those of horizontaily placed coplanar configurations. 

4-baseline confiauration 

The balanced pentahedron configurations, YH and YY, have equal roU and pitch precision as 

in the case of balanced tetrahedra and triangles placed with an angle of 45' with respect to the 
longitudinal axis. But when the orientation of the configuration is changed, YP, the precision 
of attitude angles is also changed. The same can be said to the balanced hexahedron 
configurations, RH and RL. The change in the orientation leads to a change in the B B ~  matrix 

thus, the difference in the precision of attitude angles. Elongated configurations, HP and HH, 
have worse precision in roll, and the variations are large with these configurations. The 
horizontally placed coplanar configuration EH, is sensitive to the change of conditions as other 
horizontally placed coplanar configurations of 2 or 3 baselines. 

Precis ion - Mean (Configuration 3H) 

Conditions 

Figure 6-35 Variation of prccision under diffcrcnt conditions (Configuration 3H) 



The configurations which yield worse attitude precision were eliminated for hirther 
cornparison. 

The confgurations with no z-component of baselines have larger values of precision in roll 
and pitch with estimation of dock parameters, because the estimation of clock parameter 
degrades the precision of vertical component of baseline (Santerre & Beutler 1993). Adding a 
non-nu11 z-component to a horizontally placed coplanar configuration reduces the sensitivity to 

the variation of precision with estimation of the clock parameters. Figure 6-32 shows some 
exarnples of calculation with such a confiiguration. 

Elongated configurations have much worse roll precision as compared to pitch or yaw 
precision. The worst roll detennination is with tetrahedron or pentahedron of a ship type which 
has a large x-component The value varies fiom 10.5' to 29". In this case, the roll precision is 
determineci by the square-root of the sum of the squared components 1(bJ2 and Dat scaled 

by the satellite geometry in a body ftame, such as 1(e,J2 and zep,, as in Equation (D.4.53). 
An unbalanced ship configuration has an off-diagonal element, DaZ, which is not small and 

largely affects the determination of attitude. A horizontally placed triangle of a ship type gives 
the worst roll precision (5.3O) with Zbaseline configurations. 

The worst pitch precision is with a horizontaily placed trapczoid ZH or pentagon EH, which 

has large X(b,J2. The details of configurations are in Appendix C (§C.l). The value of the 

pitch precision is ca. Io. When the zsomponent is absent or very small, the pitch is 
determined by the sum of the components z(b,.j2, ~ ( b ~ ) ~  and na,, as in the equations 
(D.4.34) and (D.4.43) in A p p d i x  D (5D.4). For the ship configuration, the factors that drive 
the pitch are x(bJ2, x ( b ~ ~  and =dL as in Equation (D.4.49) in Appendix D, which cancel out 
each other. As a result, elongated confÏgurations may be more precise as compared to 
horizontal coplanar configurations. 

The worst yaw precision detemination is with a tetrahedron of a ship type, *1 .Io, or with a 
pentahedron of a ship type. &.O0. The size of the "ship type" configurations is of similar size, 
i.e., BB? = 6.0 m2, as other confgurations as explained above. The ship configuration has the 
sarne elements in the matrix Q for yaw and roll. but scaled differently. The yaw detennination 
is approximately proportional to the KOU and the proportion of roWyaw precision is the ratio of 
x-and z-components as in the equations (D.4.53) and (D455) in Appendix D. If the 



z-component is 100 times srnalier than the x-component, the yaw deterrnination is 10 times 
better than roll. However, roll detennination with ship configurations may be as bad as 30°, 

thus the yaw determination is not better than 3'. Other configurations have similar lengths in 
each baseline component, thus the difference of each angle detennination becomes small and 

stays on the order of 0.5'. 

The precision of total attitude angles is determined by the precision of roll. A teirahedron of a 
ship type has a totai precision, t l O S O ,  while it is t29" with a pentahedron shape of a ship. 

Equai precision in roll, pitch and yaw leads to the best totai precision. 

The configurations which have the same elements in the ma& d, have equal precision in 

each attitude angle under the same conditions. The configurations of the tetrahedron TO and 

the pentahedron YH, are identical in the calculations of the precision of attitude. The simple 

but tedious matrix calculations in Appendix D (9D.3) show this identity. 

The comparison arnong the verticaiiy placed coplanar configurations show that the number of 
the antennas is not important when a sirnilar configuration size is chosen. A 4-baseline 
configuration EP has the worst yaw precision. And similarly, the comparison among the 

horizontally placed coplanar configurations shows that having more antennas is not always a 
solution to improve the attitude precision. 

6.3.4 Finding an opamal configuration 

The goal of the simulations is to find the best antenna configurations for ships' berthing 
applications. If a sufficient precision could be obtained by a smaller number of antennas, it 

would be more economical. Since a large ship does not roll or pitch in port, the heading 

determination weighs more than the roll or pitch deterrnination. However. the determination of 
roll and pitch angles cannot be ignoreci for cargo handling applications. The criteria to find the 

best configuration for ships are: i) better yaw precision, ii) better total precision and iii) smaller 

variation with a change of conditions (Table 6.3.1). 

All the horizontaliy placed coplanar configurations are removed by the third criterion, even if 

yaw angle precision is stable with these configurations. AU unbalanced configurations do not 
meet the second criterion. The following configurations provide the best total attitude angles 

with each number of baselines. These configurations are coded and theit representations are in 



Appendix C. The configurations AK (2-baseline), TE and TO (3-baseline), YH and RH 
(rlbaseline) were selected as being the best among the 34 tested configurations. 

The configurations TO and YH are quivalent, therefore the cornparisons are made among 
AK, TE, YEI and RH. Figure 6.3.6 shows the comparison of total precision with the different 
configurations above. The x-axis of the figures corresponds to the numbers in Table 6.3.1. 

Figure 6.3.6a shows the comparison of the mean total precision with the different 

configurations above. The mean total precision with these configurations is better than 0.4O 
and the= is ody a s m d  difference of ca* 0.01" baween the coafigurations. Figure 6.3.6b 
shows the variation of the RMS total precision with ciiffiennt configurations. The RMS values 
are calculated each for 4 headings for 24 hours and then the mean of the RMS of the 4 heading 
angles taken. The 2-baseline configuration AK has the largest value of RMS precision and the 

difference with respect to the best conf~guration is about 0.04' under cenain conditions. This 

means that the variation with a change of condition is larger in 2-baseline configurations, 

although the mean precision is similar to that of the othen. Figure 6.3.6~ shows the 

comparison of roll precision. The difference of precision for roll and pitch is S 0.01' with 
those configurations. The difference of roll precision between the best (YH or TO) and the 

worst (AK or TE) configurations among the best of the 34 tested configurations is about 0.03O. 
The difference of RMS is the same as total precision and the difference is 0.03' 

(Figure 6.3.6d). Figure 6.3.6e shows that the best yaw is with TE but there is only a small 
difference of 0.02' in those configurations. AK has the wont RMS value in yaw and 0.02' of 

difference with TE (Figure 6-3-60. The precision of roll and pitch with the configuration TE 
becomes poor with estimation of the clock parameten and results in the degradation in total 
precision. The configuration TE has smdler z-components of baseline than those of TO. 

The best configuration is TO (4antennas) and if the economical factor weighs more than 
precision, configuration AK (3 antennas) is also viable. 
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Figure 63.6~ Cornparison of total ptecision (mean) for optimal configurations 
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Figure 6.3.6b- Comparison of total precision (RMS) for optimal configurations 
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Figure 6.3.6~- Comparison of roU precision (mean) for optimal configurations 
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Figure 63.6d. Comparison of roll prccision (RMS) for optimal configurations 
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Figure 63.6e. Cornparison of yaw precision (mean) for optimal configurations 
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Figure 6.3.6f. Comparison of yaw precision (RMS) for optimal configurations 



The simulations and anaiysis taking into account the matrix B B ~  as the main indicator of 
geometry of antenna configuration, led to the following findings. These are helpful for the 

antenna configuration design on a shipbome pladorni. 

(1) The configurations with identical BB= give the same attitude precision even if the number 

of the antennas is not the sarne. Adding an antenna is not always the solution to improve 
the precision, because a tetrahedron and a pentahedron can be equivalent with an identical 

matrix seT. 

(2) Unbalanced ship shape configurations give a good pitch but not roll, yaw or total attitude 

angles. Placing 2 antennas on the two masu and constructing an elongated (miniature) 

tetrahedron, or pentahedron should be avoided. 

(3) Balanced tetrahedron configurations have equal precision in roll and pitch. A tetrahedron- 

like configuration, having non-zero diagonal elements in the matrix ~lf, is consuucted 
with Zbaseline configurations by having 45' of angles to longitudinal axis. This leads to 

an equal precision in roll and pitch. 

(4) The variation with a change of heading is smaller at latitudes 0" and 90'. with elevation 
mask angle 10". without estimation of dock parameters. But there is only a marginal 

difference of precision of attitude angles between a 6-channel and a 12-channel receiver. 

(5) When dock parameten m u t  be estimated, i.e., antennas are not connected to the same 
receiver or a cornmon extemal oscdlator, the use of a configuration which has a 

z-component is recornmended since precision of the vertical component of baseline is 

degraded by the estimation of the clock parameters. 

(6) Optimal configurations are: with 2-baseline configurations, a perpendicular triangle placed 
obliquely with an angle of 45" to the longitudinal axis, AK; with 3-baseline 

configurations, a balanced tetrahedron, TO; with Cbaseline configurations, a balanced 
pyramid. Y'. However, having more antennas is not economical, hence 3 or 4 antennas 

would be a better solution. These configurations have mean precision 0.17' in roll and 

pitch, 0.16O in yaw, 0.29" in total. The RMS values of the precision are: for roll and pitch, 



0.05' with 3 configurations; for yaw O.OSO with AK, 0.û3O with TO and YH; for total 
attitude angles, 0.08' with AIC and 0.07O with TO and YI& 

(7) A 2-baseline configuration AK has a good mean precision but the RMS values are 
elevated as large as 0.OS0. When the antennas can be instalied on the longer baselines, the 

effect of the variation of the pais ion becornes srnaIlet. This confi~guration with 
2 baselines gives good precision of attitude angles for ship's berthing. 

In order to achieve full accuracy of attitude determination using GPS, the phase arnbiguity 
between a pair of antennas m u t  be resolved. Many solutions to this problem have k e n  
proposed in the literature. Attitude detennination for shipls berthing has particular features: 
Large ships do not roll or pitch when it is calm. Kuwashima et al. (1992) reported that a 

container ship, 240 m long and weighing ca. 30 000 t, had the significant angles of  roll and 

pitch, +9" and &O, respectively, under 8.5 m significant wave height in a 5-month record. The 
significant angles of roll and pitch are proportional to the significant wave height. From their 
results, a large ship has less than 0.5' of roll and pitch under a 0.3 m wave like in a well 
protected harbor. It would be possible to consuain roll and pitch angles to less than 1' to 
resolve GPS ambiguities for attitude detennination and a special computation scheme may be 
used. 

The rnethod descnbed here, provides direct calculation of attitude angles. This is advantageous 
to directly obtain the variance-covariance matrix of attitude angles from the inverse of the 
normal equation matrix. With the other approach (relative positioning method), one must 
proceed in two steps. The baseline components are fmt estimated and then attitude angles are 
denved from the baseline components. The rigorous calculation of the precision for attitude 
angles is more cumbersome. Reliable direct resolution of L1 phase ambiguities at a single 
epoch was investigated, imposing constrahis on the attitude angles and using helpfd 
information of position, velocity and angular velocity. 

Figure 6.4.1 shows the algorithm of ambiguity resolution for attitude determination. The 
algorithm contains several steps. 
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Figure 6.4-1. Algorithms of arnbiguity resolution for attitude detemination 

Approximate antema position: The fmt step is a selcction of the common satellites 
observed by two antennas. The determination of the unit vector to the satellite requires the 

approximate coordinates of the mobile station and the satellite coordinates. The latter are 
cdculated from the navigation data transmîtteci by satellites. The attitude solution is not very 
sensitive to the vehicle's cwrdinates. because of the large distance to the satellite with respect 
to the relative short baseline length of the attitude sensor. Even a standard GPS navigation 
solution (absolute positioning whose precision is tlOO m) can be used as the ship's cwrdinates 
to calculate the miver-satellite unit vector for the attitude determination process. The mult 
of relative positioning between a refenace station and one of the antennas on board a ship is 
used to obtain the approximate cwrdinates of a ship. 



Initiai attitude angles: When a m i v e r  is tunieci on for the k t  time or signals frorn ail 
avaüable satellites were bIocked and initialization is required, initial heading angle m m  be 

obtained. When the antmna separation is sufficiently long (e-g-. 5 m). the initiai heading angle 
could be obtained with pseudorange observations using the constraints on the roll and pitch, 
such as 3" (as the maximum value) for a large ship in port. When the baseüne separation is 

shorter than accuracy of relative code position, another method must be used. However, 
berthing of ships &as special characteristics. During a berthing operation, ships are in 

movement and precise relative velocity can be obtained using either phase difference or 

instantaneous Doppler (Chapter 5). This allows heading angle (p) computation as follows: 

for the fmst and second quadrant, 

for the third and fourth quadrant 

VN and VE represent the velocity components in the north and east directions. The sign of VN 
and VE is important to distinguish the direction. When the ship is moving astern, which is 
distinguished by the turning direction of the main engines, the heading angle must be 
augmented by 180". There exists uncertainty in the following two cases: i) the current is very 
strong and then shipfs heading and course might have some difference (1 IO0), and ii) the side 

thruster, which provides lateral movement. is used at the finai phase of berthing. Figure 6.4.2 

shows ship's heading and movement when a srrong cunent is present- In this case, the current 
velocity must be estimated in an extended Kalman filter for controlling a ship and use this 

information to feed into the attitude determination process. 

Actuai mowment 
Lateral speed 

Figure 6.4.2. Ship's heading and movement with strong current 

Figure 6.4.3 shows ship's heading and movement at the t h e  of final approach to the berth, 
using side thnistem. In this case, accordhg tu which thrusters used (port or starboard) and her 

movement, 90" must be added or subtracted to the angles obtained from Equation (6.4.1). 



Heading 

Figure 6.4.3. Sùip's heading and movcmcnt with employment of t6rustcrs 

The initial angles obtained in this way wodd be enough to estimate the initial ambiguities 
within & cycles, often tl cycle fiom the true ambiguities for short baselines on board a ship. 
Once the estimate of the attitude angles are obtained, the initial attitude angles are cdcdated 

with sum of the previous estimation and the angular velocity multiplieci by the sampling 

interval. The algorithm of angular velocity detemination is given in Chapter 7 (57.1). 

When a ship is docked, an operator has to input the initial heading angle as in the case of 
gyrocompass, using bearing of a wharf from a nauticd chart or reading of gyrocompass or 
magnetic compass. A magnetic compass is not precise but suficient to provide the initial 
accuracy within 20° without any correction in most of the cases. 

Initial ambiguity: Hatcb (1989) developed a "pseudo single difference" method for 
positioning (84.2.1). Here, the approach discussed in Section 4.2.1 is used for the attitude 

determination. Select the highest satellite as the reference satellite, and subtract the 

corresponding line from (6.1.15). If the f i t  line is for the reference satellite, the first Iine 
becomes O. For the m-th baseline, the (n(m-l)+l)-th line is O, where n is the number of the 

common satellites for al1 baselines. By subtracting the reference satellite (e.g., the first 
satellite), the observation equation becomes double difference and takes the following form: 

The misclosure vector W is now in double difference form but the matrix A remains in single 
difference fom. This faditates the ambiguity search by eliminating equivalent combinations 

in single difference observation. The initial ambiguities are calculated as follows: 



The values are rounded off to the closest integer. Iiiitial ambiguities obtained in this way are 

close enough to make a search with smaU windows, such as t I  cycle. 

Cycle süp detection: Detection of cycle siips is important. Undetected cycle slips lead to an 
incorrect estimation of attitude angles. Since the misclosure vector W is in double clifference 
form. the same formula of cycle slip detection as for positioning (Chapter 4,94.4) can be used. 
If cycle slips are detected, the calculation of the initiai ambiguity is made for only the affected 
satellite on a particular baseline. The ambiguity search is done for only the affected satellite- 
basefine, accordingly. 

Formation of matrix N and vector U= Once the elements of matrices which contain the 

satellite-receiver unit vector, initial attitude angles, and baseline components are calculated, 
one can form the matrix A muation 6.1.13) and the rnisclosure vector W (Equations 6.1.16). 

Normal matrix N and vector U are formed as follows: 

N = A ~ A  (6.4.5) 

W = A ~ W  (6.4.6) 

When the ambiguities are not resolved, the matrix A and misclosure vector W are formed 

differently to facilitate, and increase the efficiency of, the ambiguity search, except for the case 
that the number of available cornmon satellites is only 3. The normal matrix N is calculated 
only once outside the search loop, irrespective to the baseline components, but the vector U is 
calculated each time in the search loop. The matrices are formed as follows, e.g., the f iat  

satellite as the reference satellite for the i-th baseline: 

where [&,ci ,ci] is the unit vector for the j-th satellite in local level reference frame. 

Ambiguity search: Ambiguity search is effected for each independent baseline. Search 
routine contains a number of layers of Ioops and it changes ambiguities each time. hside the 

search loop, there are statistical tests. When the ambiguity sets satisfy aü the statistical tests, 



the ambiguity wiil k f d  and a flag is raiseci for each combination of satellite-receiver and 
baseline. When al l  sateutes of a baseline are fixeci, another flag is raised and the integrity of 
the ambiguity resolution controiîed. Once cycle slips are detecttxi, the flag will be dropped. 
The search is done oniy for the satellite-receiver, baseline combination whose flag is off. 

Statistid tests: Three statistical tests an inside the search loops. The tests are on the 

individual residuals, the n o m  of the residuals and the contrast of the quadratic form of the 

residual vector. The threshold values for the statisticd tests were empirically determined as a 

resuit of data processing. 

Test on the individual residuais (Test #1): Residuais are caiculated inside the search loop for 
each combination of ambipities. The criterion of the residual test is expressed by a function 
of the number of satellites as the magnitude of residuals varies according to the number of 
satellites n. 

AV,! c kiA 

with k, =0.07-logn. 

Test on the norm of residuals (Test #2): Residuals which pass Test #l go to the norm of the 

residuai test- 

Test on the quadratic fonn of residual vector nest #3): The combinations which pass the 

previous tests, undergo this test. Each combination is tested against the smallest quadratic 
form of residual vector at the time. When the present combination becomes smailer than the 
minimum value, the present value and its ambiguity combination are stored in a temporary 
memory. 

where f T f  is the quadratic form of residual vector and Y r k  is the smallest one. 



The combination which gives the contrast value srnalier than 2, is kept and tested at the next 

epoch. Oniy when huo combinations are lefi and the srnailest variance factor becomes mice as 

small as the othet one, the combination with srnailest variance factor is chosen to be the 

correct arnbiguity set. 

Test on ambiguities: Wben al l  the ambiguities of al l  baselines are fixed, the test on 
ambiguities is introduced. When the number of baselines is more than three with 4 antennas, 
the test on the sum of the arnbiguities c m  be used to verify the correctness of ambiguities. The 
sum of ambiguities of each satellite for each baseline is made to make a closed Loop of 

baselines. 

Figure 6.4.4. Antcnna configuration for test on ambiguities 

When the correct ambiguities are found, the sum of the ambiguities must be zero. 

Caiculation of attitude angles: Once the ambiguities are fixed, the attitude angles are 

calculated using Equations (6.1.13), (6.1.16) and (6.1.18). The estimate of attitude angles is 

refined until the terms of correction angles converge to the predefined values, for example, 

0.0 1 O. However, one or two iterations are suficient to obtain the estimate of attitude angles. 

Precision of attitude angles: The residuals are calculated using Equation (6.1.21) and 

precision of attitude is calculated as in Equations (6.1.19) and (6.1.20). 

6.5 Field test results 

Field tests were conducted to verify the performance of the GPS attitude sensor and ambiguity 

resolution. The first test was to check the repeatable accuracy of GPS attitude determination 
and the second test was to check the performance of algorithms and attitude determination in 



an environment on board a ship. The mule were compared with extemal sensors onboard a 

ship. The test for the repeatabïlity was conducted on land, because for a test on board a ship. it 

is not easy to keep the same path due to the nature of constant movement- 

65.1 Repeatabilïty of GPS attitude determination 

The first test was conducted near the PEPS. The description of the test site and satellite 
configuration are the same as for positioning as in Appendix A (sA.2). The 4-antenna attitude 

system was installeci on a cart  The t h e  attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw) are calculated 
with 3 independent baselines. The simulation mule (563) showed that some of the 3-antenna 

attitude system are sufficient for shiprs berthing. But with a 4-antenna system. better stable 
results, less dependent on conditions, e-g., observation site. heading angles, are obtainable. 

The antenna configuration of a tetrahedron (TE) was used and the baseIine components used 
are given in Table 6.5.1. Antenna configuration was constnicted of a PVC (polyvinyl chloride 

plastic) pipe to support antenna A and an aluminum base structure which allows installation of 

3 GPS antennas (Figure A.2.3). The PVC is Light weight for mobility but rigid enough so that 
flexure is not a problem. Also the PVC was viraially invisible to the GPS signais. The details 
of tetrahedron cons~uction and measurements of antenna position are in Babineau (1996). The 
attitude solutions were computed with the software developed in this research. 

The number of cornmon satellites was 6 for most of the time. The predicted precision of 

attitude angles, which is the conversion into degrees from Attitude DOP calculated as in the 

simulation (§6.3), were 0.18°-0.240. The number of cornmon satellites sometimes dropped to 3 

and the predicted precision of attitude angles by simulation went up to +0.4S0. 

Table 65.1. Coordinates of the antennas CIE)  in the vchicle's body frame and the basdine components 

In static mode: The software, in which the algonthms developed in this research were 

implemented, resolved the ambiguities of each baseline, ie.,  antennas BA, CA, DA, and 



caiculated the thme angles of attitude. Data processing was done through the test but the 

analysis was made for the static parts and kinematic parts, separately. Unfominately, for the 

first test, the= was no tme reference available so bat one could not see if there was a 
systematic emr. However, the repeatability of the attitude determination could be 

investigated. Using the same manner to the one for positioning (845.2). static parts were 
extracted fiom the entire calculation and the mean and the RMS value (la) for the each stop 

were caiculated since each stop was not necessady at the same place or in the same 
orientation, 

Table 6.5.2 summarizes- the r e d t s  of the attitude detennination in static mode- Stop 

identifications starting with an S is at the stop S. and with an E is at the stop E respectively. 

Entries in bold type are the maximum of the RMS values. In all cases, the RMS values (1s) 

are less than 0.2O with the 1.23-m basehe configuration. 

Tablc 63.2. RcsuIts of attitude determination in static mode 

Stops 

Si 

EL 

S2 

E2 

S3 

E3 

S4 

E4 

SS 

ES 

S6 

E6 

S7 

Stop S 

Stop E 
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roll 
h 

mean 

-3.04 

02-46 

-2.74 
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-3 .O5 
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Figure 6.5.1 shows an example of roll determination in staric mode. The mean of the RMS 
value (10) is calculateci taking the mean for aI i  of the staîic parts. The mean of RMS values 
(10) was t 0 . 1 3 O  for roli in this example. 

RMS d.13" 

SI  S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
RMS MAX = &-1 go 

-2 

A 
-2.5 

V 
œ - -3 d 

1 

. a . I 

I I m I 

Figure 65.1. Roll determination in static mode at Stop S 

In kinematic mode: The moving part of the results was e x m e d  and interpolated at 
distance X as in Chapter 4 (54.5.2). The mean and RMS values (la) are calculated for each 
meter of distance using the positioning results obtained by kinematic GPS. Then the mean of 

RMS was finally obtained. Figure 6.5.2 shows the results of attitude angles after the 

interpolation. The mean of the RMS values (lo) is M.12' for yaw, 1 0 . 2 O  for roll and t0.25" 
for pitch. The test trajectory was quite in straight line and a smooth dope (about 2% of 

inclination). The result shows ciifference of 4" with RMS I0.2" in roll. However. it shows very 
strong repeatability. The magnitude of RMS values is twice as large in kinematic mode as in 

the static mode. The following are considered as the source of the error in kinematic mode. 
The cart did not pass the same path or did not have the same orientation dunng the runs. The 
values may contain errors associated with the spatial linear interpolation process. 
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Figure 65.26- Pitch determination in kinematic mode (after interpolation) 
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Figure 65.2~.  Yaw determination in kinematic mode (afier interdation) 



6.5.2 Cornparison of attitude detemûnation with externai sensors 

Test in stase mode: The data set on pi11a.r 2005 on the campus was processed and the sarne 
results were obtained as in Babineau (1996). Measurements of roll and pitch were taken with 
another instrument (a digital inchorneter). whose precision is CU. I 0 . 2 O  wtutoyo 1994). The 
antenna structure was pointed to the PEPS and the orientation was measured with a total 
station. Compared with the instrument, there is only a slight difference. The RMS values of 

attitude angles (1 a) were: M. lSO for roil and pitch, dl. 1 l0 for yaw. The GPS attitude sensor 
does not have significant biases in static mode. 

Test on board Smith: The tests on board Smith aiIowed cornparison of GPS attitude 

determination with TSS sensor and gyrocompass onboard The TSS sensor was instdled in 

proxirnity to the ship's pivotai point Sampling time of TSS sensor and gyrocompass were 
synchronized to GPS time. The TSS sensor is a system for rneasuring the vertical motion and 

tilt of a vessel and used to compensate the motion (roll, pitch and heave) erron fiom precision 
depth sounding and sea-bed profiling (TSS 1992). The gymcompass is a gyroscope equipped 
with a north finding system. which makes use of the gravity and rotation of the Eanh and a 
darnping mechanism. The gyrocompass provides heading of a vessel, when it is aligned to the 

vessei's longitudinal axis (Wulder 1992). The sampling rate was much higher for these senson 
than that of Our GPS attitude system. The TSS had a sampling rate of 20-21 times per second 
and the gyrocompass did 6-7 times pet second. Reading resolution was every O.O1° for the 
TSS but 0. Io for the gyrocompass. The precision for the gyrocornpass was considered to be 
much lower than that of the TSS sensor. nie precision of the gyrocompass is a hinction of 
cosecant of latitude (Anschuz 1993). According to Wulder (1992), the uncertainty Ievel of a 
gyrocompass is t0.5'. The precision of the TSS sensor is tO.lO, according to its technical 
description (TSS 1992). 

Table 65.3. Technical description of sensors on board Smith 

L 

Reading 

Precision (la) 

Data rate 

Gyrocompass Anschuz 
Siandard-20 

0.1" 

d.5" 

6-7/s 

TSS33SB 
I 

0.0 1 " 
M.1" 

20-2 I l s  



The tetrahedron structure, which is the optimal antenna configuration for attitude 
detennination, was installed on board Smith and one of the antemas was used for positioning. 
Because of the strucnual constraint, the tetrahedron structure could not be installed on the 

longitudinal axis of the ship. The offset b m  the longitudinal axis was calculated using the 

GPS measurement by the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG), whose receiver is installed on the 

mast above the pivotal point of the ship. Antenna configuration was as in Table 6.5.4. The 
antennas A, B. C and D are as show in Figure A.3.4 in Appendix A. The antenna 
configuration was mounad on one of the ventilating srnichires for keeping level. The 
alignment to the ship's longitudinal axis was made as close as possible using handrails on the 
top of the bridge as reference. 

Table 65.4, GPS antenna configuration for the attitude test on board Smith 

The structure of the ship obstnicted a particular antenna during the test. The number of 
cornmon satellites available for al1 antennas varied from 4 to 7 during the test. When the ship 
made a tum. the available satellites were changed and predicted precision (which is converted 
into degrees from Attitude DOP) was also changed. For the calculation of Attitude DOP, the 

precision of the single difference phase measurement was set to tS mm. Figure 6.5.3 shows 
the change of the predicted precision by simulations (56.3) calculated using the same satellite 
constellation for the attitude calculation. When the ship made tums, some of the satellites of a 
particular baseline were obstructed by the ship's structure. The predicted precision ( l ~ ,  from 
the matrix p in Equation (6.2.3)). shows the change of satellite geometry and change in the 
precision of attitude angles dunng the test. The values vatied between 0. IO0-0.39' for roll, 
0.14°-0.260 for pitch, and 0.12O-0.22* for yaw. 

Antenna 
t 

A 

B 

C 

After resolving arnbiguities for each baseline, attitude angles were calculated. The ambiguity 
resolution was done at the fmt epoch and the solution was correct with the method described 
above (86.4). Since the baseline between the antennas on board a ship is much shorter than 
that for shore-ship relative positioaing and the number of arnbiguity sets to be tested is 
smaller, the reliability is higher than that of positioning. 
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Figure 65.3. Prtdicted precision of attitude angles by simulation for the test on board Smith 

Figure 6.5.4 shows the result of computation of attitude angles. Darker lines in Figures 6.5.4a 

and 6.5.4b are the results of moving average with the window width of 11 seconds. Square- 
root of the aposterion' variance factor for attîtude determination in single difference was 
6 . 4  mm for the mean, and d . 6  mm for the standard deviation. Figure 6.5.5 shows the output 

of the TSS sensor and gyrocompass. Roll and pitch angles were very small, ie., the maximum 
values of 0.99' for roll, and of 0.37" for pitch. Comparing both results of attitude angles of 

GPS and TSSlgyocornpass, the roll and pitch angles by GPS are much noisier than those from 

the TSS sensor. Roll and pitch angles by GPS are constantly moving up and down and the true 

angles of roll and pitch were hidden in the noise. Heading angle has similar curbs when the 

ship made tums. The difference of attitude angles between GPS and TSS/gyrocompass was 

calculated by subtracting the results of TSS/gyrocompass from those of GPS. Because of lack 
of data for TSS and gyrocompass, some 1 minute of data (out of about 70 minutes) was not 
compared. 

In order to facilitate the analysis, the difference of attitude angles was superposed into 
Figure6.5.4~ showing heading detennination (Figure6.5.6). The right hand Y-axis of 

Figure 6.5.6 shows the difference of attitude angles and left hand side shows the heading 
angles. Since the ship made huns always counterclockwise. the reading of heading was 

decreased. When she was in hirning motion, the difference between GPS and gyrocompass 
increased. It is known that the follow-up of gyrocompass is not good, and there are a few 

degrees of delay. The magnitude of delays depends on the precision of the gyrocompass and 

speed of the data processor (cornputer). There exists CU. 1" of difference between GPS and 



gyrocompass. when she was at the wharf. The value is considered as an offset-due to 
misaligrment of our GPS attitude system. Our system was not exactly aiigned to the ship's 
longitudinal axis. The middle of the figure shows the difference was mostly positive. The 
following reasons are considemi: i) reaâîng of gyrocompass was not stabilized after a 180" 

tum (Wulder 1992). ii) turning lowered the precision of heading determination, in particular, 
for the gyrocompass, iii) satellites changed a lot, as  the ship made tums, precision of attitude 
angle calculation was lowered. Since fewer satefites were available, the Attitude DOP were 
poorer for the latter haif of the test period, and iv) compensation for the speed errors of 
gyrocompass might be adjusted for the nomid navigation speed where Smith kept course 

toward the northeast Thus when she navigated at Iower than normal speed, the heading error 
became uncompensated. 

The ship made 8 ~ n i s  of 180". The steepest tum was around 1823 seconds as seen in 

Figure 4.5.9a The difference of heading was the largest around that epoch. Smaller difference 

is seen around 2497 and 3066 seconds where the tums were less sharp. The van-ation of 
difference of roll and pitch is less significant during the tuming maneuvers. The difference was 

mostly caused by the noise of GPS measurement. The difference between GPS and 
TSS/gyrocompass is summarized in Table 6.5.5. Given the precision of the TSS sensor, the 

difference between the GPS and TSS could be considered as the precision of GPS attitude 

determination for the ship in the rnoving environment. There war no significant offset for roll 
and pitch determination and the RMS values of roll and pitch determination ( 1 ~ )  were 0.3-0-4" 

for a 1.4-m baseline with estimation of dock errors. The values are larger than the previous 
test near PEPS (86.5.1). Obstruction of signals by the ship's structure degraded the precision of 

attitude angles. 

Table 6.5.5. Ditference of attitude angIcs between GPS and TSSfgyrocompass 

The heading difference was more significant. However. the cornparison with the gyrocompass 

might not be appropriate because the accuracy of the gyrocompass (am = d . S O )  was not 

better than that of the GPS attitude system. The magnitude of residuals was less than 2 cm for 

most of the time in al l  baselines. When the ship was making a turn, a little larger variation of 
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residuals is seen on alI baselines. The carrier phase noise is slightly increased by tuming. The 
dynamics might be changed with the acceIeration caused by tuming. The misclosure vector in 
the least-squares adjustment might be larger due to higher dynamics caused by himing. 
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Beahing a 300-m ship requires an accuracy of &.OS0 at 68% of probability (la) for her 
heading determination. Loriger ships require more precise sensors for heading determination. 
Rapid and reliable resolution of phase ambiguities provides an ultimate accuracy for attitude 
determination using GPS. The algorithm for resolving the GPS phase ambiguities, which 

make synergetic use of observations and characteristics of ship's berthing, were successfuliy 
developed. 

The installation of an antenna configuration would not aiways be optimal due to the structural 

constraints on board a ship. In this research, the simulation analysis was made for determining 
optimal configurations with smaller numbers of antemas in view of ship's berthing. Different 
configurations of different numbea of antennas (3, 4 and 5) were tested and optimal 

configurations were presented, Le., AK (3 antemas). TO (4 antennas) and YH (5 antennas). 

GPS allowed rapid and precise determination of attitude angles. The precision of attitude 
angles are hvice as poor in moving environment. The attitude determination by GPS is 
repeatable. However, the precision is not satisfactory with a 1.4-m baseline configuration 

(RMS value (la): t0.1-0.6°). AS-m baseline configuration could satisfy the sensor 
requirements for attitude detennination by GPS. To increase the precision and reliability of 
attitude determination, one must consider the tradeoffs such as structural deformation and less 

effective GPS ambiguity resolution for Longer baselines, e.g.. not longer than 10 m. 

Attitude determination using multiple, independent receivers requires one additional satellite 
to solve the relative oscillator (dock) offset between a pair of receivers. When the antennas are 
connected to the same receiver and antenna cables are well calibrated, resulting attitude 

detennination is less sensitive (0.02-0.05° less for 1.4-m baseline configurations according to 
the simulations) to the changes of conditions. The accuracy could be improved in this type of 

system. A higher data rate could also impmve the detennination of attitude angles by making 
averages or fütering the raw output. 

The present algonthms could provide an instantaneous and reliable ambiguity resolution for 
attitude determination with a configuration of 1.4-m baselines. In order to obtain a more 

precise and reliable attitude system with longer baselines, integration with other sensors such 

as a gyrocompas and a roll and pitch sensor might be necessary to acquire enough information 
to more reiiably resolve phase ambiguities for attitude detennination. 



ANGULAR VEtOCITY DETERMINATION 

The possibility of attitude determination using GPS was discussed in the previous chapter. 
A direct angular velocity (attitude rate) deteenation is highly desirable for use in the state 
feedback control (cf: 58.1). Controlling the ship in a beahing operation is carrïed out mainly 
by the change of state, such as velocity and yaw rate (tum rate), although the value of the 

change of state is very small at the stage of berthing. Thus, very high precision is required to 

detemine the velocity and angular velocity. The senson for mm rate determination are 
required to have an accuracy of &.02O/s at 68% probability (la)). Angular velocity can directly 
be determined, using instantaneous Doppler measurements or temporal phase dinerence. The 
results of the angular velocity determination using Doppler and temporal phase difference are 

compared in this chapter. 

Section 7.1 describes the mathematical mode1 of angular velocity determination. Section 7.2 
discusses the results of angular velocity determination. Different data sets in static and 
kinematic modes were processed and anaiyzed. As in velocity determination, physical 

correlation of Doppler and temporal phase clifference is also dimissed. Section 7.3 

summarizes the research on angular velociîy. 



7.1 Mathematical mode1 

A direct solution of angular velocity determination is possible, using the differentid phase 
rate, instead of differentiating the attitude solutions. Cohen (1992: p.102) discussed briefly the 

possibility of angular velocity determination by taking derivatives of the attitude rnaaix. 
Montgomery et al. (1994) gave experimental results for differential phase rate measurements 
made between antennas, and provided the angular velocity estimation fiom such 

measurements. The angular velocity is used to provide the initial values of attitude angles as 

the same role as the velocity for positioning. In this situation, the angular velocity multipiied 
by the sampling interval is added to the aithde angles of the previous epoch. 

Keeping in mind that r, and are constant in time and taking the time denvatives of 

Equation (6.1.3) yields the observation equation for angular velocity determination with 

R = R,(+)R2(-8)R3(v/) (cf: Equation @. 1.6)) as follows: 

The term ë j  expresses the temporai variation of direction cosines. A&{ is the phase rate 

(Doppler) for the i-th baseline and the j-th satellite in m/s and MI;--is the relative clock drift 

rate for the i-th baseline. 

In order to linearize the observation equation (7.1. l), the terms related to angular velocity have 
to be separated fiom the attitude angles. Time derivatives of the rotation matrices fiL(-+), 
R* (-8) and R, (y )  are expresseci as foilows: 

Substituting the comsponding terms of Equation (7.1.2) with Equations (7.1.3a), (7.1.3b) and 
(7.1.3c), which yields: 



with Ml = S 1 4 R 3  , M, = R I S A  , M, = RI#&. More details of the matrices, S &R3, R 1S2R5, 
and R [R2S3 are descn id  in Appendix D (§D-2). 

Linearize Equation (7.1.5) around the approximate angular velocity and take the partial 
denvatives with respect to the angular velocity 9 (radis) and relative dock drift rate for each 
baseline. Design matrix A (mn x (m + 3)) can be obtained as follows: 

1 0 O - - -  O 
m . .  
L . - 
0 . 0  

1 O O - - -  0 
O 1 O ---  O . . -  . - -  . . -  
O 1 O - - a  O . - -  . . * 
C . .  O 
O O O - - -  1 
i o f  
O 0 O - - -  1 

The single difference rnisclosure vector W contains differential phase velocity or instantaneous 
Doppler observations. 

where AB{ is the temporal phase difference between two consecutive epochs in single 
difference for the i-th baseline and the j-th satellite divided by the data rate. The initial values 

for 8, are obtained fiom the difference of attitude angles between epoch k and k-1: 



(7.1. IO) 

The term ë j  is approximated by the variation of the satellite unit vector between the two 
epochs divided by the sampling interval AR 

When the instantaneous Doppler measurements are used, the observation AS{ is substituted 
by the single ciifference Doppler measurements A@ expressed in mls. 

When the roll and pitch angles are close to Ou, ie.. @ = 8 =O0. the tirne derivative of the 
rotation matrix can be approximated as 1 = f i X ~  and this yields the observation equation: 

with 

When the initial angles are used and the rotation marrix is denoted as Ro, as in the attitude 
determination, linearizing Equation (7.1.12) around the approximate angular velocity go. 

yields: 

The matrix A (rnn x (m + 3)). which contains partial derivatives with respect to the angular 
velocity and c1wk drift rate for each baseline is obtained a s  foHows: 



With this approximation (9  =8 = CT ), the matrix A is the same as for attitude detemination and 

computational efficiency would be realized. The misclosrue vector W is calculated as in 

Equation (7.1.16). 

The normal matrix N and least-squares solution of the angular velocity is as follows: 

N = A ~ A  (7.1.17) 

Angular velocity and dock drift rate is obtained using the following equation: 

The a posteriori variance factor and the estimated variance-covariance matnx are calculated as 
follows: 

where u is the number of parameters to be estimated (u = m + 3) and nds is the number of 
single difference observations (nob = mn). The residuals are calculated as follows: 

7.2 Results of angular velocity detedation 

During the berthing maneuvers, there are small changes of heading angles. This implies yaw 

rate is not large. The following is the result of field tests in static and kinematic mode. Angular 

velocity was calculated using instantaneous Doppler and temporal phase difference. When 



cycle slips were detected or a new sateUite anived, the affected satellites at the conceming 
epochs were eliminated for the calcuiation using the temporal phase difference. 

7.2-1 Anguiar veloeity determination in static mode 

On 17 December 1996, before the kinernatic tests behind PEPS, Université Lavai, static 
observations were made on a cart for about 40 minutes. The sampiing interval was I second. 
The data was processed for attitude and angular velocity determination. The RMS values (Io) 
of angular velocity determination in this static observation were: roU rate &O. 12O/sT pitch rate 
+O.lOa/s, and yaw rate I0.06Ofs for temporal phase difference, roll rate t0.38%, pitch rate 
d.34"ls  and yaw rate tOJ6Ofs  for instantaneous Doppler measurernents. The RMS values of 
angular velocity determination by instantaneous Doppler measurements are 3 to 4 tirnes larger 

than those of temporal phase ciifference. Table 7.2.1 surnmarizes the correlation coefficients of 
angular velocity determination by temporal phase difference and instantaneous Doppler for a 
stationary vehicle. The correlation coefficients were about 0.2-0.3 for 1065 samples. The test 
value at 1% confidence level r ,a .o~,  was 0.079 (cf 55.3). The correlation of the angular 
velocity determination between Doppler and temporal phase difference for a stationary vehicle 
was statistically significant 

Table 7.2.1. CorreIation coefficients of angular velocity determination by Doppler and temporal phase difference 

1 Pitch rate 1 0.27 1 

Angular velocity ('1s) 

Roll rate 

I Yaw rate I 0.20 I 

r 

0.28 

Table 7.2.2 surnrnarïzes the results of the angular velocity detemiination in static mode for the 
PEPS test. The detailed description of the tests is in Appendix A (sA.2). The results of static 
part of angular velocity detemiination for Doppler and temporal phase difference are extracted 
and compared. The probability associateci with RMS values in Table 7.2.2 is 6846. The RMS 
values (10) for Doppler measurements in static mode were 0.15-0.44'/s and for temporal 
phase difference 0.05-0.13°/s. The RMS values of angular velocity determination by Doppler 
are about 3 times larger than those by temporal phase difference. The Doppler measurement 
can be used to determine instantaneous angular velocity, whereas temporal changes in carrier 
phase yield mean angular velocity over the measurement time interval. This explains some part 

of the larger variations in Doppler denved angular velocity. With this configuration. yaw rate 



determination is more p h s e  than roll and pitch rate determination, as in the attitude 

determination in Section 6.5.1. Comparing to the attitude resdts of the same data set, the 

magnitude of the RMS values for anplar velocity determination using temporal phase 

difference is similar to those of the attitude angles, when multiplieci by the sampling interval, 
Le-, 1 second, 

Table 72.2. R d t s  of aagular velocïty dctermiLlation In static mode 

7.2.2 Anguiar velocity determination in Linernatic mode 

This section describes the results of angular velocity detennination in kinematic mode. Since 
large ships do not roll or pitch in port, comparison was made on different rates of change of 
heading. The data was categorized into three types according to the magnitude of change rate 

of heading, Le., small, medium and large. Small rate of change of heading is the case when a 

ship is kceping a steady course. The rate of change varies las than OSO/s. Medium rate of 
change of heading is the normal way of changing her course. The rate of change is around 

0.5-2%. Large rate of change of heading is the case that seldom occurs for the maneuvering of 



large ships, but is a very common maneuver for hydrographie sounding operations. The rate of 
change is larger than 2Ofs. but usudy does not exceed S'/sa 

S d  rate of change of heading: The test near PEPS was carried out on a straight road m-th 

very small change of heading- Detailed description of the test û in Appendix A (GA.2). 

Moving part of the results for angular velocity determination was extracted and interpolated at 
distance X. The mean and RMS values are calculated for each meter of distance. Then the 

mean of RMS was finally obtained. Figure 7.2.1 shows the results of yaw rate aiter the 
interpolation for Doppler measurements. Figure 7.2.2 shows the same with temporal phase 

difference- 

Doppler 
RMS mean = +b.53a/s 
RMS MAX = t0.99Vs 

m * . 1 . I m * I 
1 I 8 8 I D 1 1 I I I 

35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 

x (ml 
Figure 72.1, Yaw rate determination using instantaneous Doppler for PEPS test cafter interpolation) 

Phase difference RMS mean = 4.16% 
RMS MAX = +0.33'/s 
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Figure 7.2.2. Yaw rate detemination using temporal phase difftrence for PEPS test (after interpolation) 

The results by Doppler measurements are about 4 times noisier than those by temporal phase 

difference as in static mode. The magnitude of the RMS values in kinematic mode is about 3 
to 4 times as large as those in the static mode. The mean of the RMS values (10) with 



instantaneous Doppler is M.53% for yaw rate, t0.9S0/s for roll rate and *1.17O/s for pitch 
rate. The mean of the RMS values (la) with temporal phase difference is 10.16Ok for yaw 

rate, dI.26% for rolI rate and dI28O/s for pitch rate. As the velocity of the cart was not 

constant, the anplar veIocity or (mowig) anguiar velocity might be different even if it had the 

same attitude. The error sources in kinematic mode are probably erroa associated with the 

linear interpolation. The cart did not pass the same path or did not have the same orientation 
during the tests. However, the results show that the angular velocity determination is 
repeatable with small rate of change of heading. 

Medium rate of change of heading: Another kinematic test was conducted on 31 August 
1995 at Beauport. The detailed description of the tests is in Appendix A (5A.4). Four Ashtech 

GPS receivers were installeci on a cart. The cart was pulled by hand at the mean velocity. ca. 

1 m/s. The data was processed for anplar velocity detemination. Since the data consisted of 

both static and kinematic parts, cornparison was made to see the difference in different 
observation modes. Figure 7.2.3 shows the results of pitch rate determination using 

instantaneous Doppler. Figure 7.2.4 shows the sarne using differential phase velocity. Larger 
noise level with Doppler measurements is apparent, although the two figures show similar 

trend. Figure 7.2.5 shows yaw rate using temporal ph- difference superimposed on the result 
of heading determination. Yaw rate shows clearly the trend of the change of heading. 

Table 7.2.3 summarizes the square-root of the aposteriori variance factor of the anguiar 
velocity determination using Doppler and phase velocity The squan-root of the a posteriori 

variance factor in kinematic mode was tl.4 cmls for Doppler and I0.3 cm/s for temporal 

phase difference. The a posîeriori variance factor was about 1.5 times larger in kinematic 

mode than in static mode. This clearly shows that the noise level is increased in kinematic 
mode. 

Table 7.2.3. Cornparison of the a posteriori va"ance factor in different modes 

a o  

mcan 

RMS (la) 

Doppler Temporal phase difference 

static 

I0.8 

11.9 

static 

t0.3 

I0.2 

kincmatic 

k1.4 

&.O 

kulematic 

I0.4 

a . 2  
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Figure 72.3. Pitch rate detcnninati*~~~ using Doppler for the test at Beauport 
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Figure 7.2.4. Pitch rate determination using temporal phase difference for the test at Beaupon 
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Figure 7.25. Cornparison of heading and yaw rate by temporal phase différence for the test at Beauport 

Large rate of change of heading: The test on board Smith contained 180" tums in difierent 
change rate of heading. Details of the test are in Appendix A (gA.3). There was no sensor 
which provided direct measurernent of angular velocity. However, making use of temporal 



difference of attîtude fiom the gymcompass ami TSS sensor on board Smith, the quality of 
angular velocity detemiination was es tirnatecl. Figure 7.2.6 shows the result of angular velocity 
calculation using instantaneous Doppler measurements for the test on board Smith. 

Time from the Start (8) 

Figure 7.2.6a. Roll rate determination using Doppler on board Smith 
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Figure 7.2.6b. Pitch rate determination using Doppler on board Smith 
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Figure 7.2.6~. Yaw rate determination using Doppler on board Smith 



Figure 7.2.7 shows the same using the temporal meresce of phase measurements. The mean 
and RMS value (la) of square-rwt of the aposten'ori variance factor of angular velocity 
determination were I0.5 cmls and t0.6 cmls for temporal phase difference, t1.0 cmls and 
20.6 cmls for instantaneous Doppler measurements. 
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Figure 7.2.7a RoIl rate determination using temporal phase difference on  board Smith 
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Figure 7.2.7b- Pitch rate determination using tempord phase difference on board Smith 
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Figure 7.2.7~- Yaw rate determination using temporal phase difference on board Smith 



Rate of change of headr'ng, which is a temporal difference of heading (divided by the data rate) 
obtained by the gyrocompass. is shown in Figure 7.2.8. Then is a similar tendency to the 
results of yaw rate obtained by the direct caiculation of yaw rate by GPS. Figue 72.9 shows 
the difference of the two. 

Tirne from tfm Start (8) 

Figure 7-2.8, Temporal differcnce of hcading by the gyrocompass on board Smith 

GPS @phase) - Gyrocompas+ - mean = 0.01 a g ~ )  RMS=&16* 
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Figure 7.2.9. Difference of yaw rate between GPS (temporal phase difference) and temporal difference of 
heading by the gyrocompass on board Smith 

Difference of angular velocity between the temporal ciifference of TSS sensor and 
gyrocompass and GPS angular velocity determination is summarized in Table 7-24. 

Difference between the temporal phase Merence and extemal sensors was 0.164.27O/s for 
temporal phase difference and 0.3 1-0.67"/s for Doppler measurements. The resul ts obtained by 

Doppler measurements were about 2.5 times noisier than temporal phase difference. Although 
the ratio of yaw rate is slightly smaIler than roll and pitch, it is considend that there are errors 
in rate of change of heading in gyrocompass. 



TabIe 7 2.4. Differcnce of angular veIocity determination between GPS and temporal differcnce of 
TSS/gyrocompass 

1 1 Doppler 1 Temporal phase ciifferencc 1 

7.2.3 Physicaï correIation ktween Doppler and temporaï phase dinerence 

Dïffèrence ("1s) 
I 

Roll rate 
" 

Pitch rate 

Yaw rate 

Cornparison was made between Doppler and temporal phase difEerence measurement. In 
Chapter 5 (55.3). physical correlation of Doppler and phase measurement was described for 
the velocity determination. The comlation between the two measurements for the angular 
velocity determination was also investigated. Table 7.2.5 shows the correlation coefficients of 

angular velocity determination with the two measurements for the test at Beauport. 

Table 7.2.5. Correlation cotffîcicnts of angular velocity determination by Doppler and tempord phase difference 

mean 

0.04 

-0.02 

0.02 

1 Pitch rate 1 0.34 1 

RMS (La) 

I0.67 

t0.63 

t03l 

mean 

0.03 

-0.03 

0.0 1 

Angular vclocity ('fs) 
1 

Roll rate 

1 Yaw rate 1 0.65 1 

RMS (La) 

d.27 

dl-23 

&. 16 

r 

0.25 

There are lower correlations in roll and pitch rates. However, the level of correlation is as high 

as those of static observations for the PEPS test. The correlation coefficients are larger when 
the variation of angular velocity is larger. It is considered that the random error becomes 
negligible with a larger change rate of attitude angles. 

Table 7.2.6 sumxnarizes the correlation coefficients of residuals between the two types of 

measurements in different baselines for the PEPS test. Correlation coefficients were calculated 
for each baseline, each satellite. Comlation coefficients of the residuals of the two types of 
measurements were in general larger with lower satellites for al1 three baselines. Test value for 
correIation coefficients with 1% confidence level r ~ . o i ,  for 2780 observations was 0.W 

(cf. 55.3). Since the antennas and receivers used in the tests are considered as sarne types, 
correlation between the baselines are obvious. However, Table 7.2.6 shows the correlation of 

residuals for the same sateilite between the baselines except in some Doppler measurements. 



Sorne satellites have lower correlations han others. It might be due to intemal noise level and 
the errors associated with the signal propagation fiom the satellite. 

Table 7.2.6- Correlation coefficients of rcsiduais bctween Doppler and phase measurements in different 
baselines for the test near PEPS 

Table 7.2.7 shows correlation coefficients of nsiduals between Doppler and temporal phase 

difference measurements for each baseline for the tests on board Smith. The number of 
samples was 3600 for the satellites listed below. The correlation coefficients were 0.2-0.3. 
Given the number of observation, 3600. the value shows the significance of correlation 

between the two measurements. The test value with 1% confidence level rd.01, was 0.043, 

The residuals from ail of the satellites on the thne baselines were significantly correlated- As 

the satellites had similar elevation, the relation between the satellite elevation and correlation 
coeficients are not clear. Satellites with higher elevation angles might be more correlated in 
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SV 

L 

5 

, 23 

this case- 

Table 7.2.7. Correlation coefficients of tcsiduals between Doppler and phase measurements in different 
baselines for the test on board Smith 

Elevation (O) 

Dunng the turning maneuvers, the residuds of angular velocity determination using temporal 

phase difference in al l  baselines, were larger than those for the period when she was making a 

steady course. The sarne cm be said using the Doppler measurements. As for the result, the 
a posteriori variance factor becornes larger and the precision is lowered in the case of rapid 

change of attitude angles. As in the velocity detemination, higher data rate would be required 

for a vehicle which has larger change rate of attitude angles. 
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Controlling a ship in berthïng operation is mainly by the change of state, such as velocity and 
tum rate (yaw rate), although the value of the change of state is very smail at the stage of 
berthing. Thus, very high precision is required to determine the velocity and angular velocity 
The accuracy requîreâ for yaw rate is t0.02"ls at 68% probability (le).). Direct calculation of 
angular velocity using Doppler and temporal difference of phase measurements was 
investigated. 

The RMS value (la) of- yaw rate determination is O-0S0fs in static mode and O.l6O/s in 
kinematic mode using temporal phase difference. The repeatable accuracy of GPS yaw rate 
determination has a similar value as the difference of yaw rate between the GPS and temporal 
difference of heading by gyrocompass. It is considered that this order of accuracy could be 
obtained with a 1.23-1.4 m baselinel 

The RMS value (lc) of yaw rate with Doppler was 0.2"ls in static mode and 0.53'/s in 
kinematic mode. The precision in kinematic mode is larger than that in static mode. This may 
be caused by the receiver dyaamics, the errors associated with the linear interpolation of 
angular velocity and uncertainty of angular velocity because of random movement between the 
two consecutive measurements. 

The precision of angular velocity solution scales with baseline length as in the attitude 

determination. Our test results showed that angular velocity determination with the baseline of 

either 1.23 m or 1.4 m does not meet the critena of angular velocity determination. 
Extrapolating the results and taking into account the error sources in kinematic mode. a 10-m 
baseline configuration using temporal difference of phase measurements could satisfy the 
cnteria of angular velocity for ship's berthing. Higher data rate might be helpful for smwthing 
out the noise of GPS signais. 



INTEGRATION TO AN AUTOMATIC BERTEKNG SYSTEM 

h the previous chapters, the navigation solution of position. velocity, attitude (roll. pitch and 
heading) and angular velocity (attitude rate) and the accuracy (68% probability (la)) of the 

GPS-based system were discussed. The present study was focused on the problems of sensors 
used in the berthing system. Precise estimation of ship's state vector at the time of berthing 
would mainly be reaiized by a GPS-based system. There exist different approaches for 
controlling a ship by employing different control theories. This Chapter 8 describes a general 
concept of an automatic berthing system and various aspects related to the berthing system. 
Particularly, the use of GPS-based solutions in the berthing guidance system is discussed. 

Section 8.1 describes a generai concept of an automatic berthing system and basic control 
theory followed by a control strategy and a general procedure of automatic berthing in 

Section 8.2. Section 8.3 discusses a real-tune GPS-based system. The position of a GPS-based 
system is defined in the framework of a berthing system Section 8.4 describes the possibility 
of integration with other sensors to improve the reliability of a GPS-based system. The use of a 

mathematical mode1 and a Kaiman fdter for prediction of ship's state vectors is discussed in 
Section 8.5. Section 8.6 discusses the integrïty of system, to obtain a reüable system for a 
berthing system. 



8.1 Automatic berthing system 

In an automatic berthing system, a ship is coasidered as an unbiown large plant to be 
controiled For example, an operator of the ship steers using a wheei, activates a rudder and 
changes her course. Even if the operator did steer the same angles, the response or output is 
different fiom one ship to another. This is because the plant (ship) does not have sarne 
dynamics. The environment changes give another difference for the ship's operation because 
the disturbance affects her maneuverability. Figure 8.1.1 shows a ship control system. An 

effective controller gives an optimal maneuverability under any circumstances. However, 

ship's dyuamics changes with velocity, loading condition, weaîher, depth of water, etc. and 
thus, it has some degree of uncertainty. Most of controllers employ the control theory using a 
feedback of the state to compensate this uncertainty from the observations. A feedback 
controller determines the control input (controlled variables) according to the magnitude of 
control dflerence so that the state output coincides to the desired state. How to determine the 

controlled variables is different from one controller to another. Each controller has different 
control rules such as optimal control, PI (proportional and integral) control. fuzy  control, etc. 

(Shoiji et al. 1992; Kobayashi & Shimura 1995). Some are more complicated than others. The 
foIlowing are the simplest control rules (P conuol) for controlling a ship using a mdder, a 
controllable pitch propeller (CPP) and bow and stem thnisten are expressed as follows 
(Shouji & Ohtsu 1992, 1993; Shouji et al. 1993): 

where, 
S 
8 

: ordered mdder angle; 
: desired nidder angle; 
: actual heading angle; 
: desired heading angle; 
: actual yaw rate; 
: desired yaw rate; 
: actual forward velocity; 

: desireci fonuard velocity; 
: ordered blade angle of BP; 
: d e s i d  blade angle of CPP; 



G' : ordered force of bow thrustet; 

K. : ordered force of stem thruster; 

To" : desired force of bow thruster; 

T: : desired force of stem thrutet; and 

Ki9 : constants. 

Control command (e-g., 6, &*. T;, TI) is calculated according to the ship's hydrodynamics, 
and functional limitation, delay and effkiency of the actuators. 

Figure 8.1.1. Diagram of an autopilot control 

8.2 Control method 

Figure 8.2.1 shows the berthing procedure and the control strategy. The contml method is 

sumrnarized in the following. Fint, an optimal route is computed and control the ship to 
follow the route. If the deviation from the desired route is large, one must generate an updated 
trajectory. Measurements, cornparison and control are repeated until the berthing is completed. 
Individual solutions are obtained from the measurements, and then the state vectors are 
predicted at a fixed time intemal, for example, ATl. The berthing system compares the 

obtained state of the ship with the desireci state and the reference trajectory. The deviation 
from the desired state is comcted by the operation of actuators. The system cornputes the 

force and moment to obtain the desired state. The system selects pairs of the force and moment 
and aiiocates the control input to each of actuators. The system predicts the ship's state after 
the input of control command after AT2 seconds and calculates the difference from the desired 



state. And fmally, the system selects a set of commands to actuators which minimizes the cost 

.- - < Guide lines for position 8 attitude 
A 

Figure 8.21. Berthing procedure and control strategy 

8.3 GPS-based system for a berthing system 

8.3.1 GPS-based positioning and attitude system 

The main component on board a ship is the GPS-based system consisting of (3 or) 4 GPS 
antennas and receivers. The data from one of these onboard receivers are also used for 
determination of the ship's position and velocity. The measurements from the onboard sensoa 
are time tagged or synchronized using an external dock and stored in a buffer or temporary 
memory. When the estimation of dock parameter becomes unnecessary, sensitivity and 

number of unknowns to be estimated are reduced for attitude determination (Cohen 1992; 
Ueno et al. 1997). The data are called by intempt control and processed in the main computer. 
The fifth (or fowth) receiver is at the GPS reference station on shore and the measurements, 
i-e., the carrier phases. pseudoranges and Doppler are received through a radio link. Other 
sensors, necessary to acquire enough information to reliably resolve integer arnbiguities for 
attitude determination could be an inexpensive roll and pitch sensor and gyrocompass or 
magnetic compas. 

Figure 8.3.1 shows the flowchart of the red-time integrated system. Two cornputers will be 

used on board a ship. One would be allocated for processing GPS data and the other for 

processing th= data fiom other sensors, cg., ship's speed log, gyrocompass, and for backup. 
Field tests were conducted to verify the peifonnance of the algorithm developed in this 

research (inside dashed line with computer #1). Details are discussed in Chapters 4,s. 6 and 7. 
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Figure 8.3.1- FIowchart of the d-time integrated system 

The GPS user has to keep in mind that the position of the antenna is determined. If it is 
necessary to obtain the motion of another point of the ship, like the center of gravity, the 
antenna position has to be transformed to the desireà point The measurement mode1 of the 

ship's position wasured by a GPS mceiver is obtained after the transformation. If the GPS 
data is used in another mode such as raw data, the signal mode1 will change accordingly. 



83.2 Rd-Time kinematic GPS 

Ih connection with relative GPS positioning and velocity determination, the shore-based 
reference station has the same number of observables as for the ship station. For real-tirne 
applications, the reference station must have a radio link to transfer the data to the ship using a 
local teIemetry unit @TCM 1994). The tirne to transfer the data is function of the message 
length, thus the number of observables. 

Red-time implies that the transfer of data must be at a very high bit rate. Schwarz et al. (1994) 

conducted tests of time latency of radio link by sending UA-code. L1 phase and Dl  Doppler 
measurements with 9 600 bits per second (bps) rate. For 7 satellites, the time latency was 
about 1.4 second. At the present date, higher bit rate is available. When the bit rate of 57 600 

bps is used, the time latency would be diminished to 0.3 second. The impact of time latency 
would be less critical for ship's berthing applications. where the ship's speed is low. Since 
controlling a ship is based on the predicted state estimate, the time Iatency would not be a 

deterministic factor for the implementation of a berthing system, although a good prediction 
mode1 of filtering would be required. 

Code correction and correction rate are currently broadcast in marine DGPS networks. If 

carrier phase correction and correction rate are avaiiable in a marine DGPS network, it would 
be advantageous (e.g.. cornputational aspect, time latency) to real-time applications. However, 
even if the phase correction and correction rate were broadcast, the closest GPS reference 
station available for a ship in a paaicular port could be about a hundred kilometers away. If it 

is as fa .  as 200 km, the effect of prediction errors would become significant with distance from 

the reference station. Other error sources such as modeling of atmospheric errors and 

transformation of local cwrdinate systems would also affect the precision of relative 
positioning. Thus, a GPS reference station should be set up in port. 

8.4 Integration of sensors 

GPS positioning in kinematic mode implies lower degnes of fieedom than static positioning, 
because of the number of unknowns to be resolved, compareci to the numbtr of observations at 
every epoch. Therefore. redundant measmments would be required. As GPS is not a perfect 
system in al1 circumstances. a single system deficiency may require integration with other 
systems on board the ship. The integration of sensors is achieved using a Kalman fdter 
(Abbon & Gent 1983; Dunham Bi Kriegsman 1988; McMillan 1988; McMillan et al. 1993). 



A prelirnhary choice of sensors to be integraîed can be made on the following basis: 
i) systems thai alrrady exist on board normal ships could be used, ïî) installation of too many 
additional systems only for beahing, should be avoided, and iii) no expensive systems are 
desired. 

In the area of aviation, GPS/INS integraiion is a common practice. However, the INSs for 
ships are expensive because the voyage lasu much longer than aisraft fligha. Thus, much 
more precise INSs are required and they must regularly be updated by GPS or other methods. 
As a result, shïps are not normaiiy equipped with such systems. It follows that the other 

systems with the GPS-based system wïli be gyrocompass. rate integrating gyro, Doppler sonar 

log as in the example of the use (Takai & Ohtsu 1990). The information fiom measurements 
with a speed log is useh1 to estimate the cument velocity. 

In order to control a ship at the time of berthing, special measurements related to actuatots' 
s ta tu  are required. The measurements are the torque of the propeller shaft, the number of 
revolutions, the rudder angles and the velocity and direction of wind. Simple instruments could 

provide suficiently accurate measurements for these measurements. The instruments are. for 

example, strain gauges for the torque of the propeller shafi pulse counter for the engine 
revolution, a potentiometer for the rudder angle, wind vane or anernometer for wind. The 
systems which facilitate berthhg maneuvers are thmsters and a controllable pitch propeller 

(CPP), 

A Kalman filter would be employed in order to integrate the measund data from various 

senson of different accuracy and to give an optimal estimation of position. velocity. 
yawheading and yaw rate (state vectors). Implementation of a Kalman filter is ideal to 

integrate the al1 time-stamped data, including GPS-based system. Using a Kalman filter, al1 
observations for navigation computation are not nuxssarily needed at one single instant of 
time (Spaans 1988) An exiended Kaiman Nter could be used to estimate unknown 
hydrodynamic parameters of the ship together with state vectors (Saelid et al. 1983; 

Miller & Dove 1991). However, implementation of the mathematical model requires intensive 
labor and computation time to solve a number of hydrodynamic coefficients. 

The dynamics of the sensors are important for the integrated navigation system. The 
measurement model. the knowledge of the statistics of the measurements and the system noise 

for each sensor will be required for the integration. A tentative system configuration is shown 

in Figure 8 -4.1. 
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Figure 8.4.1- Configuration of the rcai-time intcgratcd system 

8.5 Mathematical model of ship's maneuverability 

In order to estimate a shipfs path and predict the state for control in a berihing operation. one 
must employ the ship's maneuvering model. The mathematical maneuvering model includes 



numbers of hydrodynamic coefficients, which represent the behavior of a particular ship- Every 
ship has her own set of coefficients. The coefficients, which for a given ship are usually 
evaluated based on constrained tests of a model in a towkg tank, may suffer sale effects when 

applied to the full-size ship, especiaily for Mi forrns and in shallow water. The mathematical 
model must be physicaiiy meaningfbi and applicable to sea trials, adaptive to a wide range of 
conditions (shallow water, slow speed, confïned water, etc.) to express the relationship to the 

real ship. DBerent mathematical models which take different approximations are found in the 

Iiterature (Abkowitz 1980; Kose et aL 1981; Burns et al- 1985; Kobayashi & Horikawa 1987; 

Ohtsu et al. 1990; Yarnato et al. 1990; B m s  1995). GPS integrated to other sensors would be 
used to determine the hyckodynamic coefficients (Fiedler etai. 1994; 1996). This section 

describes a general idea of estimation and prediction of the ship's state using GPS solution and 
in traduction of Kalman filtering. 

The model is based on the Newtonian force equation which yields in the ship fixed coordinate 
system: 

where, 
rn : mass of ship (kg); 

: added mass of ship (kg); 

: fornard and laterd speed of ship (mls); 
: tuni rate (radk); 

: moment of inertia around z-axis (kg m2); 
: added terms of moment of inertia (kg m2); 

: hydrodynamic force on the hull dong x-axis and y-axis (N); 

: rudder force 0; 
: propeller force (N); 
: wind force (N); 

: thruster force (N); 

: hydrodynamic moment on the hull (N m); 
: moment caused by the rudder around the z-axis (N m); 
: moment caused by thmster (N rn); and 
: moment caused by the wind (N m). 



The state vector differential quation consists of motion equation and observation equations 
and is used in the Kalnan Ntering and control. 

: system matrix which describes the system dynamics; 
: input matrix; 
: matrix which describes the influence of the disturbance on the system; 
: output d x ;  
: state vector; 
: input vector; 
: system noise; 
: system output; and 
: measurement noise. 

The state vector contains the variables which describe the behavior of a ship and a pan of the 

actuator dynarnics. The variables concemed are: ship's velocity (u, v), turn rate (* = r ), ship's 
position (x, y), heading (y), rudder angle (4, blade angle of CPP (op) and current velocity 
(u,,v,). The combination of al1 the state variables of ship and actuators gives the following 
description of the state vector at the time r. 

The measurements vector contains the data measured by the sensors available on board a ship. 

For example, ship's position is obtained from GPS, hun rate h m  rate gyro and GPS, heading 
from gyrocompass and GPS, velocity over the ground from GPS and velocity through the 

water fiom speed log. The subscripts gps, gyro, rgyro and sl are for the solution by GPS, 
gyrocompass, rate gyro and spbed log, respectively. The nsults obtained from GPS 
observations (Chapters 4,5,6 and 7) are included as measurements in the measurement vector 

y(t) as follows: 



To calculate the system matrùr m), the relation between the state vector and the measurement 
vector have to be defined (cJ Equation (8.52b)). 

The knowledge of the statistics of the measurement noise is implemented in the covariance 

matrk which is the square of each system noise in the vector s(t). The element of s(t)  is the 

measurement noise which is a random signal with an unknown standard deviation. 

The input and action of the actuaton are approximated by the fmt order lag with time 
constant, Tc*): 

Observation equation is expressed as follows: 

~ u = ( m v r + X , + X R + X p + X w ) / ( m + q )  

6= (-mur+Y,+Y, +Y,+Y,)/(m+nq) 
i = (NH+ Nn t N T + N w ) / ( I , + I , )  
x= ucosiy-vsin~+u, 
y = usîn y + v c o s ~ + v c  

y = r  

6 = ( 6 ' - @ / ~ ,  
. e, = (8; -ed/ r, 

The above equations are written in matrix form. System matrix F(t) and output matrix H(t) are 
expressed as hinction of several States. The matrices F(t) and H(t) can be obtained using 

bibliographical references, e.g., Kose et al. (1981), Ogawa & Harnarnoto (1981), Takai Br 
Ohtsu (1990), Wulder (1992). Sbouji et al. (1992), Burns (1995). 

These terms of d and g', form a control input vector i(t) and the control forcing hinction 
matrix Gl(t) become as foiiows: 



The vector w(t) contains all the statistical information of the disturbances (system noise) acting 

on the system, due to errors on mathematical mode1 and outside disturbances. This results in: 

The matrix which descr i i  the influence of disturbances of the system, G2(t) can be wrîtten in 
the simplest manner: 

G,(t) =dikg {1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1) (8.5.12) 

To simpIiQ the implementation of the Kalman fdter, the system mode1 in Equation (8.5.2) is 
expressed in a discrete fonn, which yields: 

~ ( k )  =O(k,k+W(k - Q+rl(k,k-l)i(k-D+r,(k,k - l ) ~ ( k  - 1) 

Y (k) = mkrx(!)  +m 
AT = t, - t,-, 

w here, 
k-1, k : time indices (k= O, 1,2 ...); 

@(k, k-1) : (n x n) state transition matrix; 

x(k) : n-dimensional vector of state variabIes; 
i(k-1) : p-dimensional vector of deterministic input; 
ï i(k,  k-1) : (n x p) controi input ma&; 
Tz(k. k-1) : (n x s) system noise input matrix; 

w(k-1) : s-dimensional vector of system noise; 

Y (k) : m-dimensional vector of observations; 

H(k) : (nt x n) deign matrix; and 

s(k) : m-dimensiond vector of measurement noise. 

The relationship between a continuous and a discrete system is written as (Gelb 1974: p. 1 17): 

The process of Kalman fdter consists of two parts, i.e., time update and measurement update. 
The time update is the prediction of the state vector and its (error) covariance using the system 

mode1 and its statistics. The measurement update is the improvement of the prediction, both 
the state and its (error) covariance, which gives the fitered state. The indices of the fonn ,Ij 



denote estimates at time i based on aii measurements until time j. The index Mk-1 thus 

indicates one step predicted values, whereas klk denotes the estimate at time k using dl 
measurements including y (k) (Salmiann 1988). 

î ( k [ k )  = ~ ( k l k  - 1) t ~ ( k ) { y ( k )  - j (k) )  (8 -5- I Sa) 

j(k) = ~ ( k ) ~ ( k l k  - 1) = ~i(k){@(k k - l y ( k  - Jk - 1) + r, (k k - L)i(k - 1)) (8.5-1%) 

where, 

i(kIk) : estirnated state at time k, which includes the measurements until tirne k; 

f (klk - 1) : prrdicted state vector at time k with the measuremnts until time k-1; 

K(k) : Kaunan gain at time k; 

Y (4 : measurement vector at time k; and 

%) : predicted output at time k with system modeI. 

The estimated state f (klk) is the predicted stater^(klk - 1) comected by the difference between 
the measured output ~ ( k )  and the predicted output i ( k )  weighted b y  the Kalman gain matrix. 
The Kalman gain K(k) depends on the statistics of the measurement noise s(k) and the system 
noise w(k) according to: 

where P(.) is the covariance matrix which contains the statistical properties of the state vector 

î(.) ; and R(k) is the covariance matrix which contain the statistical properties of the 

measurernents. 

The covariance matrix corresponding to the predicted state vector f (klk - 1) is calculated by: 

~ ( k l k  - 1) =@(k -IF(& - llk - l)@(k - 1lT + r 2 ( k  - l)Q(k - 1)r2(k - l)* (8.5.17) 

where Q(k) is the covariance rnatrix which contains the statistical properties of mode1 
uncertainties. 

The covariance matrix corresponding ta the estimated state vector i(kIk) is calculated by: 

P (klk) = { I  - ~(k)ZZ(k)}p (klk - 1) (8.5.18) 

The covariance maaices for the measwement and system noise are defined as: 



To start the Kalrnan filter algonthm, some initial values have to be known. These values are 

P(OI0) and î(0(0). The initiai values are dcula ted  using the least-squares adjustment. The 
calculation steps are as foiiows: 

(1) compute the predicted state using: 

i(k1k - 1) =@(k, k - lY(k - qk -1) +r1(k, k - l)i(k - 1) 
(2) compute the predicted state covariance matrix using: 

~ ( k l k  - 1) =@(k - l)P(k - llk - l)@(k - 1)' + r z ( k  - l)Q(k - l)rz(k - 1)' 

(3) compute the gain mauix using: 

(4) estimate the new filtered state using: 

I (k lk )  = Z(klk - 1) + ~ ( k ) ( ~ ( k )  - ~(k)} 

j (k )  = H(k)s(k) = ~ ( k X @ ( k  k - l)î(k - 1) + r , (k, k - l)i(k - 1)) 

(5) compute the new state covariance matrix using: 

P (klk) = { I  - ~(k)R(k)}~(k(k - 1) 

(6) increment k and go to step (1). 

Using Equation (8.5.20c), the predicted state is calculated, e.g., at an interval of ATl. If another 
measurement is avaiiable, the state vector could be updated. If there were no measurements, 

the predicted state would be available. After the estimation of the ships state, the system 
compares the estimate to the desired state. ControUing a ship in a berthing operation is made 

using one of the control niles as described in Section 8.1. 



8.6 Integrity of system 

When the overall system becomes cornplex, the possibility of a failure increases. If the system 
becomes unable to produce the requirrd estimaîe, the operator must immediately be informed- 
"Integrity" is the ability of a system to provide timely wamings to users when the system 
should not be used for navigation (FRP 1997). In other words. a navigation system having 
suficient integrity wiil infonn the operator. when it is presenting erroneous data beyond the 

limits for proper navigation (Kinal 199 1). 

The extreme reliability required for precision approach establishes the need for an active 
integrity verification system. in aïrcraft applications. A GPS receiver must be able to detect 
and reject satellite signais that would Iead to unacceptably large position and velocity errors. A 

number of useful RAIM (Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring) and RAIM-type 
algorithms have been developed to detect and isolate a failed satellite for civil aviation (e-g., 
Kovach et al. 1994; Rdice & Wilson 1993). As the GLONASS system is slowly getting to 

full operation, the use of GLONASS satellites could improve the detection and isolation of 
erroneous satellite data, 

RAIM type integrity monitoring scheme would be required for a berthing operation. Using the 

RAIM scheme, the quality of measurements could be monitored. and unfavorable data could 
be elirninated for fûriher computation. The quality of real-time carrier phase correction and 

correction rate could be monitored on board a ship. Correct solution of GPS ambiguities 
assures centimeter-level of accuracy. The status of ambiguity resolution is controlled using a 

number of flags. For example, when the ambiguities are resolved, flags are raised for each pair 
of satellite and a set of ambiguities. When the cycle slips are detected, the flag for a particular 

pair of satellites is dropped. The least-squares solutions are statisticdly tested at each epoch 

and the flags are also controlled as the result of those statistical (validation) tests. For 
kinematic GPS, using the flags which show the status of ambiguity resolution and square-root 
of the a posteriori variance factor, quality of measurement could be controlied. Figure 8.6.1 is 
an example which shows the relation between a square-rwt of the a posteriori variance factor 

and a quality index. Figure 8.6.2 shows the relationship between horizontal error at a known 
coordinate and a quaiity index. The horizontal error was less than 2 cm (> 95%) when the 

quality index was 0.25. La this case, the quality index was caiculated by simple multiplication 

of a constant factor 20. For the kinematic GPS, the constant could be about 20 for a reasonable 
value of a quality index between O and 1. 'Ilirrsholds have to be determineci to minimize the 

false alarm rate. 
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Figure 8.6.1. Relation betwecn square-mot of the a posteriori variance factor and quality index 

Automatic systems must be reliable and the 

operator must immediately be infomed when a 
failure has occurred, Automation of operation 
should not produce another complexity or 
danger than improve the operational 

environment. Accidents might occur with a 
combination of several factors, These factors 

could be in relationship between a human 
operatcii, the machines used in the operation 
and the operational environment amund the 
human operator and the machines, which 
provides condition and limitation. - L e s  tinng, 
fool-proof display, user friendly operation and 

Figure 8.6.2. Relation between horizontal 
emr of known coordinates and quality index 

countenneasures for fault operation are necessary but training of crews is more important. The 
simulation training for collision avoidance in congested waters is effective. Automation of 
ships operation needs adequate training for operators when the system is either operational or  
not. Technological development influences and sometirnes provides a large impact on safety of 
navigation. If an operator could cany out the berthing maneuver without any complicated 

operation through automation, human emrs cm be eliminated and then eventuaily safer 

navigation could be achieved. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The berthing maneuver is the most delicate and difficult but important phase in ship's 
navigation. It requires many skilled crews, but still depends on the eyes and sensing of a 
human as it did befon. The use of automated systerns is becoming more and more popular in 
many fields. However, automation of ship's navigation is far behind state-of-the-art 
technology, compared to applications for aircraft and land vehicles. if an operator could cany 

out the berthing maneuver without any complicated operation, human errors would be 
eliminated and then safer navigation could eventually be achieved. 

This research was conducted in view of controlling a ship during berthing operations. 
Automatically controiling a ship to bring her to the wharf is a multi-faceted problem and 

requires the integration of knowledge of specialists fiom a variety of fields, that include 
navigation, engineering, electronics, rnathematics, ship's dynamics, etc. In order to convol a 
ship at the time of berthing, one must very precisely estimate her path in real time. This 

requires precise prediction of the rate of change of the state vector, accurate measurements of 
position, velocity, heading and tum rate. The main objectives of the research were to provide 
necessary information of position, velocity, attitude and angular velocity used in the berthing 

guidance system, by means of a GPS-based system and to assess the performance of the 

GPS-based sensor. 



This finai chapter summarizes conclusions of the rrs«ufh and recommendations for future 
investigations, 

9.1 Conclusions 

The requirements for navigation systems in gened concem the following points: capabiiity 
(accuracy), availability. continuity. reliability and integrity (Vieweg 1993). Different types of 
system parameters are described and used in the Federai Radionavigation Plan (FRP 1997). 

When the navigation solution is discussed, the main conceras are their accuracy and reliability. 

A fundamental aspect of guidance and control is the precise estimation of ship's path in real 
time. Rapid and diable resolution of the phase ambiguities provide an ultimate accuracy for 
GPS positioning and attitude detemination. Sensoa for the determination of position, 
velocity, heading and yaw rate to realize automatic berthing operation would require the 
following accurafy at 68% probability (la). 

Table 9.1.1. Sensor requircments for the berthing of a 300-m ship 

1 1 Position 1 Vdociiy 1 Heading 1 Yaw Rate 1 

In this research, a GPS-based system which provides navigation information of position, 

velocity, attitude (roll, pitch and heading) and angular velocity to be used in a berthing system 
was investigated. Based on the investigations done in this research and results obtained €rom 
ihe field tests and dataprocessing, the following conclusions can be drawn. 

For GPS positioning. an approach of the phase ambiguity resolution which is a combination of 

the two existing methods (seasch me- and pseudosbservation method) was investigated 
and compared to each other. For dual-hquency receivers, the search method is very efficient 

but with single-frequency receivers using only UA-code. L1 carrier (phase and Doppler), it is 

much more difficult because, the precision of the Ntered code is not better than 1 m, thus. a 

large number of combination ( 6 7  cycles) must be tested as L1 has a wavelength of only 



0.2 m and the probability of finding the correct combination becomes low. Pseudo-observation 
method can accumulate the information (observations). 

The combined approach takes advautage of both approaches and makes synergetic use of ail 

observations accumulateci tilI that epoch. The sccumulation of information allows the 
reduction of the search space to &-3 cycles instead of +5-7 cycles. When the size of windows 
and the approximate position obtaïned h m  the float solution are appropriate. the correct 
ambiguity set would be found- The baselines tested in this research were al1 within 1 km with 
assumption that a reference station was set up in port. With these short baselines and more 
than 6 satellites, the correct solution was foond within 2 minutes ashg single-fiequency 
receivers. The combined method based on the search and pseudo-observation methods is very 
efficient for resolving the carrier phase ambiguities even in the case of single-kquency 
receivea. The algorithms were also efficient on board a ship where some obstruction of 
satellites was present Care must be taken, however, in the following cases: the search might 
not be successful if the search space were too smail (the correct solution is excluded) or the 
approximate position were erroneous due to incorrect velocity determination, which is caused 
by noise or undetected cycle slips (using temporal phase difference). 

In order to ver@ the performance of algorithms and the quality of GPS positioning, field tests 
were carried out on land and GPS results were compared with those of an automatic tracking 
total station (precision: I0.5 cm (la) with small transversal velocity of a moving target). In 
static mode, the mean of the position obtained by the total station was considered as a 
reference to the GPS positioning. The variations of the GPS were a . 5  cm for each of 
horizontal components, therefore, this corresponds to horizontal variation about 11 cm- 

Vertical variation was about t2 cm. The cart equipped with GPS antennas and prism of the 

total station was pulled many times in the same Ilne keeping the aiignment for the kinematic 
tests. In order to compare the GPS position with the total station which does not have the same 
data rate, spatial interpolation was performed. The results fkom both GPS and the total station 
were interpolateci at distance (of exact meter from the ongin) and the comsponding values 
were compared to each other. The RMS values (le) of about tl cm horizontally and t2 cm 
vertically can be obtained for GPS positioning while moving. 

Another test was conducted on board a hydrographie sounding ship to check the performance 
of the algorithm in the environment close to the d world. The position at the time of 
approach to the pier was cornparcd with the total station as above. The position of total station 
became erroneous when transversal velocity of the ship was larger {= 0.2 mls) . The difference 



of position was t2 cm horizontaliy, an an1 cm verticaily. The height merence between before 

and after the test was dso compand The mean height merence was 4.4 cm for GPS. 4.2 cm 
for the total station and tide gage 3.8 cm (precision tl cm). The height determination was al i  

withui obtainable precision. The positioning d t s  obtained using the OTF approach satisfies 

the positioning sensor requirements, i.e., t0.3 m at 68% probability ( 1 ~ ) .  

Detection of cycle slips is important for certain applications and cycle slips can be detected 

using Doppler for single-fhquency receivers. In doubIe difference mode, it eliminates 
unnecessary initialization of ambiguity search process caused by temporal rise of noise levels, 
or a haif cycle slip, the receiver faiIure and so on. The method was successfki to detect the 

cycle slips at the sampling interval of 1 second. However, the deteaion fails when the noise of 

Doppler measurement is too large. The noise of Doppler measurements in single-frequency 

receivers used in this research was 2-3 times larger than those of LI measurement of 
dual-frequency receivers. Care must be taken to the choice of receivers and antennas. 

9.1.2 VeIocity determination 

Velocity determination is an important aspect in navigation. The positioning and ambiguity 
resolution processes make use of velocity information. Velocity of the ship can be obtained 

instantaneously by Doppler frequency measurements. Cornparison was made on different types 
of receiven, observation modes and consideration of mathematical comlation. Physical 

correlation between Doppler and temporal difference of phase rneasurements was dso 
investigated and comlation coefficients were t-tested. 

Instantaneous Doppler and phase difference between two epochs can be used for the velocity 
determination. The velocity determined by instantaneous Doppler is much noisier than that by 
the phase difference. Doppler-derived velocity is about 5 times noisier than that by phase 
difference with a combination of Ashtech-NovAtel receivers in static mode and 4 times noisier 
for the same receivers in kinematic mode. The RMS value (la) of velocity detemination 
obtained by Doppler was horizontaily t2 cmls and verticdy t4 c d s  in static mode with the 

receivers above. The RMS value (la) obtained by temporal phase difference was horizontally 

10.3 cmk and verticaiiy I0.7 cmls in static mode with same receivers. The RMS values of the 

velocity determination in bernatic mode are 1.5-2 times larger than those in static mode. 

The Doppler measurements are vesy different depending on nceiver models. The mean 
velocity for stationary vehicles was close to zero with the receivers used in the research. 



However, the standard deviatioa varied h m  0.5 cm/s to 5 c d s  in the two cases. The Iower 
cost single-ffequency receivers used in this research are 3-5 times less precise than geodetic 
receivers of better quaiity. This affects efficiency of detection of cycle slips with the 
single-frequency receivers. 

Observations on a zero-baseline show the canceilation of the erron in the velocity 
detemiination using phase difference. The maximum errot of velocity determination is as 
small as 1 d s  with phase difference and standard deviation was less than 1 mmls. However, 
there was no evidence of the effect of baseline on the velocity detemiination using 
instantaneous Doppler observations. DoppIer measurement is only affected by the signal-to- 
noise ratio at the time of measurement and random error remains on the order of 1 c d s  even 
on the zero-baseline observations. 

The residuals of Doppler and phase difference are statistically correlated. The comlation 
coefficients were 0.2-0.3 for the test value rd.01, of ca. 0.04. There is a tendency that lower 
satellites have larger comlation coefficients. However, there is little difference with satellite 
elevation. The double diffence residuals are a little more correlated than those in single 
difference for the sarne satellite and the increase of correlation coefficients is about 0.01. 

Consideration of mathematical correlation in double difference observation is also important 
in velocity determination, in pariicular, when the instantaneous Doppler measurement is used. 

The value of standard deviation of the difference between the results with and without 
consideration of mathematical comlation in the up direction, is as iarge as t3 c d s  using 
Doppler determination. The maximum value of the ciifference reached 13 cm/s with Doppler 
measurements. The ciiffierence in temporal phase difference is smaller and does not exceed 
2 c d s  in al l  cases. The difference of positioning with L1 phase measurements was on the 
order of 1 cm, so that it is considered that the difference in velocity determination (multiplied 
by 1 second) corresponds to that in positioning. 

Velocity determination using instantaneous Doppler does not meet the sensor requirement for 
ship's berthïng , i.e., t2 c d s  (la), due to large noise. The velocity using phase difference 
meets the criteria but c a n  must be taken to the detection of cycle slips and the data rate. 
Because long data intervals not only affst the efficiency of the detection of cycle slips but also 
the accuracy of actual velocity at the point of interest. Frequent shift of actuators and the 

following calculation requires precise velocity determination. Considering the ship's velocity 

at the time of final approach to the berth, an interval of 1 second is probably small enough to 



carry out the berthhg operation. The velocity determination with Doppler could be used as a 
backup for the velocity detemination when cycle siips occur in multiple channels. 

9-13 Attitude determination 

Determination of the attitude (orientation) of a vehicle is another fundammtal aspect of 

guidance and control. The attitude angles, i.e., roll, pitch and yaw, are usually calculated using 
data from an inertial system, gyroscopes and other electronic sensors. GPS offers another 
possibility for determining the attitude of a vehicle. In this mearch, a simulation analysis was 

made for determining optimal configurations in view of ship's krthing, using software 
developed in this research. Field tests were conducted for testing the accuracy of attitude 

determination by GPS. Algorithais for resolving the GPS phase ambiguities and calculating 
attitude angles were also developed. 

In the simulations, 34 different configurations of different numbers of antennas were tested. 
The configurations were of similar size (the trace of the matrix B B ~  = 6.0 m2) whose badine 

lengths were about 1.5 m. Details of antenna configurations tested in the simulations are in 
Appendix C. The most important findings ftom the simulations are summarized as follows: 

Optimal configurations are: with 2-baseline configurations, a vertical hiangle obliquely 
placed with an angle of 45' with respect to the longitudinal axis, AK with 3 baseline 

configurations, a balanced tetrahedron, TO; with 4-baseline configurations, a balanced 
pyramid, YH. These optimal configurations of 5-m baselines, could satisfy the sensor 
requirements for ship's berthing &.OS0 (la). 

The configurations with identical BBT give the same attitude precision even if the number 

of antennas are not the same. Adding an antenna is not always a solution to improve the 

precision, because a tetrahedron and a pentahedroa cm be equivalent with an identical 
matrix BB? 

Placing 2 antennas on the two masts and constructing an elongated (miniature) 

tetrahedron, or pentahedron should be avoided Elongated configuration gives a better 

pitch but not roll, yaw or totai attitude angles. 

Rapid and diable resolution of cycle ambiguities is a key to the precise GPS-based attitude 

system. Cycle arnbipities are resolved using conscraints on roll and pitch angles (= 0') for 



large merchant ships. Approximate heading angles can be obtained usuig precise velocity 
determination or temporal displacement of position under certain circumstances. If other 
sensors such as gyrocompas, an inexpensive roll and pitch sensor, etc. are available, higher 
level of reliability and efficiency could be obtained for the ambiguity resolution. Ambiguity 
search is effwted for each independent baseline. Wben the ambiguity sets satisfy ail the 
statistical tests, the ambiguity will k fured 

The accuracy of GPS attitude determination was tested on land and at sea The test on land 
using the cart equipped with an optimai coufiguration of 4 antennas with 1.23-111 baselines was 
to test the repeatable accuracy of GPS attitude cietennination in both static and kinematic 
modes. The test on board a hydrographie sounding ship is to check the performance of 
algorithms under the condition which was closer to the real world and to compare the results 
with those of extemal sensors onboard. 

The test on land showed that the GPS attitude determination is repeatable. The mean of RMS 
values are t0.08" for yaw, &.lZO for roll, t0.13" for pitch. The RMS values in static mode do 
not exceed 0.2O with 1.23-m baselines. No signifcant biases with GPS attitude system are 
present when the position of the antennas in the body frame are precisely measured. 

Using precise position derived nom the kinematic positioning, interpolation at distance was 

pexformed and the following cesults were obtained. The mean of the RMS values is +O. 1 2 O  for 
yaw, tO.ZO for roll and I0.25" for pitch. The result showed very strong repeatability of GPS 
attitude determination. The magnitude of RMS values is twice as large in kinematic mode as 
that in static mode. The foilowing are considenxi as the source of the error in kinematic mode: 
1) there is an emor in the interpolation process. 2) the cart did not pass the same path or did not 
have the same orientation during the tests and 3) the phase measurement was degraded in the 

moving environment, since range error is a function of the noise bandwidth of the carrier 
tracking loop and signai-to-noise ratio (Spilker 1978; Cohen 1992). For the same noise 
bandwidth, lower signal-to-noise ratio degrades the range determination. Attenuation of the 
signal through its propagation path and increase of noise due to multipath are the principal 
cause of lowering signal-to-noise ratio. 

GPS attitude determination was tested on board a ship. An optimal configuration of 4 antennas 
with 1.4-rn baselines was used. The algorithms of attitude determination worked well even if 
ship's structure obstructed a particular antenna and satellites has often changed during the 
tuming maneuvers. The results of GPS attitude determination were compared with the output 



of the TSS sensor and gyrocompas on board. The precision (la) of these senson was M. Io 
for the TSS and a . S O  for the gyrocornpass. The RMS values of the ciifference of attitude 
angles were: &A0 for roll, I0.34" for pitch and &.6û0 for heading. Larger diffe~nca than 
previous tests were due partly to lower attitude DOP caused by the obstruction of satellites due 

to the limitation of antenna structure installation on board the sounding ship. For heading, the 

cornparison might be inappropriate because the prrcision of a gyracompass is not better than 

that of the GPS attitude sensor and is even lower at the time of 180" t u s .  

As on the simulations, the attitude determination with 1.23-m or 1.4-m baselines does not 
satisfy the d e n a  of sensor requirernent in berthing operation. A configuration of 5-m 
baselines could saîisfy the sensor requkments for a berthing system. Other configurations 
might be possible to obtain good attitude precision by extending ali baselines. However, one 
should not forget the tradeoffs, such as structural defonnation and less effective ambiguity - 
resolution with longer basehes. 

Attitude determination using multiple, independent receivers requires one additional satellite 
to solve the relative osciIlator (clock) offset between a pair of receivers. When the antennas are 
connected to the same receiver and antenna cables are well calibrated (without relative dock 
errors), resulting attitude determination is l a s  sensitive (0.02-0.05" less for 1.4-m baseline 

configurations according to the simulations) to the change of conditions, e-g., observation site, 

heading angles. Higher data rate could also impiove the determination of attitude angles by 

making average or fdtering out the noisy raw output. 

Most ships have restrictions which would not allow the installation of two GPS antennas dong 
or exactly pardel to its center line. When the optimal triangle configuration obliquely placed 
with an angle of 45" with respt  to the longitudinal axis is used, the measurement might be 

more difficulr The heading offset angle must be precisely detennined One of the ways to do 
so is, while a ship is in dry dock, a seif-survey of the GPS antenna position statically observing 
the carrier phase for a long period, e.g., ovemight or half a day. 

9.1.4 Angular velocity determination 

A direct angular velocity (attitude rate) detemination is highly desirable for use in state 
feedback control. Controlling the ship in a berthing operation is canied out mainly by the 

change of state, such as velocity and yaw rate (tum rate), although the value of the change of 
state is very small at the b a l  stage of berihing. Thus, very high precision is required to 



detemine the veloeity and yaw rate. Attitude rate can be directly determined,. using 
instantaneous Doppler measurements or phase difference. 

The RMS value (la) of yaw rate determination is 0.05O/s in static mode and 0.16"/s in 
kinematic mode for phase ciifference. The RMS value (la) of yaw rate with Doppler was 

0.2"/s in static mode and 0.53°1s in kinematic mode. The precision in kinematic mode is larger 
than that in static mode. The anguiar velocity determination was degraded in kinematic mode 
by a factor of 2-3. This may be caused by the e m r  associated with the spatial interpolation, 
uncertainty of attitude due to randorn movement between the two consecutive measurements 
and the lower precision of phase measurement in a moving environment. 

Difference of angular velocity between the temporal difference of TSS sensor and 

gyrocompass and GPS attitude rate detemination was compared. The RMS values (la) of 
difference of attitude rate detemination were: roll rate I0.67O/s, pitch rate &.63O/s and yaw 
rate M.3 1 "/s for the Doppler measunments and roll rate d.27"/s, pitch rate I0.23% and yaw 

rate M. 16"/s for the phase difference. The ratio of the difference of attitude rate determination 
of the Doppler to that of phase ciifference was about 2.5. 

The correlation of attitude rate determination between the Doppler and phase difference was 
about 0.3-0.6 for the test value of 0.05 (1% confidence level). The correlation of residuals in 
attitude rate determination was also observed as in the velocity determination. The correlation 
coefficients were 0.2-0.3 for the test value of 0.04 (1 95 confidence level). Doppler and phase 

measurements are statistically correlated as in the veiocity detennination. 

The precision of the attitude rate solution scales with baseline length as in the attitude 
determination. The test results showed that attitude rate detennination with the baseline of 
either 1.23 m or 1.4 m does not meet the cnteria of attitude rate determination for ship's 
berthing. Extrapolating the results and taking into account the error sources in kinematic mode, 
a 10-m baseline configuration using temporal difference of phase measurements, could satisfy 
the cnteria of attitude rate for ship's beithiag. A GPS-based system with an optimal 
configuration of 4 antennas has the potential to be used in the berthhg system. 

In order to satisQ the sensor requirements for a beithing pidance system, the following are 
recommended for a GPS-based system for determinhg the position, velocity, attitude and 
angular velocity: 1) GPS relative positioning with OTF approach and GPS reference station in 
port, 2) velocity determination with temporal difference of phase obse~ations at a 1-second 



interval, with efficient detection of cycle slips, 3) attitude detennination with a tetrahedron 

configuration whose basehe length is 5 m or longer, and 4) angular velocity with temporal 

difference of phase observations with baselines of 10 m. 

9.2 Suggestions and riecornmendations for m e r  research 

The research reported in this dissertation provided the answers to the problems of a GPS-based 

system for use in a berthing pidance system, which are declared in Chapter 1. The problem of 

ship's beahing itself is multi-faceted and each aspect must be carefuliy and reliably resoived to 
build up a guidance and control system for the safety and eEciency of ship's navigation. In 
order to resolve the problems related to the positioning, velocity, attitude and angular velxity 
determination, the following investigations are recommended to be performed as a 

continuation of this research. 

(1) The field tests were conducted to validate the performance of algorithrns and check the 
quality of navigation solution on land and at sea The test on board a hydrographie ship 

was considered to be in a doser environment to the real world conditions. The condition 
for the installation of an antenna structure would be better on board a large merchant 

ship. The test to validate the performance of algorithm and navigation solution should 

be conducted on board large merchant ships since the condition may Vary from one ship 
to another. 

The initial position was calculated using the position and velocity at the previous epoch. 

The position was accurate enough to yield the correct ambiguity set after the 

reinitialization of ambiguity search due to multiple cycles slips. However, it might be 

insuficient if the pend of signal loss was longer or frequent shifts of actuaton were 
present The prediction of position must be done using the available information and a 

mathematical ship model. The output of actuators must be precisely measured as well. 
The prediction of position using a Kalman fdter, with or without implementation of ship's 

model, should be investigated. 

(3) The telemetry unit which satisfies the quirements for high-accuracy GPS relative 
positioning and velocity detennination, was discussed in Chapter 8 (88.3). The use of a 

higher bit rate, such as 57 600 bps, is recommended. Simple calculation from the results 

of Schwarz et al. (1994) yields that the time latency would be about 0.3 second when the 
number of satellites is less than 7 for sending UA-code, L1 phase and Dl Doppler 



measurements- The transmission, data rate and the level of time latency have to be 

vetified. 

(4) Estimation of the hydrodynamic coefficients using a precise GPS-based system would 
enhance the overd safety and eniciency of ship operation. This leads to development of 
a dynamic modei of the ship in slow motion, where non-linearity of the characteristics is 
not ignoied The precise ship's mode1 could be used in attitude solution and synthesis of 

an automatic control system in berthing operation. When the precise Doppler sonar log is 
available, the estimation of outside disturbances acting on the ship's hull would be 

possible. 

(5) Besides ship's berthhg applications, a GPS-based system could be used for monitoring 
the deformation on a large ship, such as hogging and sagging caused by unbalance of 

buoyancy and gravity, twisting, racking, etc., when she encounters a large wave during an 
ocean voyage. Estimation of the force acting on the ship encoumering large waves may 
lead to the improvement of ship building matenals, structural resistance, and further to 

the prevention of accidents. 

(6) The effe t  of squat and current could be observed by a GPS-based system The 
observation would d o w  the clarification of the phenomena associated with the 
movement of a ship through the water. 

(7) The ambiguity resolution approach developed in this research depends highly on the 
weighting of both code and phase measurements. The method which evaluates the noise 
of signal due to multipath or other reasons, is qu i red .  An adaptive weighting as a result 
of least-squares adjustrnent might be needed when the sudden nse of noise occurs during 
the operation. AxeIradetal. (1994) investigated the use of signal-to-noise ratio for 

multipath error correction in relative phase mearurements. This method might be 

applicable to the assesswnt of adaptive weighting. 

(8) The results of comparison between the Doppler and temporal phase difference found that 
velocity determination using Doppler measurement was noisier in kinematic mode. 

However, no cornparison was made for the ratio of precision in velocity determination, 

Doppler to phase difference, because no mie reference was available. The tests with 

constant velocity is preferabic and ncomended for the verification of the lowered 

precision of the Doppler and phase difference in kinematic mode. 



(9) The algorithms for the attitude cietennination developed in this research were working in 
single difference mode with estimation of dock parameters. The estimation of dock 
panuneter degrades the attitude solution (0.02-0.05' for 1 -4-m baseline configurations). 
Cohen (1992) investigated aninide detennination using antennes of multiplex design 
without estimating clock parameters (connectai to the same receiver). The clifference of 
attitude determination with different m i v e r  designs (e.g., multiplex design, multiple 
independent receivers) using an optimal configuration of antemas shodd be investigated. 
There exists mathematical correlation in single difference when the multiple baseünes 
with the same reference antenna are used. Mathematid correlation in single difference 
mode would affect detemination of attitude angles. The difference between the solutions 
with or without mathematicai correIation should be investigated- 

(10) The angular velocity detemiination has also mathematical correlation due to the use of 
multiple antennas. When temporal phase difference is used, there exist also mathematicai 
correlation caused by the use of temporal difference. An investigation has to be made on 
the difference between the solutions with or without taking into account these 
mathematical correlations. 

(1 1) A tentative selection (98.4 and 88.5) was made for the integration of senson to realize 
automatic berthing. The integration of senson requires the measurement model, the 

knowledge of the statistics of measurements and the system noise of sensors. Using a set 
of sensors described in Chapter 8, an investigation on the feasibility of integration of 
sensors is recommended, 

(12) There are a few promising low-cost sensors emerging (e.g., vibrating gyros) which are 

increasingly used in integrated vehicle navigation systems. An investigation on the 
usefulness of integrating non-GPS sensors to GPS in a process of position, velocity, 
attitude and attitude rate is recommended. 

(13) The techniques of bcrthing maneuvers are normally acquired by years of experiences and 
the efficiency of berthing depends on the sense of Masters. There exist many different 
methods and strategies to control a ship in a berthing operation. Control theory was 
bnefly discussed in Chapter 8 (58.1). The fuzzy theory is the closest method of control to 
that of human operators and the examples of employment are seen in Mecent fields. 

Together with neural networks, it may provide a solution for automatic berthing. 



(14) Since the GLONASS system is gening to full operation, it adds the capability for rhe 

integrity monitoring and the ambiguity tesoIution. An integrated system which provides 

dl navigation solution and integrity using both GPS and GLONASS should be 
investigated, 

(15) The system which has sunicient integrity infonxts the operator of any malfunction. The 
method using the a posteriori variance factor and flags of cycle slip detection, ambiguity 
resolution could provide the uifonnation that the solution is not of sufncient accuracy for 

navigation. Then an aiarxn would be taise& However, the false alann due to absence of 

integrity monitoring would also be possible. The methoci for the detection of false alamis 
needs to be investigated. 

(16) In order to calculate the distance-off, the distance beniveen the ship and her berth, a 
numericai data base of the wharf and the ship is required In addition, in order to provide 

the visual position of the ship, a large-scale electronic c h u t  of the harbor with a 
compatible accuracy to positioning requirement, Le., t0.3 m ( l ~ ) ,  on which the ship 

position is superimposed, must be available. 

(17) Most of ships have restrictions which do not allow the installation of two GPS antennas 
dong or exactly parailel to its center line. When the optimal triangle configuration 

obliquely placed with an angle of 45O with respect to the longitudinal axis is used, the 

measurement might be more difficult. The heading offset angle must be precisely 

determined. A device which facilitates the longitudinal alignment should be designed. 

(1 8) Multipath is the largest source of errors in a GPS-based system and affects the ambiguity 

resolution, the positioning and attitude solution. Receiver and antenna hardware which 

mitigates the multipath is required for performance improvement. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FIELD TESTS 

The field tests were conducted to vaiidate the performance of aigorithms and v e w  the quality 
of navigation solutions obtained by the GPS-based system. The fmt test was only for 

positioning and two other tests were designed to test the aigorithms for ambiguity resolution 
both for positioning and for attitude determination. Different data sets were also processed and 

analyzed in this research. This Appendix A surnmarizes the field tests designed and conducted 
in this research (Chapters 4, 5,6 and 7). 

Section A.1 describes the test on the football ground, foIlowed by the test near PEPS (Sports 

Center of Université Laval) in Section A.2. SectionA.3 discusses the test on board Smith. 

Section AA. sumarizes other tests used for the cornparison of velocity determination 
(Chapter 5) and angular velocity determination (Chapter 7). 

A.l Test on the football ground 

The first field test with GPS was conducted on 30 August 1996 on the football ground inside 
the athletic field at Universite Laval. The football ground has many lines inside the field and a 

car& was pushed dong these lines. The sateIIite distribution was as in Figure A.l.1. 
Obse~ations were made with an elevation mask angle of 10". More than 6 satellites were 
always avaiiable during the test. The PDOP values varieci fiom 1.8 to 3.0 during the test. The 



reference station was set up on the geodetic point 7608 on the campus- A total station. which 
has an automatic tracking fùnction mica Mode1 TCA-1100). was used for the cornparison and 
set on the geodetic point 9601. The mobile station was on a cart (Figure A. 1.2). The prism of 
the total station was attached beneath the antenna of the mobile station. Two NovAtel 
receivers were used for the GPS reference station and the mobile station on the cart- The GPS 
receivers and antemas were M a 3  151RE and GPSAntenna 501, respectively. A layout of 
the test site is shown in Figure A-1.3. Characteristics of the test and the meteorological 
conditions are s~~ltnarized in Table A, 1-1. 

30/8/96 
Foot bal1 Ground Test 

Figure A. 1.1. Distribution of satellites 
dunng the football ground test 

I 

I 
d + 

t 
H&+ start I 

GPS bt station m 

Figure A 1.2. Cart equippcd with GPS antcnna 
and prism of the total station 

Table A, 1.1. Characteristics and meteomlogical 
conditions of the test on tht football ground 

Pressure 

Temperature 

Relative Humidity 

Baseline 

Date 

Titime period 

UTC 

Data interval 

Figure A.1.3. Test site on the football ground 

Football ground 

30 August 1996 

= 58 minutes 

13:13 - 14:ll 

1 second 



A.2 Test near PEPS 

The second field test was conducted on 17 DeCernber 1996 in order to v e e  the quaiïty of 

positioning and attitude determination. A layout of the test site is show in Figure A2.1. The 
satellite distribution is shown in Figure A22. Observations were made with an elevation mask 
angle of LOO. Seven satellites were avdable for mt of the time of the test. The P W P  value 

varied fiom 1.8 to 2 9  during the test 

Total station De200rnI - 

2005 
Station #2 

Figure A2.1. Test site ncar PEPS 

3 8 0  

1 711 2/96 
PEPS Test 

Figure A.2.2. Distribution of satellites 
during the PEPS test 

Two GPS reference stations were installed on the Piliar 2005 and geodetic point 9600. The 
GPS receivers and antennas used at the reference stations were Mode1 3151RE 
(single-frequency) and GPSAntema 501, respectively. The baseline lengths between reference 

stations and a cart (a mobile station) were about 200 m for station t l  (9600) and 800 m for 

station #2 (2005). In order to compare the GPS position remit, a total station with automatic 

tracking function was useci mica Mode1 TCA-1100). The total station was on the geodetic 
point 8850. This point was the origin of cornparison of the results for both static and kinematic 

modes. The tests were repeated between the point S and E, the distance in between the two 
ends was about 46 m. 

The Cantema attitude system was installed on the cart as shown in Figure A.2.3. The models 

of GPS receivers were Ashtech %XII for antennas A (antexma #488) and B (#473) and 

Ashtech LD-W for antniaas C (#510) and D (#SM). Four pncision geodetic antennas of 
Ashtech were used on the cart. The three attitude angles (roll, pitch and yaw) are calculated 



with 3 independent baselims. The configuration of the antennas is very important The 
configuration of tetrahebn was u s d  The prism of the total station was attached beneath of 

the antenna B to facilitate the cornparison of positions as in Figure A.2.3. Two baselines were 

available for the cart with GPS reference stations. Both baselines had the combination of a 
NovAtel and an Ashtech receivers. .aracteristics of the test and the meteorological 
conditions are summarized in Table A.2.1. 

Table e l -  Characteristics a d  meteorological 
conditions of the test near PEPS 

1 ~ a t a  intuvai 1 1 second 

1 ReIative Humidity 1 90% 

Figure A.2.3- Cart cquippcd with 4 GPS antennas and prism of 
the automatic traclung total station 

A.3 Test on board Smith 

The test on board a hydrographie sounding ship was conducted at Trois-Rivières, about 
130 km upstreaul of St. Lawrence River, southwest of Quebec City, on 17 November 1997. 

The sounding ship, "F.C.G. Smith", is quipped with precise sensors, Le., TSS and 
gyrocompass. A detailed description of the sensors is found in Chapter 6 (86.52). Smith with a 
stable catamaran platfonn was considercd suitable for simulating the characteristics of a large 

ship. The principal particdius of F.C.G. Smith are on Table A.3.1. 

The tetrahedron structure was installeci on board Smith and one of the antennas was used for 
positioning. The models of GPS receivers instaIled onboard were Ashtech ZW for antennas 



A and B and Ashtcch LD-W for antennas C and D. Four precision geodetic antennas of 
Ashtech were used on board Smith, The antenna identification numbers were the same as in 
the PEPS test. A detailed description on the nsults of attitude determination is given in 
Chapter 6. Because of the structurai constraints. the tetmhedron sttucture could not be installed 
on the longitudinal axis of the ship. The offset h m  the longitudinal axis was calcuiated using 
the GPS measurements by the Canadian Coast Guard (CCG), whose Tnmble receiver has k e n  
installed on the mast above the pivotai point of the ship. Three geodetic points were set up on 
the wharf beforehand using the GPS and conventional measurements. 

Table A.3-1- Principal particulars of FCG, Smith 

1 Gmsr Rcgistmd Tonnage 1 429.73 t 1 
Engine (1 800 r.p.m.) 4ûûx2HP 

r 

1 Test Spccd 1 105kdt 1 
- 

Figure A.3.1 Test site at Trois-Rivières 

One of the points was used as reference station for the total station, and two others were used 
as GPS reference stations. Unfortunately, on the day of the test, one of the receivers had some 
intermittent problems of recording and thus only one reference station was used for the data 
processing. Figure A.3.1 shows the test site at Trois-Rivières. A NovAtel single frequency 
receiver (Mode1 315lR.E and GPSAnttnna 501) was used at GPS reference station Figure 
A.3.2). Distance to the GPS reference station was about 200 m. when the ship was at the 
wharf. The range reached about 0.5 km during the test. 

Constellation of satellites during the test of about 70 minutes was as in Figure A.33. 

Table A-3.2 summarizes the meteorological conditions and characteristics of the test. 

Observations were made with an elevation mask angie of IO0. Signals from the satellites were 
sometimes blocked by the stmcture of the ship, since the tetrahedron could not ideaily be 

installed. However, more than 5 satellites were always avdable for positioning during the test. 
The PDOP varied between 2.1 and 3.6. 



Figure A3.2. GPS tefctcnce station establishaï ncar the quay 

A total station mica Mode1 TCA-1100) which has automatic aæking function was used to 

compare the result of positioning. The pnsm of the total station was attached beneath the 
antennaB of the tetrahedron configuration as FigurcA.3.4 shows. The total station was 

instailed on a geodetic point on the wharf as shown in Figure A.3.5. 

t 7/11/97 
Test on board Smith 

Figure A33. Dis tribution of satellites 
during the tests on board Suith 

Table A3.2. Characteristics and meteorological 
conditions of the test on board Smith 

Date 

r i e  pend 

uTc 

Data interval 

17 November 1997 

= 70 minutes 

15 :19 - 16:29 

1 second 

Temperature 

Relative Humidity 



Figure A.3.4. GPS antema configuration installed on board Suith 

Figure A3S. Automatic îraclÉing tbtsl station on a gcodetic point 



A.4 Other tests 

AA.1 Tests for velodty cornparbon 

Different data sets were also processeci and analyzed in this research. This section summarïzes 
the characteristics and meteorologïcai conditions of the data used for the comparison of the 

velocity determination in Chapter S. Table A.4.t summarizes the baselines used in the 

comparison of mceiver types for velocity &termination in Section 5.2.1. 

Table A4.1. Characteristics and mekoruIogicai conditions of the velocity field tests 

A.4.2 Test at Beauport 

Another kinematic test was conducted on 31 August 1995 at Beauport near Quebec City. A 

detailed description of the test site is given in Figure A.4.1. Four Ashtech GPS receivers were 
installed on a cartt The same tetrahedron structure as in the PEPS test was used. The antenna 
numbers were also the same as in the PEPS test. The models of receivers were Ashtech 2-XII 
for antennas A and B and Ashtech LD-W for antennas C and D. Four precision geodetic 
antennas of Ashtech were used on the cart. Satellite configuration for about 15 minutes is 
shown in Figure A.4.2. Observations were made with an elevation mask angle of 10" at 

1 second interval. The PDOP value was about 1.9. Number of cornmon satellites for attitude 

determination varied between 5 to 8 during the test. The cart was pulled by hand at the mean 
velocity, CU. 1 mls on the rail road from the point S to E in Figure AA.2. The cart was stopped 
at the point E for about 5 minutes and pukd back to the point S. The distance between the 

point S and E was about 220 m. A GPS reference station was set up on the geodetic point 

Zero-baseline 

14 Iuly 1994 

3 1 minutes 

13 :W- 13 :35 

2 Ashtechs 

20 seconds 
I 

N/A 

Baseline 

Date 

T ï e  period 

UTC 

GPS rectivers 

Data interval 
L 

Pressure 

Temperaturc 

Relative Humidity 

2oOS-EDUC 

29 February 1996 

= lhour 

19: 14 - 20: 14 

2 Ashtechs 

1 second 

1009 mb 

-1 1 OC 

40 % 

2005-9600 

17 Dcccmbcr 1996 

48 minutes 

1527 - 1615 

2 NovAtels 

1 second 

1003 mb 

4 OC 

90% 



85K0650 and a NovAtel rcccivcr (Mode1 3 M R E  and GPSAntema 501) was used for relative 
positioning. The data was proassed for attitude rate determination (37.2.2). 

Figure A4.I. Test site at Beauport 

réo 

1 7/11 /97 
Test at Beauport 

Figure A4.2. Disiribution of satellites 
during the test at Beauport 



ASSESSMENTS OF RESULTS FROM A TOTAL STATION 

In order to compare the positioning resuits of GPS, a total station which has a hinction of 
automatic tracking was used. In tbis appendix, the method and the results of assessment of the 

total station are described. The fmt test was conducted using the pillars of geodetic points on 
the campus of Université Laval. The description of the tests and the results are in Section B. 1. 

The second tests was on the football ground inside the athletic M d  described in Section B.2. 
Section B.3 discusses the assessment of the total station for the test on board Srnith. The 
results and analysis of the tests are given. 

B.1 Tests of a total station using geodetic points on the campus 

The calibration of a total station (Leica M d e l  TCA-1100) was conducted on the campus of 
Universit6 Laval in August 1996. Four piiiars of geodetic points are located in alignment and 
these points are often measured aud the distances and heights are precisely known. These 
pillars were used for calibration and the measured distance are compared with the known 

distances and heights from the base calibration certificate of Laval University for 

distancemeters (Certificat d'étalomage de la base pour ttlém&res de 1'UniversitC Laval. 
July 1989). The estimation of the distances is of t0.04 m t 1 ppm of standard deviation. 

The piIiars are Pillar A (67KEA01), Pillar B (87KEA13). Pillar C (87KEA14) a .  Pïiiar D 
(67KEA02) from the North. Figure B. 1.1 shows the description of the site. 



A rail of about 3 meters in length was placed in 
level and perpendicular to the alignment of 
pillars on the Pillar A. An automatic tracking 

totai station was placcd on the Pillar B. 
Figure B.1.2 shows the rail set up on the pillar 
and Figure B.1.3 shows the total station on 
another pillar. The prism of the total station 
was driven by a motor and the total station 
tracked the target at about a second of interval. 
The target moved on the rail at appmximatcly 
0.07 &S. The rneasurements were repeated 
while the target moved a few times forward Figure B. 1. I Test site for totai station assessrnent 

and backward on the rail. The measurements of slope distance, vertical angle, horizontal angle 

were recorded in a PCM-card and the data was processed afterward. The total station was 
moved from the PiUar B to th Piar C and the same measurements were made. And the same 
is repeated with the total station on the Pillar D. Afkr finishing the measurements with the rail 
which was perpendicularly placed on the Pillar A, the position of the rail was changed making 
a tum of 90" and placed in alignment to the pillars. The total station was placed on the Pillar D 
and made the same measurements and then Pillar C, and fmaily placed on the Pillar B. 

Figure B.1.2. Calibration rail of totaï station on the campus 



Figure B-13. Auessrnent of total station on a pilar of geodctic point 

B90 is the condition that the rail was placed perpendicular to the pillar alignment, and the total 
station was on the Pillar BI Cg0 and DW are the same orientation of the rail, but the total 
station was on the Pillar C and the PillarD respectively. BO0 is the case that the rail was 
placed in alignment to the pillars and the total station was on the Pillar B. Cûû and WO are the 

same orientation as BO, but the position of the total station was on the Piilarc. and the 
Pillar D, respectively. The distance to the target was 180-500 m and the movement of the 

target was as slow as 0.07 d s .  The magnitude of radiai and transversal velocities were 
approximately 0.01 d s  and 0.07 ml. when the rail was placed perpendicular to the pillar 

alignment. When the rail was p l a d  in alignment to the piilar, the magnitude of radial and 
transversal velocities were about 0.05-0.07 m/s  and 0.0 1-0.02 d s ,  respectively . 

Table B. 1.1 summarizes the result of the assessrnent of the total station with prism stopped at 
the both ends of the rail. The values of mean, RSS at 68% probability (la) and RMS (la) were 
calculated by extracting the parts of the two extremities. The RSS value is the deviation fiom 

the true coordinates and the RMS is the standard deviation fiom the mean of the caiculated 

coordinates. Systematic e m  are removed in îhe RMS values. When the rail was placed 
perpendicular to the baseh t  alignrnent, the RMS and RSS values of each end was about 
r5 mm (la) on the Pülar B or the Pillar C. When the rail was placed in the alignment to the 

baseline, the RMS and RSS values are about i!5 mm (la) for the distance in Y-axis (cf: Figure 



B.l.l). The result shows that the longest distance whcre the total station was placed on the 

PillarD has the largest emrs on the measurcments with maximum deviation about 4cm 
(horizontal coordinates). 

Table B.1.1. Results of the calibratïon of tbe total station with prkm at both ends of the rail 

Table B. 1.2 sumrnarizes the result of calibration of the total station with the prism in 
movement. The RMS values (La) were about & mm and the RSS values were about the same 
for shorter distance between the two pillars. The measuremeats made at the Pillar D were 

about 11 cm of precision (la) cornparcd to the known values. The transversal velocity had 
larger variation when the distance becarne larger and the maximum value reached 0.3 m/s. The 
precision degrades with the distance. The maximum deviation was horizontally about 7 cm, 
when the total station was place at Piiiar D. The maximum height errors were c a  3 cm. even if 
the distance was longer and transversal velocity was larger. 

Figure B. 1 A shows the results of the movement of a target on the rail. The total station was on 
the PillarC and the rail was placed perpendicular to the alignment of the two pillars. The 
figure shows the movement on the horizontal plane. Arc-like movement was due to resolution 
of horizontal angie. The resolution of the measultments was an arc--second, which corresponds 
to about 1 mm for the distance 200 m. The resolution is lower for longer distance. Figure B. 1.5 
shows the results of the movement when the rail was placed along the alignment The total 
station was on the Pillar B. 
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Table B.12. Rtsults oftbe caiibcatioe of the total station with prism in movemcnt 

msM 363.493 (m) 
RMS &.O01 (m) 

Figure B.1-4. Movement of the prism (target) on the Fiflar C (90") 
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Figure B.I.5. Movemcnt of the prism (target) on the Pillar B (O0) 

B.2 Tests of a total station on the footbaii p u n d  

As in the previous section. the total station 
measurements can provide the precision in position 
higher than 11 cm (10). when the distance to the 

target is 180-500 m and the movement of the target 
is as slow as 0.07 mls. The transversal velocity was 
also low (= 0.07 mis) in the previous test (SB.1). 
When the moving target and total station are in 
alignment with Y-axis, Le., the change of horizontal 
angle is small, the precision of 1 cm is obtainable 
even if the velocity is higher (PEPS test in 
Chapter 4). When the velocity of the target is larger 
and the change in horizontai angle is larger, the 
precision is rnuch degraded. 

Football ground 

Total 
Station 

-50 O 

x (ml 
Figure B.2 1 . Test site on the footbalt ground 

Figure B.2.1 shows the path of cart and the corresponding h e s  to the following description. 
The velocity of the cart W ~ S  about 0.7 mls. The transversal velocity was Iarger at fanher 
distance and maximum value was about 0.7 mls. Figure B.2.2 shows the path of target on the 

football ground test Although the target was moved on the sarne line A-B in two directions, 

the position obtained by the total station did not create the same iine and has the difference of 
30 cm, in extretnc cases. h such cases, the transversal velocity was as large as 0.5 mls. Radial 

velocity reached 0.7 d s .  For the calculation of transversal and radiai velocities, the 

assumption is made that the intervals of the total station measurements were equal, Le.. 



1.4 second The âüfierence is SmaUer, when the distance is smaller (closed to the origin where 
the total station is installeci) and the targct is aligneci with -the line Y = O dong the X-axis. 
Figure B.2.3 shows another part of the football ground test. The cart moved on the same line 
BC,  back and forth. The result of GPS was foilowing the same line even though the parh on 
the football ground was uneven. However, the d t  obtained by the total station has large 
parailel discrepancies of about 20 cm and some times 30 cm in extreme cases. Figure B.2-4 
shows the cornparison of heigbt determination between the GPS and the total station. There 
was smailer difference in height determination. The magnitude of ciifference was about 2 cm. 
Figure B.2.5 shows the height determination by the total station on the iine A-B for the two 
direction. The height determination had much &er dinerence in di&rcnt directions. 

Football Ground I - BA - AB - GPS 
-58.8 

Figure B.2.2- Ttajectory of ttie cart by the total station and GPS on the line AB 

Football Glound (T8 - GPS) 1 - GPS - TS 1 

Figure B.2.3. Trajcctory of the cart by the total station and GPS on the line BC 



Football Ground (GPS - TS) - GPS - TS 

Figure B.2-4, Cornparison of height &-on betwten tht total station ancf GPS on the line AB 

Football Ground (Total station) 1 - BA - AB 1 

Fi- B.25. Height determination by the total station on the line AB 

B.3 Assessments of total station results for the test on board Smith 

Figure B.3.1 shows the radiai and transversal velocities in a function of distance for the test on 
board Smith. It is assumed that the intervals of the total station meaurements were equal, i.e., 

1.4 second for the calculation of transversal and radial velocities. Transversal velocity reached 
about 0.2 m/s for the f i t  tum and 0.29 d s  for the fourth one. Radial velocity reached about 
0.54 m/s for the first nirn and 2.4 d s  for the fourth turn. For the second tum, the difference 
between GPS and total station was 5.0 cm in the RMS value (la) when the transversal velocity 
was less than 0.05 d s .  However, the difference became larger when the ship was as close as 
22.6 rn from the total station and the maximum ciifference reached about 0.3 m. At that tirne, 
the transversal velocity was 1.85 mls and the tadial velocity was 1.7 d s .  The correlation 
between the transversal velocity and Merence of the position was 0.7-0.94 (with the test 



value of 1 % confidence level rd.oi.0.1-0.2 (cJ 55.3) as in Chapter 4 (54.5.3). The comlation 
between the radial velocity and difference of the position varieci h m  0.01 to 0.83. 

Distance (m) 

Figure B.3.la- Transversal and radial velocitics of Smith by the total station (Loop 

- Vrad - Vùans 

- 0.5 1 a 1 

O 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Distance (m) 

Figure B.3.lb. Transversal and radial velocities of Smith by the total station (Laop 2) 

- Vrad - Vtrans 

0.5 ., i 

DI.trnce (m) 

Figure B.3. lc. Transversal and radial vdocities of Smith by the total station (Lmp 4) 



Figure B.3.2 shows scatter graphs which show the correlation of dinetence of the total station 
and GPS and transversai velocity. Figure B3.3 shows the correlation between the position 
difference and radial velocity. When the transversal velocity was about 0.05 mls. the 

difference of the position between GPS and total station was about 2-5 cm. Taking into 
account the enors in the transversal and fadial velocities due to the unequal sampling interval 
with total station, the transversal velocity has to k as smaü as 2 c d s  to obtain the precision 
on the order of 1 cm in horizontal position with the total station in moving environment 

Figure B3.2- Comlation bctween the dïffknce of position (GPS-Total station) and transversal vclocity for the 
test on board Smith 

Loop 1 loop 4 

Figure B3.3. Correlation between the differcnce of position (GPS-Total station) and radiai velocity for the test 
on board Smith 



ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS FOR SIMULATIONS 

The antenna configwations used for attitude simulations (Chapter 6) are listed in this 

Appendix C. Thirty four differmt configurations were tested with different number of 
independent baselines, i-e., 2.3 and 4. The configurations are defined by the coordinates of the 
antennas in vehicle body-fiame and baseline components are also defined in this body-fiame. 
The configurations tested in the simulations were classified as follows: horizontal triangle (3H, 
M), vertical triangle (3P, AP, BP, CP), obliquely placed vertical triangle (3K, AK, BK,CK), 
obliquely placed vertical triangle (3X). orthogonal configuration (ORl.OR.2). tetrahedron m, 
TO, TR), square (CA, SQ), horizontal trapezoid (a, vertical trapezoid (a), pentahedron 
(pyrarnid) (YH, YP, YY), horizontal pentagon (EH), vertical pentagon (EP), hexahedron (RH, 
RL), elongated configuration (IP, S1, S2, S3, HH, HP) and airplane configuration (AV). The 
elongated confgurations are like placing antennas on the ship's two masts. The airplane 
configuration has antemas on the tail. both wings, and nose of airplane. Larger configurations 
provide better attitude precisioa. In order to compare different configurations with different 
number of antennas, the trace of the matrix BB' (cf: Equation (6.1.25)) is set to 6.0 m2. 

Section C.1 contains the figures showing visual representaîion of configurations tested in the 

simulations. The &rdinates of tested antema configurations are in Section C.2. Section C.3 
contains Tables of badine vectors and values of ~ f l  matrix of each configuration. 



C.l Antema configurations 

This section presents visual representation of antema configurations tested in the simulations. 
The configurations are divided into 3 groups according to the number of independent 
baselines. 

The 2-baseline confi~gurations with 3 antennas were isosce1es triangles placed differentiy 
grouped as follows: horizonially placeci triangle (3& IH), triangle p l a d  vertîcally dong the 
longitudinal axis (3P, AP, BP, CP), elongated ship type configuration (P), obliquely placed 
vertical triangle with an angle of 45" with respect to the ship's longitudinal axis (3K, AK, 
BK,CK), and the sarne but with angle of 60' (3X). orthogonal configuration (ORI, OR2). 
Fourteen configurations were tested under different conditions described in Chapter 6. 
Figure C. 1.1 shows visual representation of these configurations. 

1 Configuration 3H. M 

Configuration 3K. AK, BK, CK 

1 Configuration OR2 

Configuration 3P, AP, BP, CP 

Configuration 3X 

Configuration IP I 

Configuration OR1 

Figure C. 1.1.2-basdine configurations testcd in the simulations 



C.13 3-baseliae configurations 

Eleven different configuraîions with 4 antmnas were tested in the simulations. The 3-baseline 
configurations are tetrahedron configuration (TE, TO, TR, AV), horizontal coplanar 
configuration (CA, SQ, ZH), vertical coplanar configuration (ZP), and elongated configuration 
(S 1, S2, S3). These elongated configurations are constmcted by placing antennas on the ship's 
two masts. Figure C. 1.2 shows visual representation of the 3 - b a i n e  configurations tested in 
the simulations. 

Configuration TE, TO, TR 

Configuration S2 

IA  

Configuration AV 

I Configuration ZP 

Configuration S3 

Configuration CA, SQ 

Configuration S1 

i A 

Figure C.1.2- 3-basclinc configurations testcd in the simuiations 

CA3 Cbaseline configurations 

Nine different configurations with 5 antennas were tested in the simulations. The 4-baseline 
configurations were pentahedron or pyramid configuration (m, YP, YY), horizontal coplanar 
confguration (EH), vertical coplanar configuration (EP), hexahedron (RH. RL) and elongated 
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configuration (HH, W). FigureC.1.3 shows visuai representation of the Cbaseiine 
configurations tested in the simulations. 

Configmtion YH I I Configuration YP I I Gmfiguration YY 

Con figurarion EH 

4 x  

-- 

Configuration RL 
- - 

Configuration HH Configuration HP 

Figure C.13.4-badine configurations testai in the simulations 

C.2 Coordinates of antennas 

This section describes the position of each antenna of the configurations in the body frame of a 
vehicle. The coordinates in the body frame of a vehicle constitutes a right-hand orthogonal 
system. The x-axis is dong the longitudinal axis of a vehicle and its positive direction is 
forward. The z-axis is nomal to the x and is positive downward. The y-axis is nomial to x- 

and z- axes and is positive to starboard (Figure 1.2.1). Tables C.2.1, C.2.2. and C.2.3 

sumrnarize the coordinates of antennas for the configurations of 3 antennas. 4 antennas and 
5 antennas, respectiveiy. 



C.2.1 2-baseh configurations 

Tabb C.2-1- CoordinateJ of antcllllil~ for 2 - b l i n e  confi-oas in the vehicle's body h e  

3P Antcnna x(m) y Cm) z(m) 
I 

A 0.000 0.000 -1500 

AK Antenna x(m) y Cm) z(m) 

A 0.000 0.000 -1.225 - 

BP Antcnna x(m) 

-0.775 0.000 

0-775 0.000 0.000 



Cm2m2 3-ba~eliae e~dig~ratiotls 

Tabk C.2.2- Coordiaates of antcnnas for 3-baseline confjgurations in the vehicle's body fiame 

Antenna x(m) y (m) z(m) 

A 0.840 -0.420 0.000 

AV Antenna 
r 

A 

x(m) 

0.000 

- -- 

y(m) 

0.000 

r(m) 

0.000 



RL Antcnna x(m) y(m) z (m) 
I 

A 0.354 0.000 -1,000 

-1.222 -0.006 -0.122 

-1.222 0.006 -0.122 1 1 1  -1.218 0.000 -0.132 



C 3  Basehe vectors and BB' ma- 

This section summatizes the baseline vector and the maaUr product of baseline matrix B B ~ .  

The ma& B B ~  can be considered as a principal iadicator of geometry of antenna 
conf~guration. For the tetrahedron and pentahcdron (pyramid) configurations, the selection of 
baselines was made with respecthg the foiIowing criteria (Comp 1993): 

where I is an identity matrix and k is a constant, which is equal to the square of the baseline 
Iength. 

The cnteria is not applicable for the coplanar configuraiions, which are not of full cank. 
However, orthogonal equidistant baseline vectors maximize the baseline effect on the 

minimization of attitude errors. Most of configurations are seIected to have equidistant 

baseline vectors. Some baselines are differently selected and properly scaled to compare the 

effect of baseline selection, cg., CA and SQ. 

Larger configurations provide better attitude precision. In order to compare different 
configurations with a different number of antennas, the trace of the matrix B B ~  is set to 6.0 mZ. 

Tables C.3.1. C.3.2 and C.3.3 surnrnarize the baseline components of each configuration in the 

body frarne and ma& B B ~ .  

Table C.3.1. Buclnie components in the vehicle's body aPme and vaiues of B B ~  matrix for 2-baselinc 
configurations 



Table C-3.1. Baseluit wmpoiunts in the vehicle's body fiame and values of BB= matrix for 2-basehe 
configurations (wnt'd) 

BP Baselinc 

BA 

CA 

b, (m) 

-0.775 

0-775 

0.000 

by cm) 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

b, (m) 

1549 

1.549 

4.800 

BB' trace = 6.00 (m2) 

1.200 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 



Tabie C.3.1. B u e h e  componcnts in the vcbicle's body b and values of BP matrix for 2-baseIine 
c o a f I ~ o n s  (cont'd) 

B B ~  trace = 6.000 (m2) 

BBf trace = 6.000 cm2) 

C.3.2 3-baseüne configurations 

Table C.32. Badine  components in the vehicle's body fiaw and values of B B ~  matrix for 3-badine 
configurations 

B B ~  trace = 6.000 (m2) 1 

B B ~  trace = 6.000 cm2) 1 
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Table C.32. Basdine components in me vchïcle's body h m e  and vaiues of B B ~  rmûur for 3-badine 



C 3 3  4-baseline configurations 

Table (2.3.3. BaseIine compoucnts in the vchicle*~ body fiarne and vaiues of BB= mat& for 4-baseline 

BB* trace = 6.000 cm2) 

B B ~  trace = 6.000 (m2) 

~ l ? ~  trace = 6.000 (xn2) 
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Tabb C.33. BaseLine componcnts in the vehic1ec's body ody auci vadues of BB= mmaix foc Cbaseline 



MATRIX OPERATIONS FOR ATTITUDE DETERMINATION 

This Appendix D describes some complement of ma& operations for attitude determination. 
The attitude (roll, pitch and yaw) of a rigid body platform, for instance a ship, is defined as the 

orientation of a body fhme with respect to a (left-hand) local level reference frame. The 
transformation of coordinates from the Lod level reference frame to the body frame can be 

expressed with a mattix which contains the attitude angles (Cohen 1992). The transformation 
can be described as  series of rotations. The details of rotation mauix. approximation of attitude 

angles used in the attitude determination in Chapter 6 are described in Sections D.1 and D.2, 
respectively . 

The simulations in Chapter 6 showed that some configurations of different number of 
baselines give exactly the same result under the same conditions such as at the sarne latintde, 
the same mask angles. the same initial attitude angles, in both cases of with or without 

estimation of the clock parameters. The baseline configuration is only the element, which 
determines the precision of the attitude angles, when the other elements are constrained. 

Mathematical proof is herein Section D.3 which shows the precision of attitude angles is given 

to the same value, when the elements of the ma& BBT is the same even with a different 
number of baselines. 



The configurations tested in the simulations can be grouped by the aïlocation of eIements in 
the BB' matrix. These groups are: 1) tetrahedron and pentahtpion which have the elements on 
the diagonal, 2) horizontal coplanar co~gurations without the third diagonal element, 
3) vertical coplanar without the second diagonal element, 4) the vertical aiangles obliquely 
placed with an angle of 4S0, 5) horizontal coplanar with non-zero off-di-agonal erements and 
6) elongated configurations with large value for the first elements on the diagonal. The last 
part of this appendix, Section DA explains the principai baseline factor which influences the 

precision of attitude angles for each group. Section D.5 describes confidence region for 3- 
dimentional variables such as attitude angles and angular velocity as the complement to 
Chapters 6 and 7. 

D.1 Rotation mat& 

The attitude of a rigid body pladorm, for instance a ship, is defined as the orientation of a body 
frarne with respezt to a (left-hand) local level reference frame. The attitude angles, roll (@, 

pitch (@ and yaw (y) are the rotary motions about the x-, y- and z-axes of the body frame, 

respectively (Figure 1.2.1). The axes fued in the ship (body frame) form a right-hand 
orthogonal system. The ongin, O is at the center of gravity of the vehicle. The axes in body 
frame of the vehicle are defined as follows: x-axis is dong the center plane of the vehicle. 
coincident with the longitudinal a i s  of inertia and its positive direction is forward. The z-axis 
is also in the center plane of the vehicle, but normal to the x-mis and is positive downward. 
The y-axis is normal to x- and z-axes and is positive to starboard (Mandel 1967). 

The axes of the Iocal level reference frame is defined as follows: the X-axis coincides the 

northerly direction, the Y-axis is oriented toward east and the 2-axis is toward the zenith. The 
transformation of coordinates from the local level reference frame to the body frame can be 
expressed with a rnaaix which contains the attitude angles (Cohen 1992). The transformation 
as a series of rotations is described as follows: a rotation of angle y (yaw) around the 2-axis, a 
rotation of angle -9 (pitch) around the Y-axis, a rotation of angle -/ (roll) around the X-axis 
and finally, a reflection dong the 2-axis to change the system from the left hand to the right 
hand one. This sequence of ma& operation is described as follows (Babineau 1996): 

Lez J V C ~ t i c ~ r  L*J-hl 

w here, 



e, e, e, : x-, y- and z-components of the receiver-satellite unit vector in the body h m e  

of a vehicle; and 

ex e, e, : X-, Y- and Zcomponents of the receiver-satefite unit vector in the local level 
reference fiame. 

The rotation and reflection matrices are: 

And finally the rotation matrix which contains attitude angles is written as follows: 

cos9 cosy cos0 sin y/  sin 8 
cos#cosy+sin@sin9sin~ -sin#cosû 
sinecosy-cos~sinesiny cos~cose  1 

(D* 1-2) 

(0. 1 -3) 

(D. 1.4) 

(D* 1.5) 

D.2 Approximation of attitude angles 

Derivation of Equation (6.1.6) for the approximation of attitude angles in Chapter 6 is 
presented here. From the relationship, the attitude angles are expressed with initial values and 
their corrective temis. It is assumed that the comaive terms are very smalI (Cohen 1992; 
Babineau 1996). The roii angle is written as follows: 

The roll is the rotation around x-axis of a vehicle and written as follows: 



In the same way: 

sin 0, O sin 8, +mcose0 
R,(* -89) = 1 1 O 1 (D.2.3) 

O c o ~ 0 ~ - 6 8 s i n ~ ,  

The matrix (D.2.2) can be written as follows: 

where: 

In the same way, one can wnte as: 

The rotation rnatrix becomes: 

And equally, 

Finally, the rotation ma& R can be rewritten with the approximate fonn (Babineau 1996): 



This substitution is made in Equation (6.1.9a). It is possible to use this approximation only 
when initiai values of attitude angles are close enough to the tnie values. The initiai values 
forrefned attitude angïes wiU be obtained in an iterative process. Then, the corrective terms 

6& 80, 8vfor initial values (6,& yi must be very s m d  and it becomes possible to isolate the 

vector dR in the observation equation (6.1-3). 

The time derivatives of the rotation mahYr R, which contains attitude angles, are as follows 

(cf: Equation (7.1.4)): 

w here: 

-sin 8 cos y -sin 8 sin y 
RL(-#)S2 (-8) R,(y) = sin # cos8 sin y sin # sin 8 

-cos#cosesiny -cos#sinû 'Os" 

-cos8 sin y cos8 cos y 
R, (-#)R,(-B)S,(y) = 9 sinûsin yr-cos#cosy (D.2.15) 

cos#sin0siny-sin#cosy 

-siny cosy O 
S3(v )=  -cosy -siniy O 

[ O  0 0 1 
D.3 Identity of precision of attitude angles 

The inverse of normal matrix, denoted as Q is a factor of the precision of attitude angles as in 
Equation (6.2.2). Using the partitioned matrix method, the matrix Q can be refomiulated. With 
this formula, a principal baseiine factor which innuencesthe precision of each attitude angle, 

roll, pitch or yaw, cm be estimated. Development of the inversion of matrix Q and its 
approximation an describeci here. 



The normal equations without estimation of the clock parameters, N = A ~ A .  is expressed with 

formulas as foliows (same as in Equation (6.1.22); Comp 1993; Babineau 1996): 

where n is the number of satefites and sy' is a (3 x 3) skew symmetric ma& associated to the 

unit vectors ofj-th sateIlite in t&e body fniw. 

B is a (3 x m) matRx compriseci of the baseline vecton. 

B =[b, h, ---  6-1 
The L-th baseline vector is expressed as foliows: 

6, = (q.b;,b;)' 

The matrix BB= takes the elemeats as follows: 

Matrix A ((mm) x (m+3)) for n satellites and m baselines, with estimation of clock parameters 
is expressed as in Equation (D.3.6). When the dock parameters of the baselines are not 
estimated, the design ma& takes only the fmt 3 columns of matrix A in Equation 0.3.6). 

where [CJ. $, 41 is the receiver-satellite unit vector for j-th satellite in the vehicle's body frame. 



The normal matrix N is the product of the matrices A'A and can be partitioned The elements 
in the matrix N is expressed in the fonn: 

The matrices Nil and Na are square maaices although wt necessarily of the same size. one 
defines the sub-matrix Nil (3x3) and this sub-matrix Nil corresponds to the part of the normal 
ma& without estimation of the dock parameters and eiements are expressed with the 

- J=I $c'c'g(6;)' x Y#=[ - J=I t e ' &  y j=l f e j e j g d p -  y &<)zgb%: 
J Z ~  r=L 

2 2  J=L e'e'&; y z l=~  1-1 2(ef)z$(b;)2 1-1 - j=$ 5 jc'569:- z..l j=i e(4)2gu& i=~ + gcjejg(q)2 - $ej&&x 
14 ' =,r1 pl y zl=l 

m m - e'eir (bij2 - ei&g b ~ :  
J=L y#-1 J=I y z r = ~  - 111 2 d e j ~  " 'I=L 6 s ;  - JSI f. (e:)' i=t f b'b' y 

II II 
i i- - e'e'~ bP, &4l2)i- b ~ ;  2 g  dei$ b 3 ~  + (eil2Z (6:)~ + d& ( ~ 2  + 5 

bf& 181 
' 

1=1 r=L pl = zl-~ 1-1 1-1 1'1 y ta-: j=l '' 't=t 

IC a Z e3ei 5 bpi - (#f b x  - e j e j ~  - @ilz xb# j r 1  ' Yi=! j = l  i=L J=L z~=l Jf l  i=l 

+ &'dt (6;)' - g d c ' g b  + f (b:)' + ge'eigbx 2$ejejfb3; + 5 ( e ~ ) ' ~ ( 6 ~ ) 2  - 1x1 * zr=l j-1 'i-1 j-1 y zisl 1-1 yi=l 1x1 * 1-1 t=l 

Under the same conditions of satellite constellation, the same initial attitude angles, Ni 1 can be 
rewritten in the form as follows: 



Thus, configurations which have the same values in each element of the B B ~  ma&, qf(b;)=, 
irl 

t ( b ; j 2 ,  ff(b:)2 , fbp;, g b p i ,  'p',,bpi, even if the numbcr of the baselines is not the same, the 
i= l i d  i=L i= l i= 1 

matrix A ~ A  will have the same values in the elements without estimation of the clock 

parameters. Thus, the inverse of the A*A becornes identical to the configurations with identical 

B B ~  matrix. The precision of roll, pitch and yaw becornes identical when the elements of BB' 

matrix are the same. 

The inverse of partitioned matrices is helpful for the algebraic computations during the 

development of least-squares algorithm. The inverse of partitioned matrices Ml I,  Ml 2, M21. ME 

can be calculated as a function of  NI^. Ni2, N21, Nu. The matrices Nil and Nu are square 

matrices and the size of NI 1 and Ml 1, Nu and are the same. The actual solutions for sub- 

matrix M, is c d d  out according to the standard niles for solving a system of iinear equations 
with the restriction that inverse is defined only for square sub-matrices. 

The inverse of the normal r n a t r i x ~ ~ ~  with estimation of dock parameters is calculated in the 

following manner: 

The upper lefi matrix of the inversed normal matrix is calculated as follows: 

where: 



'0 a-.. 0 -' 



When the values of the tenns t(b:j2 , g(6;)' , 5(b~)' , &b; , t b i d  and fbp: are the same, i-e., 
i= t i- L i-L i-L I=L y i= L 

the mat* BB= is identica1, the part II takes the same value for the configurations which have 

identical B B ~ .  Then, the values Nil - H become identical for the configurations which has the 

same BB'. Thus, the inverse Mil is identical as well. Therefore. with estimation of the clock 
parameters, the precision of the roll. pitch and yaw will  aiso take the sarne values when the 

matrix BB= is identicai, even if the numben of the baselines are not the same. 

D.4 Principal factor for precision of attitude angles 

The following section deah with aprincipal baseline factor which influences the precision of 

attitude for different configurations of antennas. 

D.4.1 Tetrahedron 

Tetrahedron configurations are TE, TO and TR. The antenna configurations are shown in 
Figure C. 1.2 and coordinates of antennas, baseline components in body frame and the values 
of BB* matrix are in Tables C2.2 and C.3.2. The configurations which have identical  BI^ 
matrix (YH and YY) are coasidered to be the sarne as the tetrahedron configuration. The 

antennas ~ o ~ g u r a t i o n s  are shown in Figure C.1.3 and coordinates of antennas, baseline 
components in body frame and the values of BBT matrix are in Tables C.2.3 and C.3.3. 

Now, suppose that B B ~  is a diagonal matrix, having the fom = k I where k is a constant 

and I is the unit matrix. The elemcnts of the m e  B B ~ ,  g b g ,  gb# and g b ~ :  are qua1 to 
hl i-1 i-l 

zero. The elements of the matrix BB= become as follows: 



Rewrite the diagonal elements of BB= matrix , E(b:)2 =x , g($)' = y ,  &6:)' = =r and the elements 
i=l i-1 i-1 

of the ma& Ni in Equation (D.4.1) are in the sirnpler form: 

Using again, the inverse of rnatrïx by partitioned matrix. 

The inverse of a (2x2) matrix is calculated using the following formula: 

-1 1 1 d [: d] =-[d ad-bc -C ~ b ] = ~ [  Q -c -61 a 

The determinant of the above matrix is: 

The upper left of the partitioned matrix is calculated as follows: 

Now, substitute D(kly + k2x) with Dr, then the inverse of the rnatrix can be rewritten as: 

with 



and M e r  developed: 

The lower nght of the partitioned matrix can be calculateci using the following form: 

4 2  = C +&n,I('ti, '&n,I)-rn,n,L 

The element ma takes the foilowing value: 

The precision of the attitude detedation is defined by the inverse of the matrix Ni 1. denoted 
as Q. The size of the maaix is 3 by 3. The diagonal elements of the matrix Q takes the values 

as follows: 

As expressed in Equations (6.2.3) and (6.2.4). the precision of the attitude angles in degrees is 
defined by the foliowing equations: 



The indices for roU, pitch, and yaw are 1.2.3, respectively. 

In this configuration; the x and y components are equal. If the geometry of satellite distribution 
is approximated as ki nr kz and k5 a k, the precision in roli and pitch would have similar value. 
Similady, in case that kl = kt r k3, the precision in roll, pitch and yaw would have similar 
value. 

With estimation of the clock parameters, the terrn which corresponds to the precision of 

attitude angles is calculated by the inverse of (NI -m. 

The elements of matrices NII and H are the following: 

Then. scale factors for the ma& (fil -a), g, are sirnply expressed using k, ci, and the number 
of satellites n: = ki -& with (i = 1 ,---, 6). 

Comparing to the elements of matrix without estimation of clock parameters, the scaie factors 
are different, g,, g,, etc., instead of k,, k, etc. However, the inverse of the matrix (NI, - E l ) ,  

remains the same elements, although the matrix takes different scale factor to each element. 
Thus, the baseline components which affect the determination of attitude angles, remain the 
same as those in case of the matrix iVll without estimation of the clock parameters. 



The configurations referred to in this section are 3K, AK, BK and CK- The antenna 
configurations are shown in Figure Cm 1.1 and coordinates of antennas, baseline components in 
body frame and the values O ~ B B ~  matrix are in Tables C.2.1 and C.3.1. 

Verticaily placed coplanar configurations with 45" to the x-axis has the NI matrix as foiiows: 

After the same manipulations above, the diagonal elements of the matrix Q cm k obtained as: 

with 

In fact, there is a relationship that x = y = u, i.c, g(b;l2 = z(b:)' = gbp; , thus these tenns are 
i=l i= 1 i=I 

substituted with a and the matrix can be rewritten in the shplified form as: 



If the scale factors of satellite geometry in vehicle frame take the values k, = kz,  then 9, = q2, 

and thus the precision of roll and pitch becomes approximately equal(§6.3.2). 

D.4.3 Horimntally placed copianar configurations 

The configurations refemd to in this section are 3H, lH, CA, SQ and EH. The antenna 
configurations for 3H and IH, for CA and SQ and for EH are shown in Figures C.1.1, C.12 

and C. 1.3, respectively. The coordinates of antennas are in Table C.2.1 for 3H and M in 

Table C.2.2 for CA and SQ and in Table C f  .3 for EH. The baseline components in body 
frarne and the values of B B ~  matrix for 3H and M, for CA and SQ and for EH are in 

Tables C.3.1, C.3.2 and C.3.3. The notations are the same as above, Le., 2(6:)2=r and 
i d  

g(6;)' = y - 
i= 1 

Now, consider a coplanar configuration. A horizontaily placed coplanar configuration does not 

have ztomponent of baseline, and perpendicularly placed one parailel to the x-axis does not 
have y-component The diagonal elements of Q matrix for a horizontally placed coplanar 
configuration take the following formula: 

M e r  deveioped: 

D.4.4 Vertically placed cophar coniigurations 

The configurations referred to in this section are 3P. AP, BP, CP, IP, ZP and EP. The antenna 
configurations for 3P, AP, BP, CP and IP, for P and for EP are shown in Figures C. 1.1, C. 1.2 



and C. 1.3, respectively. nie coordinates of iaf~temas are in Table C2.1 for 3P, AP, BP, CP and 
IP, in Table C2.2 for ZP and in Table C.2.3 for EP. The baseline components in body frame 
and the values of BBT matrix for 3P, AP, BP, CP and P, for P and for EP are in Tables C3.1. 
C.3.2 and C.3.3. The notations are the same as above, i.e., f ( 6 ~ ) ~  =X and Z(b;)' =Z . 

i-1 i d  

The diagonal elements for a verticaiiy placed coplanar codîguration, paraUeI to the x-axis 

(with y = O), are as follows: 

D.4.5 Horizontal coplanar with non-zero off-diagonal elements 

The configuration referred to in this section is ZH. The antennas configurations are shown in 

Figure C. 1.2 and coordinates of antennas, baseline components in body frarne and the values 
of B B ~  matrix are in Tables C.2.2 and C.3.2. The notations are the same as above, 

m 

:(b:)'=r, ~ ( q ) ' = ~ ,  ~ ( b ~ ) z = z  and =u. 
t=S i=l ml i-1 

Honzontally placed coplanar configurations, such as a trapezoid or pentagon, have non-zero 
off-diagonal elements. By taking z = O, the matrix Ni 1 becomes as foliows: 

The diagonal elements of matrix Q for the horizontal coplanar configuration with non-zero off- 
diagonal elements in the matrix are the foiiowing: 



further developed: 

When the off-diagonal element u is absent in such case as a triangle, the simplified formula as 

above can be obtained- 

D.4.6 Elongated co~gurations 

The configurations referred to in this section are SI, S2, S3, HH and HP. The antenna 
configurations for SI, S2 and S3 and for HH and HP are show in Figures C.1.2 and C.1.3, 

respectively. The cwrdinates of antennas for SI, S2 and S3 and for HH and HP are in 
Tables C.2.2 and C.2.3. The baseline components in body frame and the values of BB' matrix 
for S1, S2 and S3 and for HH and HP are in Tables C.3.2 and C.3.3. The notations are the 
same as above, i. e., g(bt))' = x , g(b;j2 = y , g(b;)' = r and 26;bi = =u . 

b t  i d  i=l irl 

Consider an elongated configuration like placing the antennas on the 2 masts of a ship and 
constmcting a ship-type configuration. A ship-type configuration has very srnail y- and 
zcomponent or these components absent but it has an off-diagonal element component gb:b~.  

i= 1 

The following approximation is obtained for a ship confiiguration: 



When the vertical component of  baselines is close to zero, i-e., z = 0. simplification of the 
above equations yields: 

In this case, the roll precision is detennined by the square of sum of the squared components 
g(b;)' and Sb$: scded by the satellite geometry in the vehicle's body frame. An unbalanced 
r = l  i=L 

ship configuration has an offdagond elernent. EH$:, which is not so small and largely affects 
r-1 

the detennination of attitude. 




